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Editorial:
This year Socioanalysis is published in soft-copy form on the Group Relations Australia
website www.grouprelations.org.au. The editorial board is pleased to be able to provide this
format for readers. The cover is also available on the site should subscribers wish to have a hard
copy printed in the usual form by a printer of their choice. All past issues are now also available
on the website.
Sadly, two prominent members of the socioanalytic community have passed away in the
last year. This issue contains obituaries to both W. Gordon Lawrence and Alastair Bain, both
missed. Socioanalysis wishes to pay tribute to their work.
This issue contains two papers that have been presented as plenary papers at the Annual
ISPSO Conference (International Society for the Psychoanalytic Study of Organisations). The
first by Kathleen White was presented at Oxford in 2013. She explores issues of succession in
the field and the difficult emotional terrain that accompanies the processes involved. This is
a rich and moving paper that includes her experiences, struggles and learning. The second is a
paper by Burkard Sievers, presented in Santiago in 2014. This paper takes us into some of the
sociological foundations to be found in Herman Melville and Georg Simmel when exploring
trust, lies, secrets, betrayal and deception. The paper gives us a deeper understanding of these
ideas from literature and sociology.
Stanley Gold also explores the issue of trust, provoking us to think of its possibility or
impossibility. Kay Trainor examines the effects of retrenchment in organisations. She takes
her data from organisational research and from an examination of dynamics within a group
relations conference. Kieran White and Paul Lawrence offer a methodology of Reflective
Sketching in their paper and Joy Humphreys looks in depth at a case study of stakeholder
engagement, finding the social defences operating in a large infrastructure project. Gouranga
Chattopadhyay returns to his 1994 paper written with Ashok Malhotra about the abrogation of
personal authority and asks why in organisations this is still denied. Finally Larry Hirschhorn
offers a review of the book Socioanalytic Methods. In this essay he thinks about the efficacy of
such methods, widely used by organisational consultants.
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Gordon Lawrence Obituary

Dr W. Gordon Lawrence 1934 - 2013
Obituary

Dr W. Gordon Lawrence touched the lives of many of us across the globe in the worlds of
psychoanalytic thinking and organisational consultancy and, as one close associate recently said,
he was a friend, he was a colleague, without whom I would have done less, thought less, sensed less, achieved less, has
died aged 79.
When working at the Tavistock Institute in the early 1980s, Gordon became convinced that
there was a social and political context to people’s dreams. He was heavily influenced by reading
The Third Reich of Dreams by the German journalist Charlotte Beradt, (published in 1968), who asked
her medical friends in the 1930s to collect the dreams of patients who consulted with them. All these
patients were Jewish. The dreams were telling them of their horrendous future in Nazi Germany.
Gordon said reading them makes your skin tingle. In her book, Beradt said that the totalitarian
regime of the Nazis generated paranoia in the German population, particularly Jews. Gordon saw
that it was possible to dream socially, to dream not about me, but what is happening to the human
condition. In the spring of 1982, with a psychoanalyst friend, Patricia Daniels, he began holding
weekly Social Dreaming Sessions at the Tavistock Centre, these sessions were called ‘A Project in
Social Dreaming and Creativity’. Some years later when Gordon was working in Israel, invited there
by Vered Amitzi, Hanni Biran, Sandra Halevy and Judit Trieste, to direct the first Group Relations
Conference in Israel, he suggested social dreaming sessions. Gordon acknowledged the enormous
debt to the Israel Group, because it was through them than he was able to re-launch Social
Dreaming. In 1988 Gordon directed a working conference with title Social Dreaming, Consultancy
and Action-Research. He then started Social Dreaming conferences in London, Birmingham and
Ireland. In the 1990s he become one of the directors of what became IMAGO International, a
small independent group of analysts, scholars, social scientists and therapists. Here, working with
Judit Szekacs, he directed a programme of regular Social Dreaming Matrices in London and his mind
and ideas were a driving force for diverse generations. Social Dreaming started to flourish in Israel, Sweden,
Germany, France, Italy, the USA, Ireland, Finland, Rwanda, South Africa, Holland, Denmark
Australia and India.
Social Dreaming is now the subject of PhD theses. Its use has been developed to surface the
unconscious and creative thoughts about issues in Management Teams, the preoccupations of
disparate groups about social issues, at Conferences to surface the unconscious issues which are
stalking the thoughts of participants. Gordon was interested in bringing social dreaming into the
worlds of education and work, as demonstrated in his 1998 book Social Dreaming@Work and by his
own attempts to create businesses that could bring social dreaming into the workplace. By the time
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of the publication of Social Dreaming@Work, Gordon had started up Symbiont Technologies with
Marc Maltz and Martin Walker in the U.S.A. When this project came to an end, Gordon, supported
by his lifelong friend and colleague, Bipin Patel, made several attempts to create various versions
of companies aiming to promote social dreaming under the name Social Dreaming Ltd. Gordon
was President of the Gordon Lawrence Foundation, formally launched in Oxford in 2013, which
has the purpose to educate people in the theoretical underpinning and use of Social Dreaming, as
a discipline for discovering social meaning and significance in dreams, hence providing a platform
for Gordon’s long held desire to encourage the development of Social Dreaming in education and
academic research. The Foundation plans to sponsor research, publications, conferences and events,
also providing bursaries for young professionals to be introduced to Social Dreaming
In 1940, aged six, Gordon was sent to live with his paternal grandparents in the Parish of St
Edwards, Buchan, Aberdeenshire. He has written beautifully of these years, explaining how they
spoke Doric at home but in the school they talked and wrote in English. He described the rhythm
and rituals of this life, Church on Sunday mornings, the visit to his Great Grandmother on the
Sunday afternoons, the whistle blown at midday to summon him to dinner, the excellent food
produced by his Grandmother, vegetables and fruit grown in the garden, the wet afternoons when
Gordon would retreat to the loft above his Grandfather’s workshop and read copies of Modern Boy
left there by his Uncles. His Grandfather was the local vricht (joiner, blacksmith, sawyer, house
painter and sometimes funeral undertaker) and with his wife ran a croft. He also witnessed the
transformation of a growing tree into planks and boards.
Gordon’s early education was promoted by Mr Arklay, the headmaster of King Edward Primary
School, who was an Edinbrugh graduate. His Uncle Sam told him of his experiences at Dunkirk
and serving in the Far East. Gordon has also described being a member of a Moral Rearmament
group as a 15 year old between 1949 and 1951, whose members were teachers, doctors and various
other professionals in Aberdeen, with Gordon as one of three schoolboy members. These were
weekly meetings, in the drawing-room of the leader, who would read aloud a passage from the New
Testament. He subsequently went to Aberdeen University from 1953-56, graduating with an MA
in 1957. After a short service commission in the RAEC, starting as Gordon Highlander, working
mainly in education, he left the army with the rank of t/Captain. He then worked for Lloyd’s &
Scottish Finance, but after a year moved back into education being a liberal studies lecturer at
Charles Keene College, Leicester. After a sabbatical at Leicester University, where he read the
Sociology and Psychology of Education, he was awarded a Diploma in these. He then joined Bede
College, Durham, as a Senior Lecturer in the Sociology of Education, in Professor John Rex’s
department. John Rex subsequently became known for his influential work on race relations.
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Gordon joined the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in 1971 and worked for eleven years
there as an action researcher. In that time he was awarded grants by the Leverhulme Trust, the
Department of Employment and two grants from the European Foundation for the Improvement
of Living and Working Conditions.as a project officer. He was subsequently promoted to being a
consultant, was a Joint Director of the Institute’s Group Education Programme and a Fellow in the
Quality of Working Life.
After Gordon discovered Social Dreaming in 1982 he resigned and joined Shell International
for three years. Subsequently, he moved to the International Foundation for Social Innovation, Paris,
but resigned when he was sixty.
He was a fellow of the Australian Institute of Socio-Analysis; on the editorial board of Free
Associations (UK), Freie Assoziation (Germany) and Organizational and Social Dynamics (UK); and a
former board member of the International Society for the Psychoanalytic Study of Organizations;
later, a Distinguished Member.
In 1982 Gordon met Allan King, a film-maker. Together they designed a working conference
for unemployed Canadian citizens, exploring the experiences of being employed and unemployed.
Much of this four day event was filmed. This resulted in the film ‘Who’s in Charge?’ which was
shown at the 28th London Film Festival in 1984. Gordon had contributed to an earlier film, “Them
and Us”, for BBC Panorama in 1981. He also contributed to BBC Radio Four programmes talking
about Social Dreaming.
In “Tongued with Fire”, a collection of Gordon’s papers on working with groups, published
in 2000, he describes how, after leaving the Tavistock Institute, he worked with Eleanor Dorgan
and Gerry French in initiating a series of conferences called “Authority for Faith” in Ireland.
Subsequently Alastair Bain invited Gordon to introduce “Authority for Faith” conferences in
Australia.
Gordon worked in India, Australia, Canada, the United States, the Philippines, Taiwan, Burkina
Faso, and Rwanda, as well as most European countries. He had part-time appointments as a visiting
Professor at Cranfield University, the New Bulgarian University, Sofia as well as other functions
such as examiner for the University of the West of England. Gordon also wrote poetry and four of
his poems were published in Aberdeen University Review.
Gordon published throughout his professional life, starting in 1965. Up to 2012 he had
published seven books and over sixty articles. Some of the books on Social Dreaming were
translated into Italian and Hungarian.
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Gordon married Esther in 1962, with whom he shared his love of music, art, travelling and
above all, the good company of friends. They had three children. One of their sons, Alexander, died
tragically in 2005. He is survived by his wife, his sons Anthony and David, and six grandchildren.
John Wilkes January 2014
johnwilkesmanco@aol.com
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Alastair Bain 1940 - 2013
Obituary

Alastair was born in Bombay (now Mumbai), India, in 1940. His father, a Scotsman, was an
engineer for the British India Shipping company and was stationed in India. His mother was
Australian – she was, interestingly, one of the first female medical students at the University of
Sydney, although she never practiced. Alastair had an older brother, John.
During the latter part of the Second World War the family moved back to Queensland for a
while, as the security situation in India became precarious. After the war they lived in Rangoon
(now Yangon) for a time.
In the late 1940s the family settled in Leura, in the Blue Mountains, a place to which
Alastair always remained attached. Alastair attended The King’s School in Sydney, from which
he graduated in 1958. He was a keen sportsman at school and did well in athletics and Rugby
Union. After that he completed a BSc in Economics at University College London, before
taking an MA at the University of Chicago, where he wrote a thesis on TE Lawrence. He started
but never completed a PhD about political cartoons from the First and Second World Wars, also
at the University of Chicago. At the University of Chicago he met Patricia (Pat) Halligan, and
they married in 1963. They have two children, Lauren and Joshua.
He worked for a time as a lecturer in Political Science at the University of Strathclyde in
Glasgow before he joined the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London in the late
1960s. He worked at the Tavi until the family migrated to Australia in 1983. Although they
never lived there permanently, an important place for Alastair during this time was a cottage
he bought in County Kerry in the southwest of Ireland – this was where the family spent most
family holidays. Alastair had first been introduced to the area by his father, who was a keen fly
fisherman. Alastair often spoke about re-locating to Ireland and becoming a children’s author,
but he never followed this path. Pat very sadly died in 1979 from cancer and Alastair never remarried.
Alastair trained at the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London, and he worked
there as a consultant, action researcher, and educator for 15 years. While there he was a close
associate of Isabel Menzies Lyth. When Alastair returned to Australia in 1983 he raised his
children as a single parent, first in St Andrews and then, since the early 1990’s in Carlton. He
could often be found walking his beloved dog Larry in the park.
In Australia he was a Founder Member of the Australian Institute of Social-Analysis, later
to be renamed The Australian Institute of Socio-Analysis and was the Director of the Institute,
5
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1983 – 2003. During this time he worked closely with Susan Long, Joanne Leedow, Stanley
Gold, Eve Steele, David Mushin, Jamie Pierce, Ken Heywood and John Newton amongst
many others to build the group relations presence in Australia. He directed many of the
“Lorne” conferences and was on staff of many others including the longstanding Swinburne
Conferences. Together with Gouranga Chattopadhyay and Susan Long he founded a program
for training socioanalysts: The AISA Fellowship program. From 1986 – 1998, he was also a
Senior Lecturer, Department of Psychological Medicine, Monash University (part time).
In 1993 he was on the directorate of the first Australian International Group Relations
Conference. Such conferences were precursors to the now established Belgirate conferences.
The second of these international conferences to be held in Australia in 2002 was led by
Alastair.
Alastair was also a keen proponent of Social Dreaming. In 1992 he, Gordon Lawrence and
Susan Long worked in a matrix at the William Alanson White Institute with the faculty and
Students of the Program in Organisational Development and Consultancy.
He also worked on the first social dreaming conference in Melbourne directed by Gordon
Lawrence. Following this he worked as a consultant to an ongoing weekly matrix in Carlton that
ran for several years and began using social dreaming in his consultancy work. He led a social
dreaming conference in outback Australia, pioneering social dreaming activities in the heart
of indigenous landscape. Other such conferences were held at Mallacoota, Point Lonsdale and
Point Hicks. He describes his work in social dreaming in ‘Social and Organisational Dreaming
in Australia’ published in Socioanalysis volume 14, 2012.
In 2004 Alastair, together with Christopher Falkingham founded the Australian Center for
Socioanalysis that continues today.
Alastair contributed much to the field of socioanalysis. With Gordon Lawrence and
Laurence Gould he introduced the idea of “Basic Assumption Me-ness”; with son Josh, he
developed ideas on “primary spirit” and wonder and he extended Menzies-Lyth’s concept of
social defences against anxiety in his paper” Social Defences against Organizational Learning”
published in Human Relations, Vol. 51, No. 3, 1998; and put forward the idea of domain
defences. He wrote many papers, his most recent being a chapter in Socioanalytic Methods
published in 2013 by Karnac.
Alastair was a Member of the Tavistock Institute Association, and the International Society
for the Psychoanalytic Study of Organisations (ISPSO).
The world of socioanalysis and its clients and students have much to owe Alastair Bain.
Susan Long (with help from Alastair’s daughter Loren and son Josh.)
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The Price of the Fear of Fading: some thoughts on
women’s resistance to taking the role of Elder from
a psychoanalytic perspective
Paper delivered to the Annual Meeting of the International Society for
the Psychoanalytic Study of Organizations: Oxford 2013
KATHLEEN POGUE WHITE
Socioanalysis 16 (7-20)
The future of our work rests completely in the hands, minds and hearts of our next generation. In
my mind, the role of elder is critical to the development, support and care of this aspect of future
through the transmissions of wisdom and authority within formal protégé relationships. Transmission
also occurs through an elder attitude and stance, which can empower “accidental protégés,” who are
learning by observing how we take up a key role in their development. Like any intergenerational
transmission, what we teach will have consequences in what they teach.
Key Words: Elder; generativity; succession; wisdom

I’m delighted to have the opportunity to think about an aspect of generativity, i.e., taking on
the role of elder, with colleagues who are on the giving, developing and the receiving end of this
developmental competency.
I do think our Society, ISPSO, by reason of its existence, as well as by reason of the learning
opportunities it provides, is making it possible to further develop and to pass on this generative
competency.
I am also delighted to be hosted by Mannie Sher, who, as many of us know, has recently
set an example of transitioning to eldership by managing the smooth transfer of power and
authority to the next generation leader of the Tavistock Inst. (Eliat Aram). He has taken his
place as elder. While this presentation focuses on women and our nuanced complexities in
transitioning into the role of elder, I’m very aware that men work to make this transition as well.
I know a bit about the challenges that existed for Mannie; I’d love to know the experiences of
other men and learn whether there is a pattern or dynamic from which we can learn.
This paper suggests that the role of elder is a developmental stage competency that most
of us, women and men alike, approach in a state of ambivalence. The stage is associated with
an unwelcome return of identity crises, which we fear may overwhelm and diminish the
delights that seniority and eldership can bring. One can find one’s self in the state of resistance
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to engaging the complexities and challenges involved in inhabiting the role of elder, and can
become more preoccupied with staving off shifts in self-perception - with indifferent, muted or
no awareness of the intergenerational impact of this developmental struggle.
My experience of working with female patients, female clients, as well as my experience of
close friends and myself, tells me that some of us women may exhibit and experience this role
resistance in a particular way. A woman patient of mine coined a phrase for this state some
years ago. It had tremendous resonance with me, and it clarified some fuzzy thinking that I was
having about patients and clients who were and are my age mates. She described the state as:
Being in the throes of a “Fear of Fading”
Unlike other fears associated with senior development, “Fear of Fading” can be thought
of as a “fear of living,” a dread of having to continue on with an altered sense of self, as
regarded by oneself and from altered cues coming from the rest of one’s external world. The
fear manifestations, themselves, can have tremendous impact on actual protégés and can be
a significant deterrent to one’s being alive to opportunities to transmit wisdom or to transmit
authority to “accidental” protégés.
This paper attempts:
• To tease out the issues, and to demonstrate the effects of a ‘fear of fading’ through a
vignette from consulting practice and from my personal experience;
• To develop some hypotheses to normalize understanding of the transitions through this
stage-related resistance to growth
• and to develop some thoughts on working through the resistance to being a woman elder
that we may use for ourselves and throughout our work with women; and where it might
apply, to our work with men.

My Awakening
In thinking about the theme of the Annual Meeting - future of our work and work of our
future, I am aware of pre-conscious experiences jolting to full awareness occasionally; these are
gaining strength of presence. There are three:
a) I am not the future.

Although my family genetics let me imagine productive years ahead, those years feel more
finite than they did just a few years ago. When that idea comes to mind, I take an internal check
of my relatedness, my mental health, of my physical state and of my productivity: “check,”
“check” and “check;” I’m okay for now.
8
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I took a check like this some time ago when I was making the transition from being a
practicing psychoanalyst to practicing applied psychoanalysis; “check,” “check” and “check.”
Things were way out of kilter. I had to ask myself what the hell was I doing working on a
consulting team pretty much for acceptance and inclusion in my male colleagues inner circle
and for collective bragging rights. We were working in an organization that I knew operated
offshore facilities, in ways that violated many of the labor laws we, here, hold sacred.
When awareness hit me, I remembered my lesson:
Back in the day, a local judge in Chicago, Judge Thomas, introduced Martin Luther King to
six of us black college freshmen, home for Thanksgiving. We were in the basement of a Baptist
Church having a southern fried, post-service conversation. After quite lovely exchanges about
our studies and our aspirations, Dr. King told us kids:
…the dream is in your hands.
He was telling us that we were the future. The mandate inside this blessing was that one
had to measure one’s self and one’s life pursuits against the standard of being a contributor to
societal well-being.
So in my work on that consulting team, I was not contributing to well being; quite the
contrary, I was adding to societal distress.
While I am not the future, I have all the lessons from my having been the future to guide
me and to pass on – if I allow that to happen.
The second thing that comes to mind when I think about our Annual Meeting theme:
b) I find myself musing on the question of what is my legacy.

What is a legacy from experiences of teaching, training, being a psychoanalyst and applying
psychoanalysis? To be more accurate and to be more honest, what I am musing about and would
like to say,
What do I want my legacy to be?

And this is a bit of folly! Maybe it’s an aspect of transitioning to eldership, knowing one is
not the future. The folly is that, it seems, I am wishing that I actually could have control of how
people will hold me in their minds later on. However, the truth is, by now, my legacy is already
in place. I think that part of my later-stage developmental work is to have the courage to look
around and try to figure out what I have wrought and perhaps do a bit of tweaking; certainly
take some accountability. There is the adage from Psychoanalysis that guides me here; it says:
9
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If you look around your practice, you can learn what developmental issues you are working on
And finally, the third wake up as a result of pondering this Annual Meeting theme:
c) Recently I find myself often in high irritability with quite unusual people.

I’ll give you an example: there is a woman colleague with whom I been working for about a
dozen years, where I have been repeatedly disappointed in her lack of maturity especially around
being able to manage some interpersonal and professional boundaries. Our conversations about
how to align our ways of working inevitably fall into struggle about whose ideas have more
merit. This constant struggle between us interferes with smooth running of team business;
leaves us both exhausted and dissatisfied. Our team of colleagues are sick to death of us.
In order to better align ourselves, we have had many conversations on this subject of our
relatedness. We arrived at a surprising, learning place for me. In essence she said about me to
me that:
• I had not been able to let her learn from me because I was constantly in competition with her;
• She had wanted to be my protégé (her words here) both in the group relations work and in
the psychoanalytic applications I use in our team work. However, I was treating her more
like a competitive peer, with expectations around her poise, confidence and experience.
Since she could not live up to what she felt was my unreasonable expectation for her to
be 20 years older in her development than she was, the only thing left for her to do with
me was to fight for her own space, her own age, her own identity. (I happen to be 18 years
older than she is);
• W hether I had something to offer or not, she experienced herself as being at risk of taking
in my projections and perhaps becoming damaged by my envy.

Resistance
Stunning! This was stunning to me! I take her comments to have been a powerful
interpretation of the dynamics of my resistance to taking on the role of elder. My colleague’s
interpretation along with my emergent bits of awareness, have cracked the armor of my
resistance. I see the ways in which I discourage some parts of our future from thinking of me as
a developmental resource.
There are a couple of other examples that now begin to burn brightly in my awareness:

10
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2. T he capstone example of my resistance is the refrain from a young colleague, who
actively thinks of herself as my protégé. She has claimed me; has responded to my
inevitable critiques of (read dubiousness about) her innovative ideas with this thought:
“ Kathy, I don’t need you to be smart
I need you to be wise.”
To name a few!
These small examples (among very many, I’m afraid) roll up to a picture of my style of
combating fading-to-disappearance by withdrawal or, most often, by heightened aggressive
competitiveness.
Having taken this fully on board, I can see the dynamics at play. These are the same
strategies I used to separate from a would-be engulfing mother all those developmental steps
ago. I had to remove myself from her sphere of influence in order win … as well as to avoid the
consequences of winning. I could help her contain her displeasure with me and help her contain
her envy at my being successful “without her” by not flinching when she attributed my successes
to herself.
My father and me - we knew better.
My own vignette reminds me that there is an area of study begging to be undertaken; i.e.,
the psychological consequences for women who have been Oedipal winners. One scenario is
where father is both a maternal object as well as the object of Oedipal desire and longing for
the young girl – all to the father’s great delight! His preference for and unwavering support of
his projected female-self-ideal is the manifestation of the daughter’s supremacy in the ageold mother-daughter struggle. One could say that the girl’s identification with and patterning
of values after her father gives evidence of an introjected male parent around whom identity
developed.
The term I use to describe this developmental outcome in adulthood is “Male identified
women.” This description does not refer to sexual orientation or preference. It describes an
identification and patterning after a significant male figure in early life.
My analytic and consulting practices over the years lead me to understand that public
success, accomplishment, achievement by women often can be accompanied by or associated
with some aspect of male identification. I have seen two facets of this dynamic gem:
If the identification is an early compensation strategy for felt experience of maternal
absence, it may leave the girl with an uneasy identification with father, laced with rage at
maternal abandonment. I have seen this rich mix in practice many times. The executive woman,
who is succeeding with what is thought of as male-like aggressiveness, can be in a defensive
stance against intense maternal longing. Since her relatedness style tends to deprive her of adult
versions of that kind of gratification, the stage is set for repetition.
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If the identification results from early family dynamics that one might describe as a girl’s
oedipal winning, where values and identity patterning are paternal in nature, it may leave the
girl with an easier paternal identification, but with a character style influenced by maternal
longing and show up as guilt and feelings of fraudulence and, often, difficulty in fully owning
impact and success. This can be seen in women who are not achieving to their full potential; or
in those women whose preference for what we can call “leading from behind.”
These early identification strategies have consequence for maternal relatedness and require
a balancing strategy that holds maternal envy at bay. A daughter’s vividness, stage-related
successes, positive attributions, being the center of appreciation, etc., affords mother a source of
gratification through her identifications with a vivid offspring.
This very incomplete description of an ordinary family dynamic, the one that I am
contending needs the attention of specific research on impacts to the later stage development
of women, the one I know well anecdotally from practice, leads me to an hypotheses about a
woman’s fear of fading:
Fear of Fading associated with experience of the fear of retribution from an internalized
envious mother. One quite successful woman client put it this way when she finally agreed to
announce her retirement and name her successor: “All I have accomplished is a sham and trash;
I really should kill myself because I am a fraud after all; people say I’ve done wonderful things
but I can’t see that it amounts to much. Mother would be happy now; maybe she’s giggling in
her grave; she predicted this…or she wished it on me… whichever”.
The encounter with the internalized envious mother is avoided in order to forestall a
significant decline in psychological and emotional stamina; to forestall a pull to retire in
place, being left with little sense of a developmental future; without emotional availability for
one’s potential successors. In this debilitated condition, one is likely given to feelings of envy
and hatred towards the successors – replaying the early Oedipal struggle; but this time the
identification is with the “oedipal loser.” One often hears the refrain in women:
Oh my god, I’m turning into my mother!
This dynamic state of affairs bears further and deeper understanding so that we can
develop concepts, understanding and interventions to help unlock some women’s generativity
from the grasp of debilitating fears of living.
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Susan’s Poem
Recently, Susan Long and I had a conversation about two protégés coming into their own:
“do you notice how well they are doing; their names are appearing everywhere. I feel delighted,
proud and horrified,” I wrote.
Susan responded in Susan’s most wonderful way… with a poem (I have her permission to
share it).
 hen I was young the world was bright
W
I could rage and I could dance in the light.
Life extremis love and fear.
But
That was before…
I began to disappear.
 yes that look but do not see
E
Smiles for everyone, but not for me
I’m a ghost although I’m still here
Ever
Since….
I began to disappear.
 ed rivers run dry!
R
I have a desert from my neck to my thigh
I’m in a crowd with no cheer
Since the day….Since the day… Since the day…
I began to disappear.
 ike a mat on the floor
L
I’m at the entry of everybody’s door.
And like the house that’s made of cards
My soul is shattered into so many shards,
 ike a messenger unseen
L
Or the echo of a forgotten queen.
 ed rivers run dry!
R
I have a desert from my neck to my thigh
I’m in a crowd with no cheer
Since the day….Since the day… Since the day…
I began to disappear.
13
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I don’t want to cry
I don’t want to lay down and die
I will reappear
No one can make me disappear
 ut……
B
Red rivers run dry!
I have a desert from my neck to my thigh
I’m in a crowd with no cheer
Since the day….Since the day… Since the day…
I began to disappear.

One price of the fear of fading
I love the poem. It brought to mind another possible consequence of a dynamic fear of
fading: with the psychological imperative to hold onto iconic identity, head and brains must be
preserved possibly at the expense of impact to heart and passion.

Vignette
These themes concerning the nuances around the fear fading show up in many places in my
work. I have chosen the following vignette to illustrate the ideas I’m presenting, because it is
recent and still alive in me and in this client.

A Client’s Story: The Fear of Fading. Anne.
Anne is the founding President and CEO of a medium sized arts institution. She began
building this organization when her husband died. As they had a common interest in the arts,
she wanted to memorialize this meaningful part of their relationship by building an institution
that could become his and her legacy. She gathered up an experienced researcher from a
European museum, François to be creative director, brought in her personal secretary, Mary, to
manage administration; together with herself as curator, these three people oversaw the bricks
and mortar development, developed the museum’s artistic signature and started the business of
expanding on the foundational art collection.
The museum opened some years ago. In the early days, Anne particularly relied on the
creative director, François, to understand her vision and to expand the collection. Since she
wanted to dedicate part of the organization’s resources to the community in which she built the
museum, she delegated outreach and community involvement to François. This arrangement
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was perfect for a startup; three people, totally dedicated to the success of an idea; three people
who did the nights and weekends required - happily.
Their tight bonds held for a time and only began to come under stress as the institution
began to grow. Not an unusual scenario.
The heart of the matter was Anne’s realization that the artistic vision of her creative
director was not evolving with the many opportunities now available to the larger organization.
In addition, François had been made Executive director to manage the many new staff having
come on board. It became clear that François’ managerial skills were basically nonexistent. In
an attempt to bring him along, Anne provided him with as many resources as possible to help
him learn in place, including graduate level training and executive coaching by a local retired
businessman.
All to no avail!
François’ interests were to continue in creative partnership with Anne, to grow the
institution and develop his own legacy, as co-creator of what might become a famous
institution. He was not interested in the nuts and bolts of daily management and felt both
entitled to and ownership of a co-creative leadership position (with all the freedoms of choice
he had in the early start up). François’ stance was far out of touch with the working needs of the
organization.
It was deeply distressing to Anne to face the fact that she had to let François go. This tug
on her sense of loyalty and fair play couldn’t be diminished by an offering of a golden parachute.
However it was either face the feelings and bite the bullet or harm the organization.
Through Anne’s contacts and with her extensive help, François successfully transitioned to
a comparable role in Europe.
The organization having been mired down by sentient tensions began to enliven:
• Anne assumed the interim role of Executive Director.
• T he chairman of the board, Jim, agreed that Board development was critically needed to
provide guidance; the board deficiencies and needs, which had been made obvious during
this difficult transition, were under discussion in our three-way conversations.
• I made queries on our network about availability to do board transformation work; in
preparation to help with this effort.
• I continued in my role as consultant to Anne in her multiple roles and to the board chair
and Anne as they worked through the decisions for the next critical steps that the museum
would need to take in order to stay robust.
15
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This work went along smoothly as Anne and Jim were determined to get things back on
track.
As advice-giving, coaching, advising work with Anne and the organization began to wind
down, I felt that there was one area that we neglected to approach that had become glaringly
obvious during the transition crises.
The plan to have Anne in the multiple roles - founding president, Member of the Board,
Company CEO, Curator, and now Executive Director was not sustainable beyond an interim
period when searches could be undertaken and hires made. It wasn’t sustainable as a long-term
solution in any event because, despite her interest in staying at the helm now that she had it –
ALL, and had developed the sense of being able to hold the whole, Anne at the time was in her
mid-70s.
I opened the conversation about her ideas around succession. Who in the family might be
talented and interested? Who on the board might be talented or interested? Where else might
she consider finding interest and talent? The board development process could take some time;
how do you want to think about your role in bringing them recommendations? Etc. Anne’s
response was:
“There’s plenty of time for that and I do have a ‘if I get hit by a bus’ plan”
Her CFO (long time family friend and trusted advisor) would take the interim position
as CEO, while the board worked on a permanent solution. She said that she would focus on
succession when the transition period had subsided and the Board was developed enough to
take the matter under consideration. I pushed her a bit on what domain she might be looking for
likely prospects, but it wasn’t a conversation (tried several times) that could get much traction.
In my final meeting with Anne and Jim, I offered my availability if they needed my services
in the transitions to come. We ended more than amicably, except that I felt that the work with
Anne was incomplete. For quite a while I couldn’t figure out what it was that felt unfinished.
It dawned on me sometime later that I was developing a hypothesis, which in good
conscience and out of respect for her and for my professional sense of making a contribution,
I would have to give to her. I invited Anne to a lunch meeting in the museum town, telling her
that I had an hypothesis about her and the future of the museum that I wanted to run by and
discuss with her if she were interested. She was very interested. When we met, I told her the
following truncated, summarized version:
“Having been curious about your early family life throughout our various bits of work, I
have developed enough of the picture to be able to offer you these ideas (truncated, summarized
version):
16
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I think you would rather risk the museum going dark, snuff out after you’re gone rather than for you to
experience the losses if you were to take the steps to exit stage left. Who would you be then, if you are not the wellknown entrepreneur, becoming a darling in the museum world? What would you do with yourself? And of course
your mother would be satisfied in her grave knowing that her prediction about your not coming to much would be
realized. She warned you.
I am beginning to understand in my own experience as a senior and an elder that it is extremely painful to
give over who you have been to someone else; to see yourself only through the bits of you that remain embedded in
the protégé, who is fashioning a new version of self.
Stepping aside might occasion an envious attack if not from the sidelines then certainly from that mother
inside who told you long ago that you wouldn’t amount to much. As She said: “A son should have tried to be like
his father, not a daughter.” (Anne’s Father, a successful entrepreneur, had always encouraged her to be bold).
I finished up by saying: The museum could go dark; your struggle to hold onto your sense of being a person of
value, as contributing value may go dark along with it.
This turned out to elicit very poignant thoughts: of course Anne was already musing about
what would it be like, how would she feel if the museum didn’t exist. Would she feel guilty
for having destroyed part of herself; or would she feel relief at not having to stay on her highperforming track; did she deserve to lose it all in the end as predicted?
I offered to spend a bit of time with her thinking through both what it would mean to start
to “fade” as well as to think about whom it might be that she could bring along and stay alive
and lively at the same time.
Keeping in mind the issues of legacy, I asked her who in her family had the same stuff
that she has in terms of personality, drive, brains et cetera. Turns out she has a grandniece by
marriage who has shown a good deal of interest in the organization; she was very supportive
during the early days of the start up; she was present at all of the ceremonial events etc. A
diamond in the rough that she could help polish up and bring along. Anne said at a subsequent
meeting: ‘This might be fun!’
To sum up: Anne had positioned herself to potentially miss out on directly mentoring,
guiding, empowering, authorizing and passing on much of what is dear about herself to the next
generation in order to stave off the fears of what could happen to her if she were to fade – the
worst of which would be fulfilling a prediction deposited in her ages ago when she was learning
to be bold.
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Now having committed to make a contribution to the future of her dream,
• she has risen in her own sense of self worth,
• she is better prepared to bear her own experience envious feelings towards her grand niece
protégé
• she has the requisite awareness to avoid sabotaging the protégé
• most importantly, she may have enough awareness to avoid sabotaging herself before all
the role transitions can be put in place –
• for my money, she could pull back on her skate boarding before she kills herself.

A Protégé’s Story. My Doppleganger
I want to tell you a bit about my personal experience of trying to correct for the fear of
fading. When my protégé said: “Kathy, I don’t need you to be smart; I need you to be wise,” it had the
impact of being a consultation to my role. I understood that I had work to do in order to pull
back my resentment, to discontinue my avoidance, to discontinue my neutral to unfriendly
stance regarding her innovative ideas. I understood that in order to do that, I had to be
transparent with her about the struggle I had to be in the role that both of us wanted to achieve
– protégé to elder and elder to protégé.
I needed to start with a painful conversation about one particular incident that summed
up my dilemma of having a protégé outshine me. The instance concerned her being invited
into a role that had been called traditionally “mine,” i.e., experienced, senior black woman.
When I learned about her appointment, I felt rejected; I felt the shine go off of my so-called
“senior position;” but more to the point I was in a terrible state when I heard her say that she
was the first black person to hold this particular position. It pained me deeply because it was an
incomplete description. I needed to say something to her; because, without some conversation
that represented the reality between us, the possibility of our continuing in a closely bonded
relationship would be over.
So I took her to lunch.
After telling her how pleased I was that she had gotten this opportunity, I reminded her
that we shared the position of being “first,” she in one role and me in another; and that it was
not a singular accomplishment on her part or mine. We were standing on the shoulders of
wonderful and talented elders. I acknowledged the fact that I was working through the feelings
of resentment leading up to this conversation; and telling her this was my way of trying to open
up the dialogue between us that would keep our relatedness intact.
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Interestingly, she said she had been avoiding me as well for fear that my envy or jealousy
or both would come down on her head in some way that she could not foretell. Also she was
feeling a bit guilty for “having taken something away from me”.
This was a precious conversation that has helped us both explore the feelings associated
with intergenerational transmission. The conversation was timely in her life, as she is facing
the feelings about her next-generations coming close on behind her, including a protégé of
hers with whom she has written a book: they are having difficulty about first authorship. It was
making her feel that she had to speed up somehow; be smarter somehow. I told her that she had
my complete understanding and empathy.
I don’t know much about my protégé’s history with her mother or father, so I can’t test my
developing hypothesis with her. I do know that her generosity of spirit in allowing me to make a
course correction in our relatedness has been central in my willingness to do the work of taking
up my role as elder.
I understand from this experience that the role of elder and the role of protégé are mutually
authorizing.

Finis
As the future of our work rests completely in the hands, minds, and hearts of our nextgeneration, I have set out to look at one of the impediments to the transmission of power
authority and wisdom from female elders to women protégés that would support their ongoing
development and ascendancy. I’m calling this impediment a “fear of fading,” which in a few
words means attempts to hold onto power, authority, centrality, and preeminence for fear of
living with altered ascribed identity, and of fear of encountering an envious maternal introject
which could further erode foundational sense of self-worth.
I know that there are many variations on the theme of readying oneself to take up the role
of elder to help secure the future of our work. I’m looking forward to hearing about this from
colleagues, as I am searching for current models of how it looks when one takes on the role of
elder with vigor, elegance and grace.
My old models - Martin Luther King and Judge Thomas were fine examples, but that was
back in the day.
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Extending the Socioanalytic Foundations of
Trust, Distrust, the Lie, the Secret, Betrayal
and Deception: The legacy of Herman
Melville & Georg Simmel
BURKARD SIEVERS
Socioanalysis 16 (21-50)
Worth the consideration of those to whom it may prove worth considering.
Herman Melville (1857/1984, 69)
We rest our most serious decisions upon a complicated system of conceptions, the majority of which presuppose trust that
we have not been deceived. Georg Simmel (1908/1992, 389)
The poets and philosophers before me discovered the unconscious; what I discovered was the scientific method by which the
unconscious can be studied. Sigmund Freud (quoted in Lehrman 1940)
Socioanalysis is a new social science discipline in the making. It goes beyond the perception of social
systems as isolated organizations and/or groups. As a term, it emerged in the late 1990s amongst some
of our Australian colleagues. Developed from psychoanalysis, socioanalysis is at the confluence of
various disciplines, theories and approaches to experiential learning. The fact that these foundations,
with the exception of psychoanalysis, were mainly developed during the second half of the last century,
prompted me to explore whether there might be other precursors in fiction and social science literature.
I am aiming here to extend the socioanalytic foundations of trust, distrust, the lie, betrayal, deception
and the secret. I will revisit two works, Herman Melville’s The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade, published
in 1857, and Georg Simmel’s Sociolog y, published 50 years later in 1908. My intent is to establish these
authors’ legacy for the study of organizations and society in depth and to integrate their thinking
into our contemporary perspective. This paper is not least an encouragement to further extend our
socioanalytic foundations by including those proto-psychoanalysts and -socioanalysts amongst the
poets and scholars who were developing their ideas at a time when socioanalysis was still an unthought
known.
Key Words: trust, lie, secret, betrayal
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Introduction
The International Society for the Psychoanalytic Study of Organizations (ISPSO) was founded in
1983 with the explicit intent to extend the traditional frame of psychoanalysis by focusing on
unconscious phenomena and dynamics in groups and organizations. Meanwhile, some thirty
years later, we have developed quite a rich store of research, methodologies and literature
devoted to a better understanding of organizations in depth.
Since the late 1990s, however, restricting ourselves to just the psychoanalytic study of
organizations appeared to several of us more and more insufficient, if not misleading. This
limited focus does not sufficiently emphasize the widely unconscious impact of the social,
cultural and global environment on the behavior and thinking in social systems. The term
socioanalysis, introduced by some of our Australian colleagues in the late 1990s (Bain 1999)
has provided us with a more extensive frame. Socioanalysis goes beyond the perception of social
systems as isolated organizations and/or groups (Sievers & Long 2012; cf. Long 2013, xix-xxi).
Socioanalysis is at the confluence of various disciplines, theories and approaches to
experiential learning: psychoanalysis, group relations, social systems thinking, social dreaming,
and organizational behavior (Bain 1999). These disciplines, theories and approaches form the
current foundation of socioanalysis. The fact that these foundations, with the exception of
psychoanalysis, were developed during the second half of the last century, prompted me to
explore whether there might be other precursors in fiction and social science literature that
could possibly extend us beyond these roots.
In taking up this quest, I have been inspired by the work of Susan Long and Maurita
Harney (2013) in their deep exploration of Charles Sanders Peirce’s (1839-1914) method of
abductive logic, which they see as the “primary philosophy of science” (Long 2013:xxii; cf.
Santaella 2005) underlying socioanalytic thinking and working.
With the theme of the 2014 ISPSO Symposium held in Santiago, Chile: The Role of Trust in
Contemporary Organizations: Psychoanalytic Perspectives in mind, I began searching for authors who, at
a time when socioanalysis was still an unthought known, were writing on trust and related issues
in a way that could illuminate our socioanalytic perspective. This long and extensive exploration
has ranged quite far and wide.
On this occasion, I wish to offer two discoveries. The first one explores the role of trust
in exchanges between individuals meeting outside a familiar and containing environment.
This source is The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade, a novel by Herman Melville, the author of
the world-renowned Moby Dick, which was published in 1857. The second discovery is a book
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published fifty years later that lays the foundation of ‘formal sociology’ (cf. e.g. Schermer and
Jary 2013). This source is Soziologie. Untersuchungen über die Formen der Vergesellschaftung (Sociolog y.
Inquiries into the Construction of Social Forms) by Georg Simmel (1908), the German philosopher and
early sociologist at the turn of the 20th century.

Herman Melville: The Confidence Man
Having a great fondness for Herman Melville’s writings (Sievers 2009; 2013a), I found his
satiric novel The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade, published in 1857, to open up a new perspective
on the relatedness of trust, mistrust and deception (Melville 1857; 1857/1984). Like Melville’s
preceding novels, Moby Dick (1851/1967) and Pierre or The Ambiguities (1852/1971), The ConfidenceMan did not receive much attention at the time it was published. It was only in the 1920’s that
Melville’s writings were rediscovered and the author was rightly enthroned as one of the most
eminent writers of the 19th century (Weaver 1921; Minnigerode 1922; Freeman 1926; Mumford
1929; Murray 1929; 1949; cf. Branch et al 1984).
The Confidence-Man is set on a riverboat called the Fidèle, (the Faithful), traveling south from
St. Louis, Missouri on April Fool’s Day, down the Mississippi River toward New Orleans,
Louisiana. At the center of the novel is an ambiguously shaped figure, the confidence man,
who sneaks aboard the steamboat. During the long voyage, on which passengers continually
embark and disembark, he determinedly seeks to test the confidence of his fellow passengers –
“some dupes, some tricksters – who represent a gullible American public that can be deceived
by charlatans and by the lure of easy money” (http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/
topic/132015/The-Confidence-Man).
The confidence man is a very skilled deceiver. He “hits people where they’re most
vulnerable: by trying to act decently, by trying to follow humane norms of behavior, they end
up suckers” (Friedman 2012). Despite the many references in Melville’s novel “to the need
for people to have confidence in one another, the only … confidence on the riverboat is that
associated with scams” (ibid.), which are plots for getting money out of people. Scamming is the
only aim which the confidence man puts his trust in, a trust that is based on the conviction that
he appears trustworthy enough to gain people’s trust in order to deceive them.
These scams come in many forms. One could buy stock in something called The Black River
Coal Company or donate to the Seminole Widow and Orphan Asylum. Shares in New Jerusalem founded
by ‘fugitive Mormons’ are offered. A charlatan herb-doctor sells natural healing products such
as the Omni-Balsamic Reinvigorator and the Samaritan Pain Dissuader. Another proffers shares in the
World’s Charity to be funded by a small tax on everyone in the human race (Friedman 2012).
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While Melville puts the scene of deceit and fraud on the Mississippi steamboat, he leaves his
readers in no doubt that the deceivers on this voyage are not that different from the scoundrels
and rogues on Wall Street in the midst of the 19th century. He is not thinking so much of the
confidence that the victim puts in the confidence man, but instead the confidence that the
charlatan appears to have in the victim (Handler 2006).
The confidence-man is the person you shouldn’t trust who shows you how bad it is that you don’t trust people. The essence
of the scam, the false promise of the con man, is this contradiction between trust and mistrust. …The confidence-man is
trust and mistrust at once, a number of different people in one, [who has] an impossible ability to transform – and also
the exact symbol of an emerging market society, the no-man and everyman you need to both trust and mistrust in order
to exist under capitalism (Friedman 2012).

In The Confidence-Man, Melville elaborates the negative consequences of trust; he captures
the underside of trust and its cynical undertone. Trust is seen as a kind of contemptible human
quality that turns the common notion of trust as a sign of civilized behavior upside down (cf.
e.g. Courrier 2010).
Melville got the original idea for The Confidence-Man from an 1855 Albany or Springfield
newspaper account of a notorious contemporary swindler who used the name ‘Samuel Willis’
as one of his several pseudonyms. When he was arrested late in April, 1855, the Albany Evening
Journal carried a story headed The Original Confidence Man in Town. – Short Chapter on Misplaced
Confidence. While Melville used some of the scam episodes from this and other press accounts
for his book, he also made use of the story of an earlier swindler, ‘William Thompson’ who
was arrested in New York in July, 1849 (Branch et al. 1984, 277, 283, 293; Bergmann 1969).
“Thompson chatted with strangers until he asked if they had the confidence to lend him
their watches, whereupon he would walk off with the watch; he was captured when a victim
recognized him on the street” (http://arcana.wikidot.com/confidence-game; cf. Pettit 2013, 25).
It was on this occasion that the term ‘confidence man’ was first coined by a journalist.
The book, The Confidence-Man, was meant by Melville to be a satirical allegory “aimed at the
optimism and materialism of mid-nineteenth-century America” (Book Description 2002; cf.
Pettit 2013, 21-48), and con men have popped up often in American literature and history (Poe
1850; Lindberg 1982). Charles Ponzi and the Ponzi scheme named after him in the 1920s had
long been the most famous fraudulent investment operator until being outstripped by Bernard
Lawrence ‘Bernie’ Madoff, who was arrested on December 11, 2008 for the largest financial
fraud in U.S. history. Madoff, by trusting his own exceptional capacity to deceive, chose
prominent investors in his funds most carefully and persuaded them that joining ‘the club’ was
an extreme honor. The scam game that the confidence man continually plays with his various
‘victims’ on the voyage down the Mississippi puts both participants into a collusion. Following
Ronald D. Laing (1971, p. 1), in playing the scam game “they are playing at not playing a game”.
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As the con man is not able to trust anyone but himself and his tricks, he has to pretend that he
considers his victim a completely trustworthy partner.
The confidence man plays on his partner’s greed and the temptation of gaining a windfall
far greater than in normal circumstances. Misled by the imaginary trust that the con man puts
in his partner and the hidden shamelessness with which the latter feels assured of making an
exorbitant gain, both partners are involved in a mutual collusion of pretending not to feel any
guilt in the game. However, once a fraudulent deal is settled, the confidence man is suddenly
ready for the next deceit.
The fact that the con man always is the winner in the scam game and his deceived opponent
the loser leads to the presumption that the victim of deceit may enact an unconscious desire or
need to be deceived (cf. Akhtar 2013). Each partner in the scam game is, on the one side, acting
on the conviction that he can trust himself that he is able to manipulate the other to assume that
he is trustworthy, and on the other side, knows, and at the same time does not know, whether
to trust or not to trust the other and/or himself. The deceiver and the deceived are mutually
involved in a business relationship in which trust becomes perverted. Both are playing at not
playing a perverse game of trust.
Though trust, distrust and deceit aboard the riverboat Fidèle appear, at first sight, to be
merely a series of confidence games played by the deceiving confidence man and his various
victims, these games are embedded in at least a double organizational context. Whereas on the
one side, it is the world on the vessel with its continually entering and departing passengers
that enables the confidence man to appear in ever-changing roles, it is, on the other side, the
invented and supposedly promising organizations and products he invents that mobilize his
victims to invest in them.
I hope that from what I have stated so far, I have given a first impression of the
interconnection between trust, pretense of trust, deceit and self-deception, which is not
restricted to the world of a riverboat steamer, so satirically and insightfully described by Melville
in The Confidence-Man. This novel, like various others by him, confirms not least that Herman
Melville is rightly regarded a proto-psychoanalyst (Ohlmeier 2008; cf. Murray 1929, 526; Murray
1949, XXVI; Halverson 1963, 436).

Georg Simmel: Sociology
At this point, I want to turn my attention to further ideas on trust, distrust, the lie, secret
and betrayal contributed by the German philosopher and early sociologist Georg Simmel.
Simmel (1858-1918) was a contemporary of Sigmund Freud (1856-1939). He began writing
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on psychology, social-psychology and sociology in the early 1890s, shortly before Freud (1900a)
wrote The Interpretation of Dreams, published in 1900. Simmel’s famous major work Soziologie:
Untersuchungen über die Formen der Vergesellschaftung (Sociolog y: Inquiries into the Construction of Social
Forms) was published in 1908. It comprises various previous published essays on sociology.
At the time Simmel’s Soziologie was published, he had already turned to philosophy and to The
Philosophy of Money in particular (Simmel 1900/2004; cf. Rammstedt 1992/2013, 877; Tenbruck
1958, 592; Tokarzeweska 2010, 157). Just as Freud became the founder of psychoanalysis as a
new scientific discipline, Simmel laid a new foundation for sociology.
As Simmel died before psychoanalysis set out to conquer the world, and Freud as a
physician and rooted in the scientific tradition of the 19th century, was skeptical of philosophy
and sociology (Grözinger 2000; Dietz 2007, 6; Peglau 2014, 72f.), it is unlikely that they were
familiar with one another’s thinking and writing. Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that, at a
time when psychoanalysis was not yet established, Simmel distinguishes in his Sociolog y between
conscious and unconscious phenomena on several occasions. (He is more explicit on this
differentiation in his epistemology of history [Simmel 1907, 16-20; Simmel 1892/1989, 313-316;
Simmel 1903; cf. Fitzi 2012; Lichtblau 1973; Montemaggi 2013, 122-129]). Unlike most of his
sociological contemporaries, Simmel also deals with emotions in his sociological works (cf.
Gerhards 1986).
Apart from the increasing appreciation for his writings in the US after 1896, Simmel’s
sociological works fell widely into oblivion after his death in 1918. Due to his Jewish roots, his
books were forbidden in Nazi Germany during the Third Reich. It was only in the 1950’s that
Simmel’s thinking sparked increasing interest. His work had, for instance, great influence on
the US sociologists Peter Blau, Lewis A. Coser. Robert K. Merton and Talcott Parsons. Simmel
also had an impact on functional system theory, role theory and the theory of groups, and his
thinking established the foundation for the psychoanalytic theory of object relations (cf. http://
de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formale_Soziologie).
On occasion, it is surprising to notice that some of Simmel’s ideas and his wording are
almost identical with those of Freud. For example, Simmel (1908/1950, 333f.) states in his
Sociology: “To the man with the psychologically fine ear, people innumerable times betray their
most secret thoughts and qualities, not only although, but often because, they anxiously try to
guard them”. In a comparable way, Freud, in Fragment of an analysis of hysteria, (1905e [1901], 148)
writes: “He that has eyes to see and ears to hear may convince himself that no mortal can keep
a secret. If his lips are silent, he chatters with his fingertips; betrayal oozes out of him at every
pore.”
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Simmel notes that what we consider to be our normally logical way of living our lives and
conducting ourselves as family members and citizens is actually quite chaotic and non-rational.
He writes, “there is a very great distance between any regulation by rational norms” and what
often predominates are “their flaring up, their zigzag motions, the chaotic whirling of images
and ideas which objectively are entirely unrelated to one another” (Simmel 1908/1950, 311).
Of this we are only rarely conscious. We prefer to think of ourselves as logical and rational.
When we communicate and behave with others, we instinctively hide this aspect. As
Simmel puts it:
Whatever we say, as long as it goes beyond mere interjection and minimal communication, is never an immediate and
faithful presentation of what really occurs in us during that particular time of communication, but is a transformation of
this inner reality, teleologically directed, reduced, and recomposed [resulting in a complete] non-knowledge of one another
(ibid., 312).

Contrary to the contemporary common understanding that regards society as the specific
object of sociology, Simmel defines sociology as the science of the study of the social forms
in which individuals interact reciprocally (Wechselwirkung). Society as such does not exist, it
“merely is the name for a number of individuals, connected by interaction. It is because of
their interaction that they are a unit” (Simmel 1908/1950, 10; cf. Simmel 1910). It is only by
interaction that people create a society, or more precisely, because Simmel did not really like
this term, due to its inherent objectification, the forms of sociation (Vergesellschaftung – “of being
in social relations” [Montemaggi 2013, 122]) (Enriquez 2002; cf. Helle 2009). In his Sociolog y,
Simmel (1908/1950) puts his emphasis on “the description and analysis of particular forms of
human interaction and their crystallization in group characteristics” (Coser 1977b, 179). For
Simmel, “sociology asks what happens to men and by what rules they behave, not insofar as
they unfold their understandable individual existences in their totalities, but insofar as they form
groups and are determined by their group existence because of interaction” (Simmel 1908/1950,
11; cf. Simmel 1908, 20-45; Frisby 1984).
Simmel anticipated, so to say, what in socioanalytic terms is referred to as socially induced
thinking and behavior in social systems (cf. Simmel 1908/1950, 13, 257f., 381f.; Lawrence 1995).
“Although all human behavior is behavior of individuals, much of it can be explained in terms
of the individual’s group affiliation, as well as the constraints imposed upon him by particular
forms of interaction” (Coser 1977b, 179). David Armstrong’s (2005) notion of ‘organizationin-the-mind’ also finds a precursor in Simmel at the societal level, with what can be termed
‘society-in-the-mind‘.
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Simmel is the first scholar who reflected on trust, the lie, betrayal and the secret from
a sociological perspective. It is the inter-weaving or entangling of group and individual
dynamics that led Everett C. Hughes (1897-1983), the American sociologist, to call Simmel
“the Freud of the study of society” (Hughes 1955, 9). As Eugène Enriquez (2002) puts it: “the
psychosociologists have found in Simmel a big brother”. In terminology familiar to those of
us in ISPSO, Simmel could well be called a proto-socioanalyst, a socioanalyst avant la lettre.
Simmel’s sociological works have meanwhile enjoyed a great revival, not only in the social
sciences. However, apart from the reception they have found among French psychosociologists,
his works are almost unknown by socioanalysists.
In the following, I will sketch Simmel’s thoughts on trust, the lie, the secret and betrayal,
hoping to add his insights to our socioanalytic understandings.

Trust*
Simmel (1908/1950, 318) regards trust as “one of the most important synthetic forces within
society”. In his view, without a general trust in one another “society itself would disintegrate”
(Simmel 1900/1990, 178).
Trust is for Simmel not just a matter of individual persons but ‘belongs’ to the
interrelatedness of individuals and the reciprocity of their interactions (Wechselwirking). “Trust …
represents a force that works for and through individuals, but at the same time for and through
human associations more generally. Trust’s function manifests itself at all levels of society”
(Möllering (2001, 405; cf. Frederiksen 2011).
In order to trust, individuals must know “something about one another” (Simmel
1908/1950, 307); without a certain amount of reciprocal knowledge many “kinds of interaction
could not take place at all” (ibid).
When one trusts, one holds “a hypothesis regarding future behavior, a hypothesis certain
enough to serve as a basis for practical conduct” (ibid., 318, my emphasis). Simmel offers the
idea that trust exists in an intermediate space between knowing and not-knowing about one another.
When one completely knows the other, then trust is not necessary. When one has no knowledge
of the other, “one can, on no rational grounds, afford .. [to] trust” (ibid.). On a later occasion,
Simmel (1918/1971, 358) states “[t]hat we are cognizant of our knowing and our not-knowing …
this is the real infinity of vital movement on the level of intellect”.
Though Simmel’s work on trust may, at first sight, appear restricted to the interpersonal and
group level, he also refers extensively to the function of trust in organizational and economic
contexts. In his groundbreaking book The Philosophy of Money (Simmel 1900/1990), for example,
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he explores the relationship between trust, credit and money. He notes: “The feeling of personal
security that the possession of money gives is perhaps the most concentrated and pointed form
and manifestation of .. [trust] in the social-political organization and order” (ibid., 179, my
emphasis).
When he cites “the feeling of personal security” that money provides, Simmel somehow
anticipates the recently emerging field of behavioral economics, which challenges the traditional
view that agents in the markets (and in financial ones particular) behave rationally. Behavioral
economists study the impact that non- rational and/or unconscious actions, desires and fantasies
have on human financial decision making and behavior (e.g. Shiller 2008; Akerlof and Shiller
2009; Long and Sievers 2012; Tuckett 2011).
In a way, Simmel also laid the intellectual groundwork for what some decades later was
termed by Niklas Luhmann (1968, 44f.) ‘system trust’ (Systemvertrauen). For Simmel, “the
association (Zweckverband), based on some particular interest, is the discreet sociological form
par excellence. Its members are psychologically anonymous. In order to form the association,
all they have to know of one another is precisely this fact that they form it” (Simmel 1908/1950,
317f.). The association “involves completely objective member contributions, determined by
mere membership.” This can include a monetary contribution. ”[I]nteraction, solidarity, and
the pursuit of common purposes do not depend on everybody’s psychological knowledge of
everybody else. As a group member, the individual is only the executor of a certain function.
Questions concerning those individual motives which determine this performance, or the sort
of total personality in which his conduct is imbedded, are completely irrelevant” (ibid., 317).
In comparison to those groups that require “reciprocal knowledge far beyond the immediate,
objective content of the relationship” (ibid., 318), associations, or what in contemporary
sociology is referred to as (formal) organizations (Luhmann 1964), are “based exclusively on ..
objective content, which is neatly factored out of the whole relation” (Simmel 1908/1950, 318).
Simmel’s thinking reverberates with what Elliot Jaques (1996, p. 15; cf. Kirsner 2004;
2011; 2012) writes: “People do not have to love each other, or even to like each other, to work
together effectively. But they do have to be able to trust each other in order to do so.” Neil J.
Smelser (1997, 24) puts it in a similar way: “people act in a relationship of trust to one another,
even though they may not trust one another from a psychological or intersubjective point
of view. But that is only the most evident example. Virtually all human interaction – even
between blank strangers and between enemies – involves some level of institutionalized trust or
distrust.”
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Simmel’s understanding that the ‘objective content’ of an association/organization
determines the kind of relatedness among its members resonates with the group relations
notion that relationships between organizational members are not personal, but rather function
through role and in relation to the primary task of the system. Thus organizations do not rely
on interpersonal trust, but rather require systemic trust, which, among various other aspects, is
based on the reliability of the organization as a whole.
Though Simmel’s contributions to sociology have, with few exceptions, not attracted
much attention in the decades following their publication, his thinking on trust has meanwhile
become the cornerstone of the contemporary discourse on trust. It has laid the foundation for
a number of subsequent publications on trust in the social and other sciences. In sociology this
is evidenced by Niklas Luhmann’s Trust and Power (Luhmann 1968/1979), originally published
in 1968; among the many sociological authors who built on Luhmann’s book are, for example,
Bernard Barber (1983), Anthony Giddens (1984, 1991), and Piotr Sztompka (1999); meanwhile
the social science literature on trust is almost endless (see e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Trust_%28social_sciences%29#References).
I will make a first effort here to connect the two worlds of Simmel’s ‘socioanalysis’
and contemporary socioanalysis. One approach to applying Simmel’s insights for further
socioanalytic thinking might be, for instance, to relate his notion that trust is intermediate
between knowing and not-knowing to Melanie Klein’s theory. From the Kleinian perspective,
the capacity to trust (in a mature sense) can only be developed and sustained from the
depressive position, where one is able to take the risk that the trust put in someone is
appropriate and justified. Knowing that every act of trust is a venture that potentially may go
wrong, trusting from the depressive position is always a small leap of faith.
On the other hand, it appears that the paranoid-schizoid position, or the psychotic-stateof-mind, reduces, if not destroys the capacity for trust. Being in this position means to lack the
knowledge and empathy for the other and instead to have an overly developed concern for one’s
self-preservation and strong enough defences to protect oneself from others. In a paradoxical
sense, the paranoid needs evidence to continually warrant his trust and quickly becomes
distrustful towards others. Thus a failed trust can have significant consequences.
What I have just sketched relating to the interpersonal level, may similarly be applied to
organizations. Following Bion’s distinction of the psychotic and the non-psychotic parts of
the personality (Bion 1957) trust and its inherent balance of knowing and not-knowing can
only be built and sustained in the non-psychotic part of the organization, which is able to take
realistic risks and anticipate the consequences (cf. Luhmann 1968/1979). The psychotic part,
on the other hand, fosters distrust and a hatred of thinking, by which reality is reduced to what
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is consciously known and knowable and there remains no valency for a realistic not-knowing
(Lawrence 2000, p.4f.; Sievers 2006).
I have previously stated that the capacity to trust in a mature sense can only be developed
and sustained from the depressive position. This may be similarly true when a leader consciously
commits an act of betrayal for the greater good or a higher order purpose of the organization.
Contrary to betrayal from the paranoid-schizoid position, from which “the notion of betrayal
is psychologically intolerable” (Pascoe 2012, 48), mature betrayal or ‘virtuous betrayal’ as
Krantz (2006: cf. Sievers 2007, 16) and Deborah Pascoe (2012) term it, is only possible from the
depressive position. It is from this position that the unavoidable anguish of virtuous betrayal
and its inherent psychological and emotional risks can be contained and managed by the
betraying leader.

The Lie
We all have considerable experience with lying; we may even remember episodes from our
childhood when we were lied to by our parents or others close to us as well as our first attempts
at telling a lie (cf. Margolis 1974, 292). Though “lying forms part of the geometry of everyday
life” (Barbour 2012), it has not, however, with few exceptions (e.g. Welty 1996; Barbour 2012,
2013; Bettetini 2003; Bibliographie n.d.; Derrida 1997), received much consideration in the
social sciences.
Georg Simmel is considered to be the first scholar to address the meaning and function
of the lie from a sociological perspective (Simmel 1899/1992, 1906, 1908). He begins his
elaboration on the lie as follows (Simmel 1906, 445; cf. 1908/1950, pp.312f.; 1908/2009, 311):
Every lie, whatever its content, … consists in the fact that the liar conceals from the person to whom the idea is conveyed
the true conception which he possesses. … [T]he person deceived is held in misconception about the true intention of the
person who tells the lie. Veracity and mendacity are thus of … far-reaching significance for the relations of persons with
one another. Sociological structures are most characteristically differentiated by the measure of mendacity that is operative
in them.

From this quote, we see that Simmel’s understanding of the lie is embedded in what
he calls Wechselwirkung, i.e. reciprocal interaction, in which social forms are based on the
interrelatedness of individuals. “We relate to others, in other words, precisely inasmuch as we
keep something from them. We extend ourselves into a social world precisely inasmuch as we
withdraw from that world, or keep some part of ourselves in abeyance” (Barbour 2012).
When we lie, we simultaneously relate and separate from another. We act to preserve
something deemed so private that it cannot be shared. In this act, we define the relationship. By
lying, we engage with the other “through a kind of disengaged retreat. It is a connection with
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others that is accomplished through disconnection – an unsociable sociability, or a way of being
singular and plural simultaneously” (Barbour 2012).
For Simmel …, a lie is not the same thing as a falsehood or an error. What characterizes a lie is not the distortion of
truth as such, but distortion with respect to the liar’s genuine convictions or ‘true intentions’. When I lie, I distort, not
something true about the world, but something true about my own convictions (Barbour 2012).

In an almost completely ignored text called Zur Psychologie und Sozialpsychologie der Lüge
(Towards a psycholog y and socio-psycholog y of the lie), published in 1899, (but presumably not yet
translated into English), Simmel (1899/1992) describes, among other things, the preconditions
for the ability to lie extensively and in a most fascinating way. Taking Gordon Lawrence’s
notion of ‘management of oneself in role’ (Lawrence 1979), Simmel offers us a model for how to
manage oneself in the ‘role’ of the liar.
To manage oneself in this role, Simmel (1899/1992, 409) states, the liar must contend with
the fact that, ”the lie always requires two sets of ideas: one that the liar himself regards as the
true one and another divergent one, which he wants to create in the one lied to”. This means
that the liar “has to split his personality, especially in his own eyes, into two parts, one of which
affirms what the other one negates” (ibid., p.413).
It is this notion of the double sets of ideas, characteristic of the psychological image of the lie, which requires a specific
mental ability and skill in order for the liar to avoid getting caught up in his own self-contradictions, which would
ultimately defeat his purpose. This is necessary because certain aspects of objective truth, which the liar holds to himself,
are also present in the awareness of the one who is lied to. The liar must not construct an absolutely new world” (ibid.,p.
414).

Otherwise the lie will soon be suspected and uncovered. The liar rather has to build his lies
in line with the logical norms and the general facts known to the belied; in addition he must
arrange and polish these facts in such a way that they fit the larger web of lies that he has spun.
In order to be successful, a lie, like other forms of deceit, depends on trust in at least a
double way: the liar has to trust that both the fact and the content of his lie will not be revealed
and the one lied to must regard the liar as trustworthy enough in order for him to give him
his trust. Lying successfully creates a perverse theatre (Stoller 1985). “[T]he liar sets up his
script and then watches excitedly the object fall for his carefully constructed lie. He observes
the humiliated other and triumphs” (Lemma 2005, p.743). The liar benefits from the fact that
“those who are lied-to, that is, those who are harmed by the lie, will always constitute the
majority over the liars who find their advantage in lying” (Simmel 1908/1950, 314).
Simmel (1899/1992, 418f.) ends his early text on the lie with a short remarkable note on the
Lebenslüge, the life-lie¸ which ”refers to the comforting illusions people cling to in order to go
on living” (Siegel 2014, 39). (Though one might think that the term Lebenslüge was coined by
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Sigmund Freud or Alfred Adler, it actually was first used by the dramatist Henrik Ibsen [1884;
cf. Dietzsch 1998, 109; cf. 89-107; Moretti 2010, 2013) in The Wild Duck at the end of the 19th
century). If a liar himself is no longer able to differentiate between the two lines of ideas i.e. the
one which he “himself regards as the true one and another divergent one, which he wants to
create in the belied” (Simmel 1899/1992, 409), he is, so to say, in danger of merging his true self
into the false self of the lie. To the extent that the fusion of truth and self-lies becomes ‘chronic’
and dominates his self-image, his false self (Winnicott 1960/1965; cf. López-Corvo 2006, 3539, 41) unconsciously leads him to life-long self-betrayal. The betrayal of self is similar to a vita
reducta, a restriction of one’s own liveliness that tends to be sublimated by permanently proving
imaginary superiority. This compulsion and adaptation “keep us from knowing ourselves and
others fully. We end up fragmented both internally and externally – impoverished spiritually
and socially” (Freyd 1996, 195).
What Simmel elaborates about the lie and living a life built on a lie may well be applied to
social systems. Two examples of an organizational self-lie come from my own consulting work.
The first example has to do with a Social Photo-Matrix (Sievers 2013b) with senior managers
that I hosted at the Volkswagen headquarters in Wolfsburg, Germany. Volkswagen was founded
in Nazi Germany shortly before World War II and employed thousands of forced laborers at
this facility. Many of them didn’t survive (cf. Sievers 2000). My association to a photograph of a
luxurious hotel in front of the plant’s former power station as the entrance to a gas chamber so
enraged a participant that he forbad me ever to say anything like that again.
The second example has to do with an exclusive and famous boarding school in
Switzerland. My work with the staff in helping them develop a policy on child abuse resulted
not only with the end of the consultancy, but the firing of the entire management of the school.
In both cases, I learned the limits of confronting an organization’s self-image and helping it to
develop the depressive capacity to contain the realities that are not so easy to bear.
What Simmel (1908/1950, 313) stated at the beginning of the last century, may still be valid
in the context of contemporary complex social systems. He writes:
[I]n very simple circumstances the lie is often more harmless .. [with] regard to the maintenance of the group than under
more complex conditions. … In a richer and larger cultural life, however, existence rests on a thousand premises which
the single individual cannot trace and verify to their roots .., but must take on faith. Our modern life is based, to a
much larger extent than is usually realized, upon the faith in the honesty of the other. Examples are our economy, which
becomes more and more a credit economy, or our science, in which most scholars must use [the] innumerable results of
other scientists, which they cannot .. [verify]. We base our gravest decisions on a complex system of conceptions, most
of which presuppose the .. [trust] that we will not be betrayed. Under modern conditions, the lie, therefore, becomes
something much more devastating than it was earlier, something which questions the very foundations of our life.

Although it is most unlikely that Bion was familiar with Simmel’s work, it is striking how
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several of Simmel’s reflections on the lie could well have been written by Bion. To give just
one example: Simmel (1901/2005, 409) states: “The real lie is the one where the word is in
accordance with the thought but where the thought itself contradicts the deeper reality in us”.
For Bion (1970/1984, 102f.) lies are fabricated; they “are thoughts that require a ‘thinker’ to
formulate them; truth, however, does not require any [thinker]” (López-Corvo 2003, 163). What
both are saying is that lying requires a special effort by the thinker in order to be convincing,
while truth needs no such exertion.
As David Armstrong (1992), referring to Bion, puts it:
[A] lie is a formulation known by the initiator to be false, but maintained as a barrier against statements that would
otherwise lead to a psychological or emotional upheaval. The emotional upheaval against which the lie is mobilized is one
of ‘catastrophic change’: that is a change which threatens the psyche, the ‘person’s experience of and valuation of himself,
which … outrages his moral system’.

He continues, “such formulations are as familiar in groups and organizations as in the
relation of one person to another, or to one’s self”.
Bion’s conception that lies belong to ‘the psychotic part of the personality’ (López-Corvo
2006, 145) may equally be valid for the psychotic part of organizations (Sievers 1999, 2006, 2008)
where lies or self-lies more often than not serve as a surrogate for truth, as in the above two
case examples.
From what I have stated so far, I can fully endorse Susan Long’s (2014) recent suggestion
that “the socioanalysis of lies – because it is a social phenomena – would be well worth
studying”. The types of lies she mentions certainly offer an important beginning for such
a venture: “deliberate lies by the conscious ego – collusive lies in a social context – the selfdeluding lies – a lie lies at the basis of the perverse psychic structure – ‘I know and I don’t
know’” (ibid.).
I hope that I have made it obvious enough that Simmel’s thoughts on the lie will be a
treasure trove for such a project.

Secret and the secret society
Georg Simmel is possibly the first theorist on the social function and meaning of the secret.
Even though the secret is often considered ethically negative, Simmel (1908/1950, p. 330)
regards it as “one of man’s greatest achievements”, as it enlarges the life experience and, in a
sense, makes possible “a second world alongside the manifest world; and the latter is decisively
influenced by the former”.
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While trust serves to bridge the gap between knowing and not-knowing of the one in
whom one puts his or her trust, the function of the secret is to restrict certain knowledge
either to an individual or to a group in order to exclude others from its content. The one who
keeps the secret knows (or assumes to know) something that the others either do not know or
are not supposed to know. At the same time, the one who is not in on the secret, but knows
about its existence, knows at the same time that the content of the secret is concealed to him.
Unlike trust in others, which is based on reciprocal relatedness and is accompanied by a certain
closeness, the secret is grounded in distancing and exclusion.
Knowing that someone has a secret from which one is excluded may make the secret holder
more attractive or more interesting. It could also encourage feelings of mistrust and fear. Since
the existence of a secret may likely arouse suspicion in others, those in on the secret may keep
the secrecy itself secret (cf. Sievers 1974, 80f.).
Central to the sociological role of the secret are the social structures created by individuals.
While the “elements which determine the sociological role of the secret are of an individual
nature, .. the measure in which the dispositions and complications of personalities form secrets
depends, at the same time, on the social structure in which their lives are placed” (Simmel
1908/1950, 334).
Secret associations comprise two or more individuals who are in on the secret. This requires
a certain degree of inner closeness and reciprocal trust among them. Once secret associations
are institutionalized as secret societies, which are either determined to keep their internal
knowledge, faith and/or rituals secret or to keep their very existence unknown to the public,
they have to rely on a very special kind of trust, i.e. the capacity to keep silent (Simmel 1908,
375).
As long as the existence, the activities, and the possessions of an individual are secret, the general sociological significance
… [is limited to personal isolation and an] egoistic individualization. The sociological significance of the secret is
external, namely, the relationship between the one who has the secret and another who does not. … [But when] a whole
group uses secrecy as its form of existence, the significance becomes internal: the secret determines the reciprocal relations
among those who share it in common (Simmel 1908/1950, p.345).

This reciprocal trust is based on the assumption that everyone will remain silent. Once the
society establishes itself as an entity, it formalizes secrecy.
Trust between members is required due to the society’s need, for whatever reason, to
protect itself. “Of all the protective measures, the most radical is to make oneself invisible.
In this respect, the secret society differs fundamentally from the individual who seeks the
protection of secrecy” (ibid., 345f.).
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The individual members of the secret society may exist in the outside world, but the
group they form is concealed. This form “can be distinguished from another type, where the
formation of the group is completely known, while the membership, the purpose, or the specific
rules of the association remain secret” (ibid., 346).
[T]he secret is not only a means under whose protection the material purposes of a group may be furthered: often,
conversely, the very formation of a group is designed to guarantee the secrecy of certain contents. This occurs in the
special type of secret societies whose substance is a secret doctrine, some theoretical, mystical, or religious knowledge.
Here, secrecy is its own sociological purpose: certain insights must not penetrate into the masses; those who know form
a community in order to guarantee mutual secrecy to one another. If they were a mere sum of unconnected individuals,
the secret would soon be lost; but sociation offers each of them psychological support against the temptation of disclosure.
Sociation counterbalances the isolating and individualizing effect of the secret. …The secret society compensates for the
separating factor inherent in every secret by the simple fact that it is a society (ibid., 355f.).

Simmel’s exposition on the secret society is similar to Herbert Rosenfeld’s (1971) notion
of gang-like organizations within the mind, John Steiner’s (1993) ‘psychic retreat’ and Paul
Hoggett’s (1997) ‘internal establishment’, psychoanalytic notions that can well be transferred to
socioanalysis.
The Secret Committee of the Seven Rings, initiated by Ernest Jones and founded by
Sigmund Freud in 1912-13, is a well-known example of a secret society. The Committee was
set up to ensure the future of psychoanalysis and to defend it against the permanent threat of
betrayal of the ‘doctrine’. It initially consisted of Sigmund Freud, Ernest Jones, Sandor Ferenczi,
Otto Rank, Hanns Sachs, and Karl Abraham; Max Eitington was added to the Committee
in 1919 (Jones 1964, 415f.). “By insisting that the Committee must be absolutely secret, Freud
enshrined the principle of confidentiality” (Grosskurth 1991, 15; cf. Jones 1962, 186-203; Clark
1979; Schröter 1995; Sievers 2001).

Betrayal
In his short exposition on betrayal Simmel mainly refers to secrets and secret societies. He
regards betrayal as the ‘logical opposite’ of secrecy (Simmel 1908/1950, 333). The existence of a
secret creates many tensions. Because of its influence on relationships between individuals and
in groups, it “is surrounded by the possibility and temptation of betrayal” (ibid., 334).
The secret puts a barrier between men but, at the same time, it creates the tempting challenge to break through it, by
gossip or confession … [which] constitutes the acme in the development of the secret; all of its charms are once more
gathered in it and brought to a climax (ibid.).

Thus it is “only in the individual’s capacity or inclination to keep it to himself, in his
resistance or weakness in the face of tempting betrayal” that a secret is played out sociologically
(ibid.). Out of the interplay of the two interests, i.e. concealing and revealing, “spring nuances
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and fates of human interaction that permeate it in its entirety” (ibid.).
As with the secret between individuals, betrayal is ever a threat, which, as Simmel notes,
is “subject to the imprudence of a moment, the weakness or the agitation of a mood” (Simmel
1906, p.473). Subjective influences abound and may over time contradict the original impulses
to give one’s faith to an idea, a truth or another. As secret societies are particularly in danger
of being betrayed because of internal discord, they often tend to avoid making dissonances
and conflicts open, both for the sake of the individuals and for the society as a whole (Simmel
1908/1950, 369).
In comparison to Simmel’s sociological exposition on betrayal, it is striking that
psychoanalytic inquiries on betrayal are scarce and mainly restricted to a personal or
interpersonal perspective, emphasizing the harm, the pain, and the trauma of the betrayed (e.g.
Akhtar 2013; cf. Hillman 1964/1975, 22; Freyd 1996, 193; Sievers 2007, 3-5).
Because of its ongoing emphasis on the legacy of Freud and other early psychoanalysts
(Grosskurth, 1991; Sievers, 2001), psychoanalysis has been in permanent fear of betrayal of
the ‘doctrine’ since its very beginning; a fear that led to the excommunication of C. G. Jung,
Otto Rank and countless others and to the founding of the committee of the seven rings. This
may, as Carveth (2013) recently put it, explain why the topic of betrayal “has received so little
attention in the psychoanalytic literature. Perhaps the theme of betrayal has been just too close
to home.”
What applies to psychoanalysis, applies similarly to the social sciences where betrayal also
has been broadly ignored, not least due to the fact that “one of the features of betrayal is its
normality and commonness” (Akerström, 1991: xii; cf. Elangovan and Shapiro 1998).

Precursors of psychoanalysis and socioanalysis
While there is no doubt that the writings of Freud and several of his heirs and successors
make significant contributions to the foundations of socioanalysis, Freud’s work is not a creation
ex nihilo, i.e. ‘a creation out of nothing’. “On several occasions [Freud] pays homage to the …
true precursors of his own discoveries” (Gori 2005). For instance, as early as 1908, in Creative
writers and daydreaming (Freud 1908e [1907]), he refers to his precursors without really giving
credit to those from whom he actually borrowed his ideas:
The authors of works of the imagination are valuable colleagues and their knowledge should be held in high esteem, for
they have the gift of understanding many things that occur between heaven and earth and of which we have no idea. As
for knowledge of the human heart, they exceed us considerably, we humble mortals, for they appeal to sources that are not
yet accessible to science.
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And almost twenty years later, on the occasion of his seventieth birthday (1926), he speaks
of “the poets and philosophers before [him who] discovered the unconscious”; however, he
proudly adds that “what I discovered was the scientific method by which the unconscious can
be studied” (Freud quoted in Lehrman 1940; cf. Trilling 1940/1951).
Meanwhile, more than a century later, there is ample evidence in psychoanalytic literature
of the precursors of psychoanalysis in fiction, philosophy and other writings, sources to which
Freud referred to in his works (e.g. Bakan et al. 2009; Boeree n. d.; Brühmann 1996; Eckstein
1936; Faflak 2007; Frankland 2000; Gori 2005; Grünbaum 2006; Lehrman 1940; Lütkehaus
1995; Magee and Gee 2013; Marcus 2014; Oberndorf 1953/2011; Ramus 2013; Szajnberg 2010;
Trilling 1940/1951; Webster 1995/2005; Webster 2002; Zentner 1995).
In using literary fiction for extending our socioanalytic foundations, we may learn
from sociology, which has made extensive use of “sources that are not yet accessible to
science” (Freud 1908e [1907]). Since Lewis A. Coser (1963; cf. Coser 1977a) published the
groundbreaking book Sociolog y through Literature, there have been many further attempts to glean
sociological insights from previous literature, philosophy and science (Edling and Rydgren 2010;
cf. e.g. Kuzmics and Mozetič 2003; Lanchester 2012; Lepenies 1985; Suderland 2014; Sullivan
1982; Stevick 1985; Vernon 1984). Similar to the sociological study of literature (e.g. Alkemeyer
2007; Bourdieu 1992/1996), we may, one day, also choose literary fiction and other forms of
literature as sources for further socioanalytic understanding.

Conclusion
As varying as Melville’s and Simmel’s writings are in form and style, the former being
a satiric novel and the latter a treatise on sociology, they both reveal what usually remains
underneath the surface of everyday life both on the interpersonal level and in more complex
contexts. Both writers focus on the intermediate space between knowing and not knowing.
Melville, in describing the various con games or scams of the con man and his ‘victims’ on
the Mississippi riverboat, refers to the ‘space in between’ rather implicitly. For Simmel, the
blending of what is known and what remains not-known is not only the basis of trust, but rather
a constitutive element of the lie, betrayal, the secret and the secret society. While they often
are regarded as separate phenomena in the social sciences and in psychoanalysis in particular,
Simmel shows that they are intertwined. For example, “trust and deception both enable and
prevent one another and .. this ambivalent relationship is due to the leaps and lapses of faith
that characterize trust and distrust” (Möllering 2009). Simmel’s blending of knowing and notknowing may well be understood as constituting the core of many other forms of reciprocal
interactions. As a matter of fact, standing in between knowing and not-knowing is for Simmel
the basic state of mankind (Simmel 1918/1922, 2; Simmel 1918/2010).
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So far as socioanalysis is concerned, we widely agree that it exists at the confluence of
various disciplines and streams of thinking. With the exception of psychoanalysis, however,
most of these important contributions date no further back than the 1950s.
The Confidence Man by the proto-psychoanalyst Herman Melville and Sociolog y by the protosocioanalyst Georg Simmel have made us aware that there may be others whose works can
further contribute to extending our socioanalytic foundations. Going back to Eugène Enriquez’
(2002) remark that “the [French] psychosociologists have found in Simmel a big brother”, it is
most likely that we will find further ‘relatives’ and allies among the great thinkers of the past.
Extended version of a keynote presentation, 31st Annual Meeting, The International
Society for the Psychoanalytic Study of Organizations (ISPSO) The Role of Trust in Contemporary
Organizations: Psychoanalytic Perspectives, Santiago de Chile, 10-15, June 2014
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Note
*Readers searching for the noun ‘trust’ in the English translation of Simmel’s Soziologie by
Kurt H. Wolff (Simmel 1908/1950) may be misled, because they will only find it in the section
covering the secret society (ibid., 348 -351). This is due to the fact that Wolff uses both the
term ‘trust’ and the term ‘confidence’ as translations of the original Vertrauen “according to
context” (Wolff’s note ibid., 345). By referring to confidence instead of trust, Wolff is apparently
following Albion Small’s earlier translation of Simmel’s The Sociolog y of secrecy and of secret societies
(Simmel 1906). Also Wolff’s differentiation between trust and confidence is misleading insofar
as it suggests that Simmel had previously discussed their differences (cf. Jalava 2006, 14);
Simmel does not differentiate between Vertrauen and Zuversicht. The first explicit distinction
between trust, confidence and familiarity was actually made by Luhmann (1988; cf. Jalava 2006,
27ff.; Möllering 2001). – In this paper I will stay with ‘trust’ as the translation of Vertrauen,
unless otherwise noted.
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This paper is about trust, the capacity to think and early object relationships. The Judeo/Christian
commandments come down to one: treat your neighbour as you would be treated yourself. Why is this
so difficult at all levels of organisation, socially, nationally and internationally ? The European novelist
Stefan Zweig in his book Mental Healers(1933), emphasised that whilst Freud had enabled man to know
himself better, he did not say that he had made man happier. He had not made his picture of himself
more beautiful. I will use the example of the scapegoat to illustrate the necessity of understanding the
origins of personality, not only in personal developmental experience, but also in the social and cultural
management of primitive anxieties. Via a review of myth and ritual, I ask do we in fact need difference/
the other as scapegoat, to rid our organisational selves, if only briefly, of intolerable corruption and
hatred.

Freud has enabled man to know himself better. Note the precise words. I do not say he has
made man happier. I do not say he has made the picture more beautiful (Zweig, 1933 p.265).
This paper is about trust, the capacity to think and early object relationships.
In previous papers and presentations I have argued against the danger of a sense of
complacency concerning the underlying character of mankind. A complacency that ignores
reality ‘The sharp edge of Psychoanalysis’, Meltzer maintained, ‘is blunted by the rubberiness of
Humanism’ (1988 p. 25). Or, to paraphrase Eisold (2009), we don’t want to know what we know.
There is a reluctance to face the fact that mankind is still in the relatively early stage of psychobiological evolution. Whilst I do not deny that that there has been progress toward positive
aspects of behaviour, this is not the focus of this paper.
It has been said, that psychoanalysis is the impossible professional. I suggest that the
development and maintenance of trust in organisations of any kind, is impossible or nearly so.
I will try to explain why I think that and attempt to understand some underlying mechanisms.
I believe that without simplification, human behaviour is an infinite undefined tangle which
makes orientation and action impossible. So, I will attempt to follow Poincares’ advice to
unite elements long since known, but scattered and seemingly foreign to each other, so that
we can see each element in the place it occupies in the whole (Bion 1992). I will commence
by examining the history and development of scapegoating in society then make some general
comments which lead to some psychoanalytic observations.
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Initially, to speak generally, does experience not indicate that governments cannot be
trusted? Politicians cannot be trusted. Organisations, particularly multi-national organisations,
cannot be trusted. The Church cannot be trusted. Colleagues frequently cannot be trusted and
sometimes friends. Finally, considering the constant influence of unconscious factors, often we
cannot even trust ourselves.

The Scapegoat
It is against this powerful combination of a sense of having been deprived, of having been
divided, and of having been abandoned that basic trust must maintain itself throughout life
(Erikson 1950 p. 241).
If one is to survive, being a scapegoat is an example not of the presence of trust, but of the
necessity of mistrusting, or at least being suspicious of the motives of others. Ironically, it is
often a paranoid defence against the result of a paranoid defence.
It is a question that has entertained writers, philosophers and psychoanalysts over centuries.
The chasm between how we would like the world to be and how it is. But one can only attain
purity if one excludes complexity. No one will argue with the idea that scapegoating and it’s
extensions of bullying and racism are bad, even evil, but the language of evil encourages
scapegoating itself, in it’s rejection of thinking and learning in favour of ‘the insistence that
what is right must be simple and is already known’ (Levine 2008 p.41).
The term scapegoat is surrounded and complicated by ideas like blame, visual difference,
intense dislike or even uncompromising hatred and contempt. We may be unequivocally
opposed to the more recognisable manifestations in racism and bullying. But is there an aspect
of human behaviour that is universal and manifests itself in attempts to diminish or alleviate
guilt and fear of punishment by some form of transfer of responsibility onto someone or
something else? Is there some basic need in human beings to ward off responsibility and to
transfer badness and evil to others? It is enshrined even in musical comedy.
W.S.Gilbert has the Lord High Executioner sing:
‘as some day it may happen that a victim must be found,
I’ve got a little list-I’ve got a little list
Of society offenders who might well be underground,
And who never would be missed-who never would be missed.’

Someone has to take the blame to allow the rest of us to continue our normal functions,
nominally at least free of guilt or responsibility for events past. Or is it more comfortable
to view acts of barbarity such as anti-Semitic eliminationism, as manifest in the Holocaust,
fundamentally inexplicable?
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To be as clear as I can, I believe it is possible and necessary to dissect the concept into
three interlocking components. First, magical thought and the myths that surround it, linked
to belief in a God or gods. Second, unconscious process linked to primitive thinking mostly
of a persecutory nature, linked to large group dynamics, and third, a conscious manipulation
for gain or protection leading to victimisation of the scapegoat and reward for the persecutor.
All have the need to survive at their base. I believe it may be useful to see each as biologically
determined, in the sense of the instinct for survival linked to the inevitability of aggression.
Each is psychologically understandable and organisationally necessary to preserve the viability
of the enterprise. These components become individually inevitable if we are to survive, and are
therefore culturally enforced.
The process of scapegoating involves boundaries, internal between the rational, (conscious),
and irrational, (unconscious), and are projected externally and based on difference and the
fear of difference. It is initiated by the threat of change and the possibility of individual
responsibility and guilt for misfortune or tragedy, and replaces components of the work group
mentality with paranoid perceptions of the environment, characterised, in group terms, by basic
assumption fight/flight. In the light of this, how can trust exist in organisational life?
Every idea or sincere belief sanctifies the coercion used on its behalf. Human culture is
predisposed to the permanent concealment of its origins in collective violence (Girard 1977).
If myths are primitive attempts to explain the unknown, then they must contain hidden truths
about unconscious processes. In mythology we commemorate violent acts which were so
successful that we are forced to re-enact them. The more distressed we become, the more real
the source of our agitation, the more the invisible/unconscious escapes us.
For example, ancient rituals were founded on particular beliefs which involved divine
beings and were consciously performed acts, the main purpose of which was to deflect
punishment for wrong doing and seek absolution from beings considered able to give it. They
were cleansing and liberating effects, which freed the community to live their lives unhindered
by either a burden of guilt or of imminent punishment. The sacrifice was paid, often in terms
of a scarce commodity like food, but sometimes in terms of human beings, who, designated
as criminals and outcasts, were considered of little value to society. We are familiar with the
reference from Leviticus 16 to 21 concerning the two scapegoats, one exiled, one sacrificed in
place of Isaac. The iniquities and transgressions of the children of Israel were placed on the
head of the goat sent away into the wilderness. The goat bears all their inadequacies upon him
in the solitary land and he shall let the goat go into the wilderness. Nothing has changed.
However we continue to exist in a society in which lucky charms, talismans and belief in an
all- encompassing God exist. The universal myths become fixed in the human mind as truths,
although appearing in other forms. ‘When we are sick in fortune-often the surfeit of our own
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behaviour- we make guilty of our disasters, the sun, the moon and the stars…and all that we are
evil in, by a divine thrusting on’ (King Lear. Act 1, Scene 2). From magic and ritual designed to
pass on the tangible evil to others, to the carefully calculated process in public scapegoating.
To survive humans have always had to develop skills some of which are group based, but
others are clearly individualistic and self preservative. It is only logical that we, individually
and organisationally would seek to preserve our lives as best we can (Gold 2004). Zaleznik
adapting Freud’s essay on Group Psychology to organisational life, calls it self interest. ‘If one
can improve ones’ lot in life, then the rational action is to grasp opportunities when they present
themselves’ (Zaleznik 2001 p.91). Or as some have put it, in the race of life, always back selfinterest. At least you know it is trying.
More seriously, Primo Levi describes behaviour in the death camps as unvarnished…
cruelties that privileged prisoners visited on weaker ones, and compromises…some made
to maintain those privileges and their lives (Levi 1989). As Lilla (2013 p.35), elaborates, ‘…
the struggle for prestige and recognition, inevitable in any human grouping, manifested
itself, even in the camps, producing obscene or pathetic figures… whom it is indispensible to
know if we want to know the human species.’ Similarly, Levi-Strauss has described the way
in which primitive societies deal with what are perceived danger- carrying strangers. It is an
anthropophagic strategy in which they eat up, devour and digest, incorporate and assimilate the
strangers, making their powers their own. Our culture adopts an anthropoemic strategy, from
the Greek to vomit. We throw the carriers of danger up or out away from society usually in exile
or incarceration. Thus we replace an inclusive with an exclusive culture. There are at the very
least ambivalent attitudes to strangers especially those who are neither neighbours nor aliens but
both inside and outside (Baumann, 1993).
Freud again asserts, ‘our neighbours, to say nothing of our competitors, tempt us to satisfy
our aggressiveness on them, to exploit their capacity for work without compensation, to use
them sexually without consent, to seize possessions, to humiliate, torture and kill’ (1930).
French Philosopher Paul Ricoeur (1970) in commenting on the death instinct reiterates that
man is confronted by an absurd commandment: to love one’s neighbour as oneself. It is, as he
points out, as impossible as loving one’s enemies. ‘These precepts squander love, put a premium
on being bad and lead to ruin any one imprudent enough to obey them.’ As Ricoeur suggests,
‘caught between a murderous id and a tyrannical and punishing conscience, the ego appears to
have no recourse other than self torment or the clearly preferable torture of others by diverting
aggressiveness towards them’ (Ricoeur 1970 p. 29).
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It is disappointing, but to pretend that there is a universal objective truth in matters of
conduct, in the possibility of a perfect and harmonious society is to ignore reality. At the
individual level of experience, what cannot be contained is inevitably projected/displaced onto
those scapegoats who have to carry the burden of our resentment envy or guilt (Britton 1992).
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Historically recognisable aspects of this are seen in the roles of whipping boys, sin eaters and in
terms of our current culture, the fall guy.
Violence against the victim might seem to be generative in that it puts to an end the vicious
destructive cycle of internal violence (organizational or personal), but it initiates a destructive
fight/flight cycle, the sacrificial rite which protects the community and enables it to flourish. But
the basic assumption fight/flight is different to other basic assumption groups all of which can
achieve positive work. Fight/flight can only progress via sacrifice of the scapegoat, a polluted
object.
For those who ask, ‘What of cultural progress? What of altruism’? The good news is we
do have choice. Whilst accepting compulsion and necessity as written into the genetic code, we
do have choice over when to act (Blomfield 1987). Similarly, we have Berlin’s concept of value
pluralism, the creativity of choice or self-creation through choice making in the context of the
inherited choices of earlier generations (Gray 2013).
However, Girard responds that social co-existence, for example, described in Freud’s
Civilization and its Discontents, is impossible if no surrogate victim existed. In human
relationships words like sameness and similarity evoke an image of harmony. If we have the
same tastes, surely we will get along. But what happens when we share the same desires?
In today’s world scapegoating can no longer be seen as a ritual or even a symbolic act. It
is often clearly being employed as an objective strategy designed specifically not just to ensure
survival in the face of hostile criticism, but to maintain the status quo. The cost of any errors
is then worn by others (Douglas 1995). The whole process may operate well below the level
of conscious understanding of its perpetrators, masked by what appear to be extremely logical
rationalizations. But what appears conscious or rational may still link with the unconscious
mythological and primitive experience.
One thing is certain, the attempts by human beings to transfer blame for their own actions, to accuse innocents of
responsibility for disasters and to attempt to initiate and deflect the forces of criticism have in no way abated over the
totality of humanities existence and must therefore be accepted as an essential ingredient of social behaviour (Douglas
1995 p. 108).

The group contains our personal anxieties, particularly persecutory, and our need to
survive. We purchase the protection of the group by accepting it’s violence manifest in
idealisation of the leader or the idealised idea or belief, and by splitting and projection. The
group projects, but does not receive. As in all highly organised bureaucracies the excessive use
of projection and other psychological defences inhibits emotional growth and learning (Gold
2004). The large group particularly, stuck in the use of predominantly projective defences, has
great difficulty in emotional growth and thoughtfulness. Bureaucratic organizations restrict
communications and interaction so that emotional learning never begins. Thus emotions
remain at the persecutory level, relationships with others less intense, but in the absence of
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reality testing, more primitive. What we recognise in our enemies is also a self portrait. So,
where is trust if what is relevant to the process of scapegoating relates to the discovery of
unacceptable parts of the self, the projection of them onto others and ultimately the banishment
and punishment of those others for possessing those unacceptable traits, behaviours and intents
(Gold 1985).
If it is really true that we want to cure some of the ills of our society by sacrificing a few,
(e.g. Jesus took all of our sins upon himself and died for us), there might be something to be
said for it. But it does not decrease our troubles it increases them. Not only is it unjust and cruel
to the scapegoat, it covers up the problems instead of solving them. Ironically selecting and
punishing, mostly by banishment, the scapegoat, is much more dangerous to the organisation
than is the appearance of the whistleblower, who at least exposes what is wrong.

General Commentary:
So, how far can we trust those with whom we work? In examining the role of trust in
organisations, one must also examine mistrust, and if Freud was right in saying that hate is
earlier than love (1915), then trust starts at a considerable disadvantage. There is of course
good evidence that mankind can transcend this disadvantage, but at the group, organisational,
national and international levels, there is unremitting evidence that mistrust still has the upper
hand. So why is trust so desirable, and so elusive? ‘My tentative answer is that we are dealing
with human destructiveness at a very early developmental level. But, as Nietzche, later echoed
by T.S.Eliot, asked, ‘How much truth can the mind endure?’ My response is that the most
trustworthy measure of any thought is the resistance it overcomes.
In the words of the song from South Pacific. ‘ You’ve got to be taught to hate and fear.
You’ve got to be taught from year to year. It’s got to be drummed in your dear little ear. You’ve
got to be carefully taught.’ I quote Martin Luther King, (picked up from a television program)
‘We may have all come in different ships, but we are all in the same boat now. Non-violence
means avoiding not only external physical violence, but also internal violence of spirit. You not
only refuse to shoot a man, you refuse to hate him.’ Of course, they shot him. So, if hatred and
mistrust can be taught, can this also be true of tolerance and trust. Does trust begin on the knee
of the mother and mistrust on the boot of the father?
Social trust is the outgrowth of psychological integration. Whilst it is such an important
ingredient of meaningful community life, the barriers to achieving it are enormous. The
evidence of destructive impulses, persecutory defences and efforts to evade awareness of
them is undeniable. Character structure sustains and requires this defensive constellation for
psychic survival. There is hope that integration/trust can be approached, but it requires some
disillusionment of humanistic mythology (Krantz 2013).
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It also rests on whether we can allow knowledge of early psychological development to
inform our understanding of the issues involved. ‘Disturbances in the object relationship of the
developing ego is the ultimate origin of all psychopathological conditions’ (Fairbairn. 1944 p.
82).
We have become familiar with the concept that social and organisational systems may
be used as a defence against anxiety, (Menzies-Lyth 1960), and that a social system may
unconsciously defend it’s members against anxieties that arise from organisational tasks and
the way culture operates. But, to my mind, tasks are the tip of an iceberg. Nine tenths lie below
the surface. Added to this, I think we may agree that Socioanalytic techniques such as action
learning are predicated on the idea that we deal with internal processes and the way they relate to
the emergence of external social structures (Long 1998).
But to quote, from Freud’s Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious (1905 p. 95),
‘Primitive nature breaks through all the layers of education.’ This is no Joke. It is echoed by
Obholzer, (1999). Primitive anxiety he says ‘is the ever present, all pervasive anxiety that is the
fate of mankind’. Central to this is I believe, the role of primitive pre-oedipal influences, which
drive the fear and destructiveness, manifest as the paranoid defence and maintained by splitting
and denial. Rooted in myth and ritual, our anxieties appear, again and again, organisationally,
nationally and internationally but largely ignored by a mistaken and badly applied humanism
(Gold 2001;2010).
The desirability of trust must be examined in the context of the primary need for survival,
not only of the individual in the group, nor yet survival of new ideas in the community or
organisation, but also survival in it’s many disguises. Biologically and anthropologically, we
are born to survive, but we live in constant fear of our possible destruction, personally and
organisationally. We also live with the myth that mankind is basically good despite, ‘we are not
gentle creatures who want to be loved, and who will only retaliate in defence, but animals whose
instinctual (Genetic?) endowment contains a powerful share of aggressiveness’ (Freud 1930 p.
111).
Perhaps our difficulty in this area relates to the two-fold shift of emphasis in Freud’s
Beyond the Pleasure Principle, first from the tendency to repeat, to the tendency to destroy
and next, and more specifically, from a more biological to a more cultural expression. As he
tells us, ‘beyond the pleasure principle…is the operation of tendencies…more primitive than
the pleasure principle and independent of it’(1920 p. 17). Man may be only man if he postpones
satisfaction, abandons possibilities of enjoyment and tolerates a certain degree of un-pleasure on
the long indirect road to pleasure. Whilst un-pleasure may be what educates man and an actingout of primitive experience may be replaced by symbolism, in play for example, an acceptance
of the underlying duality of instincts is essential. It is a struggle of the primitive hostility of man
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against man, a battle of giants that Freud emphasises ‘ our nursemaids strive to appease with
their lullaby about heaven’ (1930 p.122). The overweening optimism of civilisation!
These are issues that Isaiah Berlin (1953) deals with in his essay on the originality of
Machiavelli. His thesis proposes that what is peculiarly disturbing about what Machiavelli said
or implied is not his ‘realism’ or advocacy of brutal or unscrupulous policies, but the fact that
the wicked do flourish and that immoral purposes pay and finally that such truths are never
remote from human consciousness. A pessimism to be sure, but grounded in reality! But can we
go deeper?

The Psychoanalytic Vertex
From the child of five to myself is but a step. But from the new-born baby to the child of
five is an appalling distance (Leo Tolstoy).
So, can psychoanalysis and developmental theory help us to understand these phenomena,
whilst withstanding the ‘economic pressures of a conformist society’ (Harris-Williams 2010
p.119). Erikson’s emphasis on the central foundational role of trust over mistrust carries with it
the idea that without trust we cannot go on living. However, I say, without healthy mistrust, we
cannot stay alive, ‘the autogenic source of primal hope and doom throughout life’ (Erikson p.74)
I regard both the solutions of authoritarianism with its mundane morality, which insists
on the maintenance of external conventions, and the opposite, the urge for political change,
as attempts to deal with otherwise unbearable anxiety. But I accept that it is unwise to ignore
the role of leadership, geopolitics and economics. Erlich, (2006 p.120), also reminds us that
although, ‘paranoia is a pathological distortion at the very heart of reality testing and perception,
undermining the ego and the function of judgement, it is a mistake to see this as stemming
from purely intra-psychic dynamics.’ He invokes group and socio-cultural influences. The large
group, stabilised in the presence of an external enemy and at the boundary, is linked to the most
archaic and primary infantile experiences directed at the ‘other’ who inhabits the periphery.
Similarly, Volkan( 2010 p.42), underlines the role of the large group identity,’…the end result
of myths and realities of common beginning’. His concept of the ‘Chosen trauma’, is based on
historical events which re-emerge in the present via ‘trans-generational transmissions’, especially
when based on primitive infantile experience of confrontation and the threat of loss of contact
with the primary object (1999 pp.44/45).
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Gordon Lawrence moves a step further, exhorting managers to be in touch with the
changing realities in which their organisation exists and in freeing themselves from inherited
conceptualisations. Thinking in touch with the necessity for catastrophic change. But he adds,
there is a need to understand the psychotic part of the personality, following Bion, which
contains the tragedy formed during infancy or indeed before birth. The birth canal is the
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experience of complete annihilation. ‘Mind’, he asserts, ‘ is the guardian of memories that are
routinely used to pre-structure experiences’, resulting in a ‘delusion of purpose’ (1999 pgs. 47 &
49).
My emphasis is that trauma in psychic life is destined to repeat itself. Trauma includes the
desire of someone else. ‘The mind of a child develops reflecting the reality of her parents and
that which they must fight against….What remains un-metabolised becomes fertile material
for transmission and new enactment’ (Herzog 2005 p. 291). For example: unconscious transgenerational transmission; the colonisation of the present by the past.
We have a restricted vocabulary for describing psychic reality, but we are familiar, perhaps
too familiar with the mental mechanisms of denial, splitting and projection used as explanatory
models for the manifestations of blame, and justification for punishment of ‘the other’. The
concepts of narcissism and self-esteem used as explanatory, most often in understanding
leadership, does not, I feel, take us far enough. Waddell for example (2013) emphasises in the
work of Meltzer and Bion, the recognition of the inner world where meaning is generated, and
where emotional experience is the first step in the development of thinking. Experience which
has not been repressed since it has not yet been thought, viz. Bion’s beta elements transformed
by the receptive inner capacities of the other. Or not! ‘The catastrophic internal events that
shape development’ (p.15).
For Bion, all needed objects are bad objects; they are needed because they are not possessed.
‘Therefore, the primitive thoughts or proto-thoughts are bad objects the baby needs to get rid
of,’(Grinberg 1975 p. 26) . A main feature of projective identification is that it represents the
dynamic relationship, ‘container-contained’. Whether this aids or inhibits psychic development,
depends on the quality of the emotional relationship. The baby and mother in reverie, engaged
in the near insoluble problem of existing beyond the primitive emotional state. Mother as the
world, the first prototype, carries the responsibility of conveying to the baby its beauty. If not,
the danger is that, ‘it will imagine itself to be the product of an ugly, secret parental union.’
(Levine 2010.p.28.).
Winnicott also has recognised this in his paper ‘Fear of breakdown’ (1974). As summarised
by Ogden, ‘in infancy there occurs in the mother-infant tie, a breakdown, that forces the infant
to take on, by himself, events that he is unable to manage. He short-circuits his experience
of primitive agony by generating defence organisations that are psychotic in nature, i.e. they
substitute self- created inner reality for external reality….a psychological state in which he lives
in fear of a breakdown that has already happened’(2014 p. 205).
Much more has been written about the vicissitudes of the early mother-child relationship,
emphasising the importance of such primitive object relationships, but in all of these, the need
for successful projective identification, that is, communication, is central. If it is absent, the
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infant is exposed to the experience of re-introjecting, not a fear of dying or badness made
tolerable, but a ‘nameless dread’ (Bion1967). It is described in Ogden’s dissection of Winnicott
as ‘primitive agonies’-a form of pain for which anxiety is not a strong enough word (p.205).
Feeling states that may be tolerable in the presence of a ‘good enough’ mother, but intolerable
when the infant feels himself to be alone and full of ‘undreamt and terrifying dreams’.
The complications in managing this complex inner world include strategies used to
keep such self-knowledge out of awareness. Principle among the defences is to experience
unacceptable factors originating in the inner world, as originating outside (Levine 2010 p.3).
The complex inner world, knowledge of which is hidden, shapes relations with the external
objects, which become the repository of unacceptable traits.
David Levine whilst building on the significance of early development, creates links to
both the authoritarian solution and the essential difference between a moral and an ethical
position. ‘ In general terms these questions have to do with the expectation of and need for
psychic survival’ (2013 p34). That is, the ability to maintain a positive emotional investment in
the self and a connection to the self as the emotional centre of experience. This is the capacity
to trust and to be trusted. Or, alternatively, to be mired in the anxiety of object-loss and the
fear of annihilation. If successfull, and Bion puts this in the context of the non-psychotic
personality, he ‘must be capable of :(a) frustration and hence awareness of temporality, (b)guilt
and depression, and an ability to contemplate causality’ (1992 p.1). This latter since it encourages
contemplation of one’s own responsibility for events. That is, the development of a capacity to
find multiple positions within the self, rather than splitting these and projecting them separately
(Long 1998). If not, meaning is not achieved. As in all ‘psychotic’ processes it is destroyed and
evacuated, leaving a mind incapable of conflict, of growth, or even thinking.
The morality, such as it is, of the authoritarian position, lies in compliance to the rule of the
other, an idealised inner object carrying the demand to adapt to what exists outside, and shame
or worse if we do not. Becker, quoting Ferenzi, calls such thoughts ‘the secret psychoses’ (1973
p.27). Bion associates the activity of ‘seeking’ in the infant with three tropisms that presumes a
maternal figure who was unable to perform the function of receiving containing and modifying
the violent emotions projected by the infant (1992 pp.34-35). Identification with our (parental)
ideal makes us worthy of love and safe in it: A continuing manifestation of the terror and
majesty of the transference object which has, in phantasy at least, a high survival value. The
infant’s impossible task is to create a viable defence which enables survival.
If absent, these primal phantasies and anxieties are re-awakened in a world of strangers
who cannot be relied upon (trusted?) not to injure us (Jaques 2006 p.307).
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In the present context, ‘to follow rules is to be ruled…and is what we need to cope with the
destructive presence of impulses to assert our existence in the world of others’ (Levine 2013
p26). We have failed to internalise an object with the capacity for judgement, leaving us only
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capable of compliance with some external authority. That is, an overdependence on external
objects; adaptation and compliance. ‘The self is not great, but small; not beautiful, but ugly; not
worthy of love and respect, but only of hatred and contempt’ (Levine 2013 p.10). In short, as
Levine describes both a grandiose and a degraded self. It allows us to exist in the world but only
through our projected inner phantasies. In this designation, splitting and projection represent
an alternative to thinking with the internal object (Bion 1967) and the courage to discern
ones’ motivation. Ogden, (1992) has lucidly elaborated on the primitive relationships and
phantasies underlying these features, introducing the idea that what lies beneath the paranoid
and depressive styles of interpersonal experience, is an autistic-contiguous position. In the
present context he is emphasising that safety is sought by separating the endangered from the
endangering. This is inevitably accompanied by a lack of empathy with ones objects. They are
not experienced as people with thoughts and feelings, but as loved, hated or feared objects to be
controlled via projective identification. One can then only take trust on trust.
The ethical position, on the other hand, necessitates taking responsibility. Drawing on
Winnicott’s concept of true and false self, Levine proposes, at base, the internalisation of an
empathic object, creating a more empathic stance toward oneself. In short, the expectation
that one will psychically survive.; the viability of the self. Behaviourally, it depends, not on
compliance or impulse driven behaviour, but on the capacity for a thoughtful, reflective stance
and the capacity for negative capability. A capacity to reason, underlying action, which takes into
account the effect of action on the other. It is what Ogden (2010) has called transformational
thinking. It involves a respect for the integrity of others and indicates a personal capacity for
integration in oneself. It is the morality of the depressive position.

Conclusion:
Tis the times plague, when mad men lead the blind (King Lear. Act 4. Scene 1.).
It may be that I have given an impression of cynicism or despair in relation to the pursuit
of the ideal of trust in organisational life. Or worse. That I am condoning, as inevitable,
corruption and sadism in public life. This is far from the truth. However what I wish to
emphasise is the huge task that confronts those who would attempt to correct what is, and
always has been, evidence of mankind’s links to primitive experience and the need for survival.
Even in the mainstream of experience and relationships, an avoidance of the origins, and the
need to maintain primitive defences mitigates against any progress toward a trustworthy and
just society. I commenced with Freud and I will finish with him. In 1915, his three sons were
at the front. As if in response, he wrote ‘Thoughts for the times in War and Death’. In his
biography Peter Gay describes Freud as shocked by the hideous spectacle of human nature at
war and hoping that psychoanalytic realism might help his readers to feel less despairing. War
had deprived everyone of the illusion that humanity was originally good,’ Freud’s paper’, Gay
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says, ‘is an essay in consolation’. (Gay 1988 p.356). Fifteen years later, in 1930, Freud wrote,
‘My courage sinks to stand up before my fellow humans as a prophet, and I bow before their
reproach that I do not know how to bring them consolation-for that is fundamentally what they
all demand’(1930. p145). But to give Bion the last word, ‘Wisdom or oblivion, take your choice.
From that warfare there is no release’ (Bion 1979 p. 138).
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Using case material from coaching clients, and a Group Relations Conference directed by the author,
the paper explores how the ‘redundant person’ can be used by others as a defence against the possibilities
of considering what it might be like to be ‘surplus to requirements’, particular at a time when there is a
general societal obsession with ‘celebrity’ and the accompanying delusion that ‘phantastic objects’ can
transform reality.
Key Words: Celebrity Redundancy Phantastic object

An earlier version of this paper was presented for discussion at the 2013 ISPSO conference
in Oxford, the theme of which was The Future of Work. Many of the presentations at the
conference focused on the changing meaning of work. Papers addressed topics such as the
challenges of virtual or vanishing organisations (Czander 2013, Thibault de Swarte 2013),
the related difficulty of containment (Lucey 2013), and the changing relatedness between
individual and organisation (Cardona 2013). The increasingly individualised experience of work
was an underlying theme in the conference and is relevant to this paper which explores the
meaning, to those experiencing it, of redundancy in a contemporary context, or being ‘surplus
to requirements’ (Oxford dictionary definition). The paper proposes that a ‘redundant’ person,
in an individualised world, may experience themselves as the denigrated half of a primitive
oedipal split, representing painful reality to a world obsessed with individual ‘celebrity’ and the
accompanying delusion that phantastic objects can transform reality and protect us from the
unwanted reality of ‘unwork’.
I will begin with the location of this hypothesis in the context of existing literature about
redundancy. The ideas of primitive oedipal splitting and phantastic objects will then be
explored, followed by a conceptualisation of how these ideas might apply to the contemporary
context. Case material from which the hypothesis was originally developed is then presented
– focusing on a group relations conference and two coaching clients, before a concluding
discussion.

Redundancy
Studies of redundancy and unemployment are legion and focus on many different aspects.
At its broadest the study of unemployment reveals much about how society has changed and is
changing.
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Fothergill and Gore’s UK government sponsored study (2013), for example, seeks to analyse
a shifting global economy tracing the impact of the outsourcing of low-value low-productivity
manufacturing from economies such as the UK to low wage economies such as China and
India. The report goes beyond tracking the impact in terms of the numbers of job losses to
UK workers, exploring the relationship between unemployment, ill health, poor education and
disability – the often cited creation of an ‘under class’.
Other studies focus on redundancy in particular contexts and communities such as the
2001 study of the impact of ‘industrial contraction and regeneration’ on Britain’s mining
communities (Waddington, Critcher, Dicks, Parry 2001).
In terms of the emotional impact of redundancy on individuals and families psychoanalytic
literature has various foci.
An early study by the Tavistock Institute identified the ‘mal-effects’ of unemployment as
far-reaching, listing ‘a loss of a sense of personal and occupational identity, a loss of a sense of
personal worth, feelings of degradation, boredom, loss of drive, depression, sloth, laziness and
inertia’ as common findings in their research (Hill 1977 p42).
Kets de Vries broadened the focus in a later study which also concentrated on the individual
reaction patterns of survivors (those staying with a company after the lay-offs) and what he calls
the ‘executioners’ (those responsible for the implementation of downsizing). Among this group
of people he discovered and described various ways of coping, citing ‘compulsive/ritualistic,
abrasive, dissociative, alexithymic/anhedonic, and depressive’ patterns. (Kets de Vries, Balazs
1997, p11)
Mattinson, Sher and others focus on understanding the underlying meaning of work as
a way of understanding what might be the meaning of its loss. Sher sees work as a place of
security providing ‘food’ which is based on a relationship with mother. Loss of work, he argues,
can feel like loss of love (Sher 1995).
Mattinson (1988) explores work as sublimation of aggression, and explores its loss in terms
of the impact of such aggression, no longer sublimated, finding alternative outlets. Families can
find themselves in receipt of aggression from redundant members or those made redundant
might find themselves depressed due to aggression turned in on the self.
All offer recommendations either for psychological support of individuals affected or for
more humane ways of approaching downsizing in companies undergoing change.
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The focus of the current paper is different. It seeks to offer a hypothesis about redundancy
and how it might be experienced in a particular societal context at a particular time (‘Western’
society and now) which might be different in particular ways from the way it might have been
experienced (or is experienced) in other societies and at other times. The focus is on a wide
view of society and the possibility of defensive societal projections into those who have had a
particular experience – that of being made redundant.
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Exploration of key concepts
My hypothesis proposes that those made redundant may find themselves the ‘denigrated
half’ of a particular sort of split – which I have described as ‘primitive oedipal’, and that there
is an accompanying delusion - that of celebrity as ‘phantastic object’, which fuels this split.
An exploration of what is meant by ‘primitive oedipal’ as opposed to ‘pre-oedipal’ and by
‘phantastic object’ is key.
Regarding ‘phantasy’ Melanie Klein added to Freud’s beliefs that individuals were
fundamentally driven by instincts and drives and the theorisation of the breast/feeding
relationship during the first few months of life. The phases of development are described by
Klein as the paranoid schizoid position and the depressive position.
To recap, the infant according to Klein enters the world with an internally generated
profound anxiety. The milk, delivered by the breast, provides comfort to the new born and the
breast becomes its first ‘good object’. The process of relieving anxiety begins. When the breast,
inevitably is turned away, the infant’s innate fear of annihilation attaches itself to the breast, now
transformed into a ‘bad object’. This splitting of experience by the infant into two different ‘part
objects’, a good breast that feeds and guarantees survival and a bad breast that turns away and
threatens annihilation, forms what is meant by a paranoid schizoid response.
Klein describes the unconscious content with which the infant creates such good and bad
objects as phantasy and the process through which these are projected into others as projective
identification (Klein 1946). The identification part of this latter description relates to the way the
projected into object becomes identified by the infant as if it was entirely composed of the good or
bad phantasy sent its way.
Regarding the split between such good and bad objects Klein describes it as having a
particular intensity because of being fuelled by envy related to the ‘Oedipal situation’ - as she
called it.
Theories differ about the nature of the Oedipus complex and the period of development
during which human beings are supposed to ‘resolve’ it, or not, with classical Freudian theory
focusing on rivalry with an individual’s ‘same sex’ parent. The timing of this was identified as
between three and six years of age (Freud 1924).
Klein’s views on the ‘Oedipal situation’ brought forward and therefore changed the
nature of the developmental moment when awareness of the father was considered to become
important to the developing child. She locates the onset of the envy at the heart of the Oedipal
situation earlier, in the first few months of life, during the paranoid schizoid phase described
above (Klein 1945 and 1952).
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As David Bell puts it:The primitive Oedipal conflict described by Klein takes place in the paranoid-schizoid position when the infant’s world is
widely split and relations are mainly to part objects. (Bell 1992 p.174)

The nature of what is represented by the father in this situation, therefore, is splintered and
primitive – and the awareness of his arrival is coterminous with the infant’s battle to come to
terms with his/her perception of an alternately punishing (absent) and idolised (present) mother.
Klein wrote that:In the baby’s mind when he is frustrated (or dissatisfied from inner causes) his frustration is coupled with the feeling that
another object (soon represented by the father) receives from the mother the coveted gratification and love denied to himself
at that moment (Klein 1952 p.49).

In other words the father, arriving on the boundary of the dyad formed by mother and
infant may become the bad object, or denigrated half of a paranoid schizoid split, fuelled by
envy. It is this which I am describing as primitive oedipal.
Erlich describes vividly the infant’s perception of this primitive Oedipal ‘enemy’ as: perceived monolithically and in black-and-white terms as totally bad, mad, and destructive (Erlich 2001 pp. 128-129).

I hope to illustrate through case material that the unemployed person has become such an
enemy in contemporary society - denigrated, cast out, primitively feared as someone wanting
to take mother’s ‘milk’, as it were, and that the creation of such a negative phantastic object is
fuelled by a societal creation of ‘celebrity’ as its corollary.
The idea that, as a society, we might collectively co-create and invest in phantastic objects
has been explored elsewhere, by David Tuckett (2011) and others. In seeking to understand what
happened in the financial markets in the first decade of the new millennium Tuckett proposed
that groups of financial agents co created particular sorts of unrealistic financial products
as phantastic objects - objects in which society then invested – buying unsecured products,
committing to unrealistic payments on mortgages etc etc - banishing reality ‘for now’ as Tuckett
puts it. We could have it all.
The idea of ‘celebrity’ as a phantastic object is explored by Craig Prichard (2001). Prichard
proposes that we live in an ‘economy of identity’ (Prichard 2001, p11) where individual
celebrities are elevated and feted at the expense of, amongst other things, organisations.
To illustrate this he quotes a description from Fortune Magazine of Apple Computer’s Steve
Jobs arriving on stage.
People practically flew to their feet and there was a spontaneous combustion of applause. The enraptured crowd started
chanting, “Steve! Steve! Steve! Steve! Steve!” I wouldn’t have been surprised to see tears or screaming or people speaking
in tongues (Prichard, 2001, p2).
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Prichard explores this response to Jobs in a societal context. He is interested less in the
reality of how brilliant, or not, Jobs was. His interest is in what ‘distributes’ (as he puts it) ‘Jobs‘
performance’ across the newspapers, magazines and social media as a sort of ‘supercreative’
object. Jobs was not a one-off in other words but ‘distributed’ as part of a trend of celebrity
CEOs where the focus is on individuals to whom almost supernatural powers have been
attributed (Prichard 2001).
In ‘How the meaning of Celebrity Has Changed over time’ Devoy (2011) argues that the
actual ‘thing’, as he puts it, has changed. We now put a premium on fame itself rather than on
individuals who may have become famous for a particular reason. He quotes a survey carried
out by Halpern amongst teenage girls in America who were asked about career choices. Fortytwo percent chose ‘assistant to a celebrity’ from a wide ranging list. This rose to 80% amongst
those who considered themselves unpopular at school.
The question for this paper is how this changed celebrity ‘thing’ Devoy and others describe
may impact on those who find themselves unemployed or made redundant in a society with
such an investment in celebrity. I will now move to some case material – two vignettes from
coaching clients and an experience of a group relations conference which I directed and which
provided the original stimulus for this paper.

Case Material
Coaching client – George. George was a senior manager, head of business development in a
large private health context. A new CEO decided on a root and branch review and re- designed
the senior management structure, creating two new super jobs. All the previous SMT roles were
to disappear. A process of consultation was put in place. Each role holder was made aware of
options and the stages of the process. Roleholders were free to apply for one of the new posts,
take voluntary redundancy or stay on through the process of re- design and, eventually, redeployment, enforced redundancy. The message was ‘new broom’. George took annual leave
after the news broke and went on holiday to Thailand where he was able to go hill walking for
the first time in years, a foot injury having prevented him from recently doing so. At the top
of a mountain he had what he described as an ‘epiphany’. He would take voluntary redundancy
and create a new life for himself. It was at this point that I met him and heard of his plans.
They were grandiose. Having had a career exclusively in health (he was 50) he was now set on
applying for a job as director of one of the UK’s largest music venues. Or, failing that, he would
be a DJ (!) he explained. Evidently he may have been in denial about what was happening,
which is understandable. But it was the extreme nature of his denial which troubled me and the
nature of the objects, as it were, in which he was invested. He had an amateur interest in music
but his ambitions were unrealistic. Eventually we understood his phantasies (I’ll be a celebrity)
as antidotes for his terror at being made redundant (I’ll be cast out). He had to come down off
the mountain before he could feel his pain and begin to come to terms with it.
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Francis’s situation was different. She was a physiotherapist in a large National Health
Service Trust which was under review and threatened with closure if it didn’t make drastic
cuts to its services and improve efficiency. Physiotherapy was particularly vulnerable in the
context of a national focus on Accident and Emergency targets as it was, mistakenly in Francis’s
view, seen as a ‘nice to have’. Francis had been at the Trust for fifteen years and had, recently
been in a temporary post in HR, designing training. As that post came to a close she had
been encouraged to apply for a team manager post in physiotherapy which she did. Before
the interview process was complete however the post was deleted and Francis found herself
‘redundant’ inside her own organisation. She was pay protected for a period but without a role.
She was referred for coaching by her former boss in HR who could see she was struggling.
When I met her she was in free fall. It took three appointments before she actually turned up
for coaching. She was on anti depressants for the first time in her life, off work sick and unable
to do any of the leisure activities which had previously been so important to her. She had an
allotment and was a keen kick boxer. She described her experience before going off sick as
feeling ‘like a leper’. People turned away from her in the café and avoided her in corridors. No
one returned her calls, and she couldn’t get a meeting with anyone to discuss her situation.
Many of the people shunning her were under threat of redundancy themselves. My hypothesis
(not that my client could engage with it very easily at first) was that she had been providing
an ‘in house’ target for her colleagues’ projections. Redundant, but still there, she was an
object onto which they could project their own worse fears. Her target for the coaching was
to be able to return to work. Kick boxing eventually became a useful metaphor. Francis was a
small woman and told me about the etiquette of ‘powering down’. Bigger, younger, opponents
‘powered down’ when boxing with her, in order to create a level playing field – an etiquette
which had not been observed in her own organisation where a perceived weakness (no role)
had attracted an unconscious trammelling by those wanting to rid themselves of the stigma of
being made redundant. It helped her to see the unfairness of what was happening, at least, and
become aware of the potential dynamic of which she had been at the centre.

Group Relations
Shortly after the Lehman Brothers’ collapse and as government cuts began to really impact
public sector services employees in the UK I directed a group relations conference where the
large majority of members were (or had been until recently) senior managers in this sector.
There were five conference staff members, including myself as director and Jeremy – the
associate director. The conference took place over four and a half days in a residential context.
The membership of thirty two was majority female (72%), average age early forties. I was in my
early fifties.
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The aim of the conference was to develop insight into organisational processes through
the study of organisational behaviour and for participants to develop their effectiveness in
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organisations. It quickly emerged that the vast majority of conference members had either
recently been made redundant, or were under threat of being so. As an example - in the review
group of seven to which I consulted at the end of the first day, six were in this situation.
I had been more fortunate. Just before the conference I had been offered, and accepted, a
role in a prominent organisation and this was known by various members, one of whom (B) had
known me in quite a different context before I had been involved in the field of organisational
consultancy.
Looking back it is possible to see how the painful recent experience of many of the
members, in contrast to my own experience of success (as well as issues of gender, age and my
‘employed’ status as director of the conference) may have led members to make use of me as a
sort of projection receptacle, creating an experience for me of ‘being surplus to requirements’
which mirrored their own intense feelings of rejection. As I hope to illustrate this experience
was more intense and sustained than the usual vicissitudes I have experienced in conferences
before or since. It had a particular quality which led to the ideas about ‘celebrity’ as phantastic
object and the ‘redundant’ as feared and denigrated other – ideas which were both powerfully
illustrated in the opening few minutes of the conference.
The conference began provocatively. The first sentence spoken at the beginning of the
opening plenary was a question asked by one of the ‘redundant’ women from my review group.
She asked who had been ‘fucking’ in the room next to hers. ‘It sounded like two men’ she added
‘I’d like to know which two’. It was a violent opening and one which, in retrospect, seemed to
set the stage both for the denigration of difference and for what later emerged. The member
had chosen to imagine that the couple she could hear were men – a couple which, by definition,
she could never be part of. Her choice seemed, in retrospect to convey a hopelessness about the
possibility of ever being included - an exclusion which seemed total, ‘black-and-white’, to have
the quality of Erlich’s monolithically conceived primitive oedipal split.
The silence which followed these opening remarks was eventually broken by a member
complaining about the size of the conference. He’d been told to expect a conference of more
like 100 members. He was disappointed. Others agreed with him. A woman asked where the
members were from ‘that course in Xtown’. She explained how there were usually twenty or so
people from a masters’ course in Xtown at this conference. Neither of these statements was true.
The course in question had closed several years earlier in any case and the conference usually
had around 25 to 30 members. Someone else asked where X was (a well known consultant on
the list of potential staff in the conference brochure who had not, in the end, been asked to
join). A discussion started about this absent member of staff. Those who knew of him bewailed
his absence, those who didn’t asked about him, and then joined in the regret. One of the staff
commented that there seemed to be a sort of celebrity conference, in the mind, from which they
were excluded.
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This sense of intense exclusion, amplified by the evocation of a bigger, better conference
elsewhere gave us a vivid picture of the state of mind of the members as the conference began.
There seemed to be a collective intense feeling of being surplus to requirements – a feeling
which I was to feel intensely myself by the end of the conference. The transfer, if that’s what it
was, of this experience began in the first whole system meeting that evening.
It was my task to come in on the boundary of the first whole system meeting. We had
arranged the chairs in a ‘snow flake’ - as evenly as possible but it was difficult to avoid the
creation of an outlier chair and it was this chair which the members had left for me. All the
others were taken. In taking this seat my experience was one of being on the very edge of
the whole system meeting. I was sitting behind the only none English speaking member – a
Nigerian woman. Together we seemed to form a foreigners’ corner. She was also the youngest
member of the conference, by some years. Five minutes into the first whole system meeting her
phone rang and she stood up and left in order to take the call. She didn’t come back for twenty
minutes. Her absence left me doubly cut off from the membership, on the edge, with a gap
between me and anyone else. Visually it looked as if I had been cut adrift: pushed to the edge,
then cut off.
It was a powerful motif, a motif which was then developed by a group of three women (I
will call them A B and C) during the Institutional event, or staff management event as it was
called in this conference, the next day. Each, so it transpired, had her own painful story of
redundancy. In the opening of the event members were invited to form groups which might
then take part in the overall task of the event which was described as:- To study organisational
behaviour as it happens between members, and staff in management and consultant roles. That is, the focus
was on the study of authority in an organisational context. A B and C created a group to explore
female leadership. At the very beginning of the event, almost before the management group had
reached the room where they were to be based for the event, they came to recruit me to ‘join’
their group. On one level their request made sense. I was a female leader. Female leadership was
their topic. But the boundaries of the event were clear – the task was to explore not to enlist or
take over. We understood their forceful early request not as an invitation for dialogue but as a
form of aggression. We offered this as an interpretation but our wise words didn’t sway them
and they persisted in their attempts to lure me away. Although they didn’t manage it I was left
with a feeling of vulnerability.
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The conference design included whole system meetings both immediately before and
immediately after the event above. At both of these whole system meetings the director/
associate director pair was ‘seated’ by the membership one directly in front of the other. I
remember the disturbing feeling at the first of these meetings as I took the final seat, locating
my colleagues one by one in the meeting and making eye contact. Where was Jeremy? He later
recounted that he could see that I didn’t know where he was – he was directly behind me. In
the meeting immediately after the event Jeremy was holding the boundary of the Whole System
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meeting. Here the formation was reversed and he was forced to sit directly in front of me. The
effect was of being blind sided, without one’s other half, exposed. What did it mean?
The next event was the Resource Management event – an event where authority is explicitly
delegated to a volunteer management group of members. Again there was an appeal to me, from
two of the three same women, but this time I missed it. We were at a part of the event where the
members were asked to volunteer to be part of the management group when one of the women
(A) suddenly got up and left the room, saying she felt faint. Then her colleague (B), looking in
my direction, declared that someone should do something about this – what if her colleague
had collapsed etc? She decided to follow her and left the room. As the minutes passed and
other members began to comment on the continued absence I began to feel an acute sense of
responsibility and fear. Eventually, without consulting my colleagues, I decided to check on the
two absent members. I left the event and found them in the lounge – ‘A’ quite recovered. They
were having a coffee and chatting amicably. They seemed delighted at my arrival, and thanked
me (profusely) for checking. I remember turning back to look toward the plenary room with a
feeling of having been duped and, again, isolated.
The next steps in what was beginning to feel like a dance with a repeating motif took place
that same evening and they feel painful to recount.
Two child psychotherapists were enlisted to engage me in ‘pas de deux’– one before the
final whole system meeting and one after the final plenary as the conference ended on the
Friday. The first knocked on the staff room door minutes before the whole system meeting.
She asked for a private meeting with me. I was thrown by her evident upset and agreed. It was,
however, impossible to resolve or even hear about her problem in the two or three minutes
leading up to the whole system meeting. I had to cut her short (which felt bad) and entered the
whole system meeting late, and in a state of disarray – isolated from my colleagues and unable to
let them know what had happened.
The whole system meeting finished just before dinner and we went straight in to eat with
the intention of having a brief staff meeting after dinner on this penultimate evening of the
conference. No sooner had we sat down than an invitation arrived from the members asking us
to join them in the pub after dinner. This is a bit of a tradition at this conference and, perhaps
with this knowledge, one of the staff accepted the invitation. However, in the staff meeting
after dinner, there was a split in the staff group about what this particular invite might mean.
It had arrived, a bit like the three women at the start of the staff management event, almost
before we had sat down. In the end some staff went, others didn’t. I decided to go. In the bar
staff interacted with members but then, suddenly, the crowd of members in the middle of the
bar dispersed leaving ‘B’ on her own with an empty chair. She invited me to join her which I
did. It turned out that B knew a lot about me, had lived in the area where I worked in my former
career. She quizzed me about my relative inexperience in the field of organisational consultancy,
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reminded me of my former role. By the time we left the bar, I felt quite disturbed, exposed. I
remember feeling relieved that the conference was nearly over.
In the morning we had review and application (RAG) groups and the final plenary. As I
entered the final plenary I saw that there was a white envelope on my chair. What might it mean
at this late stage in the conference? I put it on the floor but was aware of it throughout the
plenary. Perhaps it would have been better to open it there but I didn’t and, as such, it defied the
final boundary of the conference, seemed to give whoever had left the letter the final word, as it
were. My unease and what was, by now, a persistent feeling of ‘getting it wrong’ continued and
then, on the way out of the final plenary, came the final move in the dance. The second child
psychotherapist and a member of my RAG group approached me as we left the final plenary.
She got up from her chair and asked to speak to me at the door. I stayed behind. She was angry
about a comment I had made in the RAG group and determined to speak to me about it. Again
I was isolated from my staff and, further, explicitly accused – so it turned out – of a sort of
professional incompetence.
I was first isolated, then cut off, as in the first whole system meeting. The motif had
repeated several times now, evolving and deepening as the conference progressed with this
accusation of professional incompetence the final straw. The message was clear. I wasn’t good
enough to have my job, to be ‘employed’. I was ‘surplus to requirements’.

Concluding Discussion
I have made the assumption that the intensity of my own experience at the conference
directly reflected the collective intensity of members’ experience who had recently been made
redundant or who were threatened with redundancy, that they transferred their experience
of being ‘surplus to requirements’ to me. But why was this experience so intense? I have
never, before or since, felt so singularly affected by a conference experience. In an attempt
to understand this intensity I have described Klein’s proposal which co locates ‘the envy at
the heart of the oedipal situation’ with the ‘widely split’ world of the infant, arguing that the
‘redundant’ are perceived as just such a primitive oedipal enemy, trying to steal the all too
illusive milk. If this is true then it goes without saying that it is an experience the redundant may
well want to eschew.
But is this experience essentially different from the experience of those made redundant
in the 1930s 1950s or 1970s (hardly benign times in which to be made redundant). What may
make the difference, I have proposed, is the ubiquitous focus on celebrity. My hypothesis is that
it is Prichard’s ‘supercreative’ or Devoy’s changed ‘thing’ which lends a different tone to the
experience of being made redundant ‘now’. The redundant are experienced as an unwelcome
reminder of reality in a context where many wish to believe that celebrity is an option for all.
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Reflective Sketching
KIERAN WHITE AND PAUL LAWRENCE
Socioanalysis(77-90)
Within the coaching profession, the dominant communication form is verbal, with significant research
supporting and reinforcing the effectiveness of this paradigm. The industry offers up far less research
on non-verbal approaches, tools and techniques within the coaching context. Furthermore, there is
an increasing tendency to move away from the dominant individualistic leadership thinking of the
last 40 years, towards a more systemic, socially intelligent leadership paradigm for today’s world.
This qualitative study into reflective sketching within the context of coaching within organisations
included eight coachees from three separate organisations discussing their perceptions of the value of
reflective sketching. Reflective sketching is defined here as a process by which coach and coachee reflect upon
a discussion through sketching. The word ‘reflective’ describes the intention to reflect back to the client
the discussion. The word ‘sketching’ describes a process by which drawings are created quickly in the
moment. Reflective sketching, in privileging visual means of communication, is different to reflective
listening which privileges the spoken word as the method of communication back to the coachee. The
intention of this study was to explore perceptions of the value of reflective sketching, and the findings
suggest that reflective sketching in this context is an example of a tool that may be useful to coaches
working in the more systemic space
Key Words: Reflection; Sketching; executive coaching

The study in brief
Reflective sketching is the use of drawing to complement the coaching dialogue between
coach and coachee.
As a practicing organizational coach and clinical psychotherapist, the researcher became
interested in the more creative side of how to best coach from a systemic perspective,
and furthermore, how both the conscious and subconscious influence the nature of these
interactions at an individual and organizational level. He began to use reflective sketching in
2010 to bring this framework to life.
Reflective sketching is defined here as a process by which coach and coachee reflect upon
a discussion through sketching. Where reflective sketching may be particularly useful is in
representing the environment in which the coachee is operating; how the relationships between
different players in that environment are functioning to create the current reality, and the
extent to which the current reality is servicing the organisation’s objectives and goals. The
word ‘reflective’ describes the intention to reflect back to the client the discussion. The word
sketching describes a process by which drawings are created quickly in the moment. Reflective
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sketching, in privileging visual means of communication, is different to reflective listening
which privileges the spoken word as the method of communication back to the client.
Executive coaching takes place within an organisational context, and this study focuses on
exploring coachee’s perceptions of the value of reflective sketching as a tool within the one on
one coaching process.

Introduction
An emerging theme from coaching research (Lawrence & Whyte, 2013) has been how
messy executive coaching assignments can be. Although coaching is often described as a linear
process, with goals signed off at the beginning of an assignment and reviewed at the end, and
coaches are depicted following a simple process such as Goals – Reality – Options – Wrapup (GROW) in order to help the coachee identify suitable actions - the reality is usually quite
different. The coachee’s goals shift and emerge as the work environment changes and as the
coachee interacts on an ongoing basis with their coach, work colleagues and organisational
system.
Much has also been written about how conscious and unconscious processes operate in any
given situation. Newton, Long and Sievers (2006) suggest that it is the role of the coach to assist
a client in becoming increasingly aware of how these processes play out at both an individual
and systems dimension. They further suggest that the exploration of the conscious and
unconscious, in going beneath the surface, helps clients make changes which survive the test of
time, and indeed the test of the system. Borwick in his contribution (2006), explores how fear
and reluctance to change come together, he commends a process whereby both the individual
and organisational system can be reflected on concurrently. The coach has an important role
to play in enabling greater alignment and more effective interaction between key stakeholders
within the organisational system.
Much has also been written about drawing methodology in coaching. Long (2013) describes
how a coach who employees a form of drawing methodology can assist an individual or team to
find meanings in behaviours that otherwise remain below the surface and out of awareness.
Executive coaching is a tool often used by organisational development (OD) practitioners.
According to Werkman (2010) the primary focus of the classical OD practitioner is on the
individual and their development. The OD practitioner’s task is to put in place programs to
facilitate the realisation of that potential, while concurrently reviewing structures, systems and
processes that get in the way of that individual potential being realised. Classical OD programs
are likely to be highly structured, based on a static perspective as to what skills are required
of a leader, and with a strong emphasis on planning. It is not surprising then that many OD
practitioners adopt the same linear and programmatic approach to coaching.
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A problem with the classical approach is that the context in which these programs are
designed and delivered is rarely stable. Things change. The demands of leadership change,
sometimes on a daily basis, such that a static top-down view of how leaders are supposed to
behave is unlikely to be of enduring relevance (e.g. Herold, 2008; Denis et al, 2010; Stacey,
2012). The environments in which leaders operate are turbulent and unpredictable, with new
challenges emerging on an ongoing basis. In this context the classical OD approach may be
less effective. Marshak & Grant (2008) suggest that new OD practices recognise the existence
of multiple realities, place less emphasis on sequential, episodic change, and more attention on
shifts in individual and system consciousness.
This ‘new’ approach to OD encourages stakeholders to explicitly recognise that coaching
takes place within the organisational ‘system’. So we find references to ‘systems thinking’,
‘complex adaptive systems’ and ‘environmental mastery’. Ryff & Keyes (1995) define
environmental mastery as the ‘‘capacity to manage effectively one’s life and surrounding world’’. This
shifts the emphasis from coach to coachee, positing that it may often be useful for the coach to
encourage the coachee to adopt a more systemic view of their own challenges. Ryff & Singer
(2008) link environmental mastery to theories of adult development, again implicitly positioning
the coach as a potential agent of transformative change.
Whilst Ryff and co-workers tend to position environmental mastery as a dimension of
personal wellbeing, we argue that it is also directly linked to a leader’s capacity to more fully
take up their role and contribute effectively to the delivery of organisational objectives. In this
context environmental mastery is about being able to:
• Extract oneself from the everyday hurly-burly of one’s own personal agenda, and to
assume a higher vantage point upon which to reflect on how the organisation is going as a
whole;
• Identify how the myriad of beliefs and assumptions inherent in any group play out in the
way that group makes relevant and effective decisions;
• Recognise how one’s own beliefs and assumptions show up in the relationships we have
with other key role-holders, and how those beliefs and assumptions may be impacting on
one’s ability to act in service of the organisation;
• Focus on one’s role and how to best execute that role in service of the collective
organisational purpose, as opposed to a more generic mandate - to ‘build good
relationships’, for example.
The coach operating in the ‘new’ paradigm requires different approaches and tools to the
coach operating in the ‘old’ paradigm. It is in this context we report the findings of a study
designed to explore the value of reflective sketching. Two examples of reflective sketching
are provided, with descriptions of what is represented in the sketches, and the nature of the
coaching conversation taking place.
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It is also worth noting that this research on reflective sketching focuses on coaching
at an individual level, acknowledging previous publications on the application of drawing
methodology with teams and groups (Nossal, 2010).

Example no. 1
Presenting issue

In this example, the coachee came to coaching seeking to work through difficulties he was
experiencing in relation to his line manager, and uncertainty how to achieve the new revenue
generation targets allocated to his role. He had also begun to ask himself whether or not his
personal values were compatible with those of the organisation. As the coach and coachee
worked together, they co-constructed a reflective sketch. If we break the sketch down piece
by piece, we’ll see how the sketch was constructed with reference to the ongoing coaching
conversation.
The first part of the sketch depicts the relationship between coachee and line manager, and
brings to the fore how the coachee is disengaging from what he experiences as criticism:
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Underlying drivers

In exploring conscious and subconscious factors that might be influencing the coachee’s
reaction to his manager’s feedback, the coachee talked about his family, and came to realise
that he carried with him a message that said you succeed or fail – there’s no middle ground.
He realised he was carrying with him a fear of failure, and interpreting his line manager’s
comments accordingly:
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Bigger picture

Coach and coachee then discussed how his fear of failure was influencing the way he was
experiencing the organisation as a whole. He recognised he was over-attending to messages
around target financials, subconsciously pushing back against ‘authority’ and labelling this
experience as a ‘clash in values’. He also recognised that this fear of failure coupled with a
focus on financial performance led to him feeling “frozen”; that he could do a much better
job in terms of managing his relationships with the senior leadership team, and in providing
leadership to his own teams:
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Example no. 2
Presenting issue

In this example the coachee asked his coach to help make sense of the recent increase in
oppositional and hostile relationships he found himself in. The coachee suspected he was being
triggered by old stories, but needed help with such an exploration. Both coachee and coach
agreed that sketching up the discussion would help make sense of it, as they anticipated that
trying to uncover links with family of origin stories, and current leadership challenges would be
complex and multi-dimensional.

The first part of the sketch drawn was on the right, and represents the coachee and the ways
he talked about the key internal stakeholder relationships he was having difficulty with. The
organisational system was previously described by him as hierarchical and connected to some
authority issues; however he felt that his recent response to these key relationships needed to be
explored, as he was concerned he was caught up in an old unhelpful pattern, which was showing
up again.
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Underlying Drivers

We discovered that there were a number of subconscious triggers for the coachee in
the here and now organisational system, and that the high stakes representation of these
representations had their origins in his family of origin experience. On the the left section of
the sketch his family of origin was drawn up, including both parental and sibling relationships.
Bringing these relationships into his consciousness helped explore whether transference was
part of the hidden influence on the coachee’s experience in the here and now organisational
system.
Bigger Picture

The coachee came to realise that by projecting elements of his family of origin system onto
the current organisational system he was evoking the very responses he was seeking to avoid,
which were unintentionally contributing to an escalation in his defensive behaviour, and his
projection of the ‘problem’ onto others. He was able to see what was going on above the surface,
and now also below the surface of these high stakes interactions. He was now able to better
own his contribution to how he was making sense of the system around him, and how he was
impacting on it. He became quite emotional as he realised how off track he had gotten, and
in how he had temporarily lost sight of the beautiful life he had, his wonderful family and the
leadership story he wanted to be told about him by others.
The potential value of the reflective sketches is that they provide a ‘whole-system’ view of
the challenges faced by the coachee at both a conscious and subconscious dimension. Without
considering the systemic perspective, the coach and coachee may tend to focus on surface
aspects of the system in isolation; the line manager relationship in the first example, or the
stakeholder relationships gone wrong in the second example.
By considering the issue from a more systemic and subconscious perspective the coachee
is presented with a deeper sense of the issues, both below and above the surface and a wider
choice of ways to move forward more constructively, with an enhanced sense of the emerging
system, and the various perspectives within.

The Study
The researcher targeted coachees with whom he had used reflective sketching in the
previous 6 – 24 months, and with whom he had drawn at least four reflective sketches. In each
case the researcher had used reflective sketching with the express purpose of heightening the
coachee’s awareness of the environment in which they operated. Twelve coachees across four
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organisations were approached of whom four were either absent from work or too busy to
participate. The researcher conducted 45 – 60 minute interviews with the remaining 8 coachees,
face-to-face or by telephone. The researcher began by asking some general questions, followed
by supplementary questions depending on the response of the interviewee. The questions
explored the perceived value of reflective sketching, and the extent to which working with
reflective sketches appeared to enhance the coaching process.

Results
In categorising respondent’s answers, seven themes emerged. The first two themes were
mentioned by all participants.
Figure 1: Reflective sketching - categories mentioned by 8 participants
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Navigating the system

All eight participants mentioned the value of reflective sketching in helping them think
about their challenges from a more systemic perspective. For example:
“Reflective sketching helped me see the bigger picture, step back and see how everything fits together. I guess it shows me
at a higher level what I am trying to achieve.”
“Reflective sketching helps me see the part I play in the relationships and in the bigger picture, and I can see myself in
the environment.”

Remembering the discussion

Again, all eight participants mentioned the value of reflective sketching in helping them
remember the content of the discussion, and to continue reflecting upon the discussion in
between coaching sessions. For example:
“I can still remember the triangle with the two stick figures and the common goal. That was quite powerful because it
sort of etched in my brain and is easier to bring to the forefront than a lot of words. We are in the deluge, a saturation of
words, listening and speaking. I just want something that’s quick and I can remember it. I can take the sketch and use
it in lots of different ways”
“Reflective sketching is a conversation on steroids, it’s like a little memory hook or something. I can still see those
sketches; it embeds an image in your mind that then links you to solutions.”

Working visually
“I absorb far more from sketching, as I perk up, I listen more and open my eyes a little wider, because my sensory
perception has changed from auditory to visual, which works for me.”
“The power is that you actually accept it, you know you are looking at the picture as it is”

Managing relationships
“Because reflective sketching makes it easier to put yourself in the picture, I am a lot more tolerant in relationships now.
It helps with empathy.”
“Sketching gives you licence to work with people in a more creative way, and I think in this type of workplace when you
apply leadership in a different kind of way it does energise people”

Heightened awareness of the conscious and subconscious
“Having a graphical representation of the subconscious and conscious thoughts helps in terms of understanding how I
interact with other.”
“The sketching is almost like going back to kinder garden, and when we are children we work on images, so it kind of
takes you back to a time when it’s easier to comprehend things, you feel more comfortable with it”
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Conflict management
“The sketch is a kind of proxy, so that in difficult conversations it is more comfortable engaging with the sketch than a
more confrontational face-to-face sort of thing.”
“I think shared perspectives have a very strong value in the organisation, and reflective sketching is a way of allowing
people to share perspectives”

Perspective agility
“The sketches helped me take a fresh view, move past my preconceived ideas which in the past tainted my view. You are
actually looking through a different lens.”
“The sketch helped make my contribution to the situation a lot more vivid, a bit more of a shock actually”

Discussion

Reflective sketching is a tool designed to facilitate the individual’s capacity to adopt a
systemic perspective upon the challenges facing them in their work lives and to surface some of
the more hidden influences at play below the surface. The results of the study provide qualitative
evidence that the tool is effective in this regard, helping the coachee to form an enduring
picture in their mind of how different aspects of the working environment are interrelated.
There is also evidence that the tool helps people to recognise the existence of other perspectives
in the system, and to approach their relationships with other people in the system differently.
Meyer (1991) contends that “people possess more complex, subtle, and useful cognitive maps of
their organisations that they can verbalise” (p. 231). He concludes, “Visual data seems especially
worthwhile in efforts to move beyond mechanical and biological models of organisations to
view them as systems for creating meaning” (p. 232).
Stacey (2012) suggests that senior leaders are unlikely to be successful in attempting to drive
through an agenda without due consideration of others in the system. Many leaders recognise
this to some extent, but few may fully appreciate what Stacey calls “the organisational reality of
interdependence” in which change emerges from interaction between players in the system. This
is a different perspective than, for example, the ‘leader as hero’ model (e.g. Higgs & Rowland,
2010) in which the success or failure of the organisation is attributed to the qualities of the one
person at the top. The latter model is essentially individualistic, with leaders encouraged to
focus above all on their individual capabilities. The former model is more systemic, with leaders
encouraged to pay more attention to their awareness of organisational dynamics and the ways in
which organisational change really happens. Laurence J. Gould in his contribution to Newton,
Long and Sievers (2006) emphasised the criticality of working below the surface, almost
singularly locating the success of executive coaching on the exploration of the deep emotional
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concerns that many may have about the conjuncture of their work, personal and family legacies
as mortality increasingly becomes an ever-present companion.
We can see in the coaching industry different models of coaching serving each of these two
models of leadership; an essentially context-free model that focuses on individual capability, and
a model that frames effective leadership as being heavily context-dependent and systemic. The
reality is, of course, that the effective coach will have techniques and tools in hand to work at
both ends of the spectrum and in-between. Reflective sketching in this context is an example of
a tool that may be useful to coaches working in the more systemic space.
As noted by Lawrence and Whyte (2014), executive coaching has evolved from
individualistic origins, for example the worlds of clinical psychology and counselling, where
the traditional focus has been on the individual and the way they make sense of the world. This
evolution would be supported by Newton, Long and Sievers, (2006) who emphasise the primary
task of the coach is to always bring the exploration back to assisting the illumination of the
leadership role, acknowledging that the exploration might need to wander into the personal in
service of this systemic progression.
Nossal (2010) suggested that drawing is a very powerful tool for enabling both the
individual and the group to enter a thinking space where there is openness to sharing and
exploring in new ways. She also argued that in the use of drawing tools, we have “a very
powerful and simple tool that can assist us in the work of creating the opportunity for
individuals and groups to increase their capacity for creative work on their primary task” (p.88).
Reflective sketching is an example of a tool that may be used by a coach in this context.
In this study we found that reflective sketching indeed appears to be a useful tool for helping
coachees to become an observer of self, and reflect at an individual and organisational
dimension on how these above and below the surface elements come together to inhibit, aid or
influence activities and everyday sense making. Reflective sketching, with its simple stick figures
located in a systemic mapping process, may invite leaders to engage playfully in a reflection
process, which can otherwise seem too complex, out of awareness and easily avoided. Nossal
(2010), previously emphasised that drawings are not perceived as a test of artistic ability.
Reflective sketching, as a drawing tool seems to also invite the exploration of new ways,
those ‘new ways’ being perhaps aligned to what Stacey (2012) referred to as the increasing
emphasis on leaders needing to embrace ‘new ways’ of considering others in the system, beyond
the limited domain of the individual.
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Splitting as a Social Defense against
Stakeholder Engagement
JOY HUMPHREYS
Socioanalysis (91-102)
This is a report of a case study demonstrating difficult stakeholder engagement dynamics emerging
during a large infrastructure project. The government agency, whose responsibility was to implement
government decisions, utilised the project as an opportunity to showcase their capability. They
communicated their decisions to the people living adjacent to the building site, who became
disenfranchised as their experience and emotions were denied and ignored. Each group were unable to
‘walk in the other’s shoes’. Effective engagement requires organisations and project teams to create a
culture of containment and utilise mechanisms that mitigate against defensive behaviours.
Key Words: social defenses; stakeholder engagement

Introduction
Population growth requires the construction of additional infrastructure to ensure effective
traffic flow and the safe supply of utilities such as energy, water and sewerage. Emphasis in
these types of projects is typically given to technical components, while consideration of the
families disrupted by construction may receive notional dedicated time or resources. Involving
stakeholders in decision making and providing satisfactory outcomes to all parties appears to be
an impossible task. As stakeholder needs become unmet, a crescendo of anger and frustration
builds. Engaging with stakeholders then becomes a high-risk activity for organisational
representatives who must learn to tolerate accusatory and hostile projections, manage their
own anxieties and make conflicting decisions as they attempt to accommodate stakeholder
requirements and meet project requirements such as time constraints.
The relationship between agencies undertaking construction and community members
affected are influenced in part, by factors beyond their control - such as historical community
distrust of government, disagreement between partner organisations, high-level political
pressure to complete on time and maximise profit, and cultural mores and myths. In these
situations trust deteriorates and an undercurrent of anger and resentment is felt and experienced
but often goes unnamed. This can lead to feelings of anxiety, fear and avoidance of the task of
engagement.
The dynamics of engaging with external stakeholders such as residents and project partners
influence how project groups work together. Meetings may become tense, voices raised and
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robust discussions turn into arguments where individuals feel hurt, stifled and dismissed.
Endeavouring to appease residents and have some sense of doing a good enough job, employees
work longer hours and lose perspective as they become exhausted, which feeds a vicious circle
of distrust, breakdown in communication, friable relationships and loss of confidence. In such
circumstances it feels safer to keep your head down and avoid involvement.

The Case Study
The following case study demonstrates the complex difficulties of implementing
government policy when it has a direct and negative effect on a group of disenfranchised
residents. It shows how the technical rational aspects of construction were split off from the
seemingly intolerable human emotions triggered by loss of the amenities of daily life, and, the
inability of the organisation and the community to learn from the experience.
B-WON1 is a government agency tasked with the responsibility to conceive, plan, design
and construct a multi-million dollar infrastructure which will provide the community with long
term benefits. Planning included informing and advising the responsible Ministers and local
councils, and partnering with privately owned construction and engineering companies and
other government agencies. Over many years the technical specifications were drawn and as the
project got close to commencement experts were flown in from around the world to work on
this state of the art engineering feat.

Communicating a difficult message
Early in the project, B-WON apparently did not have communications expertise and
outsourced this task to a small company who door-knocked residents of streets surrounding
the major site of construction. The project manager, a white, Australian male, held several
community meetings on the building site, and spoke about technicalities which did not make
sense for the people who came from a non-English-speaking background. Similarly, letters and
brochures providing advice about the project were sent but were written in English and used
technical terms. The older neighbours who were unable to understand were informed of what
was happening by their neighbours, not by B-WON. In effect, the company had outsourced
the management of its reputation and continued to inflame tensions by not ‘walking in their
neighbour’s shoes’ or seeing issues from their perspective. This had the effect of distancing the
project management team from the community impacted by their decisions, and eventually led
to lack of trust between the residents and the project management team.

1
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The community
A large building was constructed on local parkland to enclose the noise and sight of tons
of dirt being excavated and dumped into trucks for removal to another site. The building
was adjacent to a busy arterial road and surrounded by streets, full of houses, occupied by a
range of families from different social and cultural backgrounds. People inside these homes
characterised the fragility of the human condition. Some families had escaped wars and fled to
create a safe home; there were individuals suffering significant health issues without any family
support; families in domestically violent situations; students working through school exams;
a young couple who had spent over a million dollars on their home and were attempting to
have a family; and elderly couples who did not speak or understand English. Each of these folk
brought their own expectations and interpretations of the proposed disturbance to their lives.
The families were diverse and did not know each other but their combined protest to the idea of
underground tunnels, noise, increased traffic, ‘their’ park being disturbed, and a large building
in view for the next five years, ultimately caused a transitory halt to the project.

Political forces
During the lead up to the project the government of the day was (apparently unexpectedly)
voted out. The incoming Planning Minister had not obtained adequate briefing by his advisors.
In addition, a Minister representing the region of the project had poor history with B-WON
and used every opportunity in the media and public meetings to berate them. These complaints,
tabled in Parliament, potentially made the Minister appear incompetent. At the time, the media
were devoting a lot of space to describe government’s poor decision-making. The residents were
able to corral the Minister in their homes and threaten further negative media publicity unless
their demands were met by B-WON. His response resulted in a temporary cessation of the
project.
This was described by various B-WON project team members as manipulative tactics to
‘hold B-WON to ransom’; the neighbours were very angry and acted as if to ‘refuse to think
about the needs of the greater good’. Resident’s interpretation of this situation was that
B-WON owed them and was ‘responsible for everything’. They pursued B-WON through the
media using a campaign designed to embarrass the Minister; they demanded compensation for
loss of view, for what they perceived to be noise (even though according to the Environmental
Pollution Authority the noise was within normal range); they demanded funds to repair their
homes (even if the damage they wanted repaired had occurred prior to the commencement of
the project); and they demanded money for holidays as reimbursement for their trouble. The
neighbours used the opportunity provided by the project to extort the system arguing their
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land had been chosen and therefore the government should pay the price of disrupting their
lives. B-WON (eventually) attempted reparation by creating a scheme with varying levels of
compensation, which led to residents bargaining with the agency for a range of rewards.
The project team did not anticipate this reaction. Relationships between the residents,
B-WON and politicians cascaded down a dark hole of distrust. These dynamics influenced the
functioning of the project group who argued, connived, swapped alliances and failed to support
each other.

Project team dynamics
As the Minister micro-managed the project, the project manager, perhaps to feel as if
he controlled the situation, acted as if he did not have faith in the newly formed, in-house,
experienced communications team. Relationships between members of the project team
deteriorated and individuals exited to seek less emotionally exhausting roles. This in turn led
to lack of consistency of personnel and loss of intelligence about the stakeholders. The project
manager refused to delegate authority and oversaw all communications and growled loudly if
any of the staff used their own initiative. The relationship between the project manager and
the communications manager was stressful. The communications manager felt patronised,
supported at times but unsupported at others, found his decision-making unpredictable and
felt at times as if she was ‘going mad’, and described ‘losing her mind’. He would make and
enact decisions and she would receive resultant late night (abusive) phone calls from distressed
residents. She had to rely on her manager to use his authority to ‘go in to bat for her’ with
the project manager. She observed this project was seen throughout the organisation as a
terrible project and felt such mythology denied all the good work that had been achieved with
stakeholders. It was as if her work was unable to be recognised.
The project eventually continued and was completed ahead of time approximately
four years after the first community meeting. Contractual obligations included a review
of stakeholder engagement during the project. This author was engaged by the B-WON
communications officer to undertake what was described as a ‘lessons learned’ review. Using an
action research methodology and collaborating with the communications officer to design the
process, more than forty stakeholder representatives were interviewed, including homeowners,
council members, members of parliament (state and federal), the Planning Minister of the
time, ministerial advisors, representatives from partnering organisations, community group
representatives, and employees of B-WON, both current (including the project manager and
the communications officer) and others who had left the organisation, but had been part of the
project. (This included several female communications officers who had left the project due to
exhaustion). Interviews were recorded, transcribed and a report of themes was developed which
maintained the confidentiality of the interviewees.
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Themes emerging in the evaluation
Themes emerging in the evaluation data indicated that difficulties related to stakeholder
engagement occurred because the emotional effect of the project on people was not taken
into account as fully as the technical aspects of the project. Management of the project had
focussed on assessing the risk of construction including rational measurable objects such as
costs, technical and engineering aspects, and timing. The project was deemed to be of world
class; however, deep consideration of the potential needs of the people affected by the project
such as homeowners and users of the park and the impact on them, seemed somehow to be lost.
When the ‘Evaluation of Stakeholder Engagement’ report was presented to the B-WON project
manager and communications officer, the project manager refused to accept these themes; he
insisted a preface to the report detailing the contents were ‘only’ perceptions (and therefore were
not facts (relevant to him)); he seemed unable to grasp that other’s stories were their truth, just
as his understanding was his ‘truth’. For him, the review of engagement with stakeholders was
being undertaken as a necessary task of the project. However, the communications manager
wanted to use the evaluation to implement organisational learning and take a continuous
improvement approach to stakeholder engagement. The two approaches were different, which
led to conflict, but this conflict was not discussed and emotions were driven underground. The
review was re-written with the requested ‘rider’ and the project manager refused to have any
further conversations, indicating evaluation was complete. By the end of the project, with the
report accepted in its revised form, the communications officer resigned from B-WON and
learning from the evaluation was denied.

Exploring the Socioanalytic Dynamics of Stakeholder Engagement
A stakeholder may be defined as any person or group who has a vested interest and
desire to influence the outcome of a project. Different stakeholders may have competing
needs that create challenging intergroup dynamics. Stakeholder dynamics are swayed by
historical relationships between the organisation and the stakeholder, political forces, the
organisation’s reputation, processes used for engagement, and the environmental context. The
purpose of engagement varies according to company and project goals. How an organisation
conceptualises and enacts stakeholder engagement feeds the conscious and unconscious
behaviour of project groups which influences stakeholder behaviour. When engagement is
implemented in a collaborative way to achieve a shared outcome, and stakeholders considered
to be a valuable resource (Harrison, Freeman 2004), it can add value to the stakeholder as
well as the organisation (Butterfield 2004). However, if stakeholder groups are considered
as ‘costly’ and a top down ‘command and control’ style of consultation is utilised rather than
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long-term development of co-operative relationships, stakeholders may feel powerless and
disenfranchised. Foster (2005) describes a process of domination of stakeholders as serving the
organisation’s own needs, ‘organisations adopting this approach tend to make a decision on their own and
then inform interested parties or stakeholders of that decision via a series of monologues..’. p 51. Organisations
may appear to be committed to engagement, by arranging (for example) communication flyers
and community meetings, however, their actions do little more than deliver pre-determined
decisions.
Infrastructure projects such as described in this case study, typically include a stakeholder
management strategy identifying each group of stakeholders, their level of importance, and
the activities required to facilitate engagement. In this example, key stakeholders are the
construction partners, engaged to help build a tunnel. Their stake in this project is likely to be
profit (Donaldson 1999), efficiency, safety and reputation. A different set of stakeholders are the
residents living around the building site – for them, it is important to feel safe and to continue
with activities of ordinary daily life, without too much disruption or the value of their homes
deteriorating. The Government is also a stakeholder as the project signifies their capability of
delivering on election promises, assuring the voters of strong governance and consequently
being re-elected. The behaviours used to engage with each stakeholder group will be informed
by the importance attributed to each group, how powerful they are perceived to be, and how
members of the project team interpret engagement.

Participative decision-making arouses defensive behaviours
The International Association of Public Participation (according to their website) is ‘an
international leader in public participation’ and provides a public participation spectrum
tool, which is widely used as a guide by government organisations aiming to engage with the
public. The matrix describes five levels of engagement each having a different promise to
the public, indicating that levels of engagement should change as the impact on the public
increases. At the lowest level of impact, the goal is to keep the public informed (through the
use of fact sheets, for example). The matrix indicates that as the impact on the public increases,
engagement methods must move from inform to consult, involve, collaborate and finally to
empower. At the level of empowerment of stakeholders, the organisation commits to place final
decision-making in the hands of the public and promises to implement what the public decide.
The matrix ignores the emotional affect of engagement and focuses on rational processes and
methods as if engagement with the public does not involve strong feelings.
The most collaborative level, which may be described as deliberative public engagement
(Parkinson 2003, Hartz-Karp 2007), ‘is about giving participants time to consider and discuss an issue
in depth before they come to a considered view’ (National Consumer Council 2008) p1. Deliberative
public engagement is an approach that brings citizens together in a public forum where they can
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engage in discussion and debate about specific issues, and participate in decision-making. This
type of collaboration ‘enables concerns to be shared and an environment created where everyone can benefit,
even when imposed decisions at first seem that one group is giving up something for another’ (Humphreys
2011) p 73. Matten (2005) describes stakeholder participation (‘stakeholder democracy’) as
‘an alluring prospect… it chimes well with current demands for greater corporate accountability and offers a
compelling evaluative framework for assessing corporate responsibilities to society’ p6. However, the problem
community consultation was supposed to fix, according to Hartz-Karp (2007), ‘has remained
problematic…rather than achieving community engagement, consultation has frequently resulted in the unintended
consequence of community frustration and anger at tokenism and increased citizen disaffection’ p1. When
project teams imagine engagement with stakeholders as a rational process, something to be
ticked-off as if it is completed, they contemptuously ignore the impact of human emotions
such as fear, anger and grief, aroused in the stakeholder resulting from disempowerment.
Stakeholders then behave in ways that help them regain their sense of power and control. A
‘them and us’ situation builds and both parties become locked into apparently intractable
opposing positions. Analysis of stakeholder engagement in this case study indicates a superficial
level of engagement was used, as if the impact on this group of stakeholders was imagined to be
low, yet their reality was one of substantial inability to conduct the activities of daily life for an
extended period (several years). B-WON and the community, each had different expectations
of ‘being engaged’. The community were not invited to participate in decision-making, instead
they were apparently expected to comply and patiently accept what was happening to them.
The project team powerfully dominated the stakeholders, effectively disempowering them by
removing any ability to participate in decisions.

Splitting technical from emotional aspects of stakeholder engagement
If we apply socio-technical systems theory to stakeholder engagement it provides a frame
in which the technical system can be thought of as the construction, planning, machinery, and
evaluation of engagement. The social system includes interactions between the people who
make up the project – project group members and residents; between project team members;
and between project teams and their home organisation. DeBoard (1978) describing Emery and
Trist’s work on socio-technical systems, indicates: ‘...the concept of a socio-technical system implies that
the optimum level of technical usage is one that maintains a balance between technolog y and the people working
in the system’ p 96. Systems and functions that encourage splitting the social from the technical
aspects of stakeholder engagement cause stakeholders to feel disenfranchised (power-less) which
leads to intergroup conflict.
Individuals unconsciously use splitting to ‘..cope with doubts, conflicting feelings, and anxiety.  It
is a defense which enables the individual to separate the negative and positive feelings toward something, thereby
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reducing the complex and contradictory feelings associated with it..’ Krantz and Gilmore (2009) p 46.
Splitting, as a social defense, occurs when aspects of a task are experienced as psychically
threatening; the response is defensive and ‘typically involves creating artificial them and us sub-groups…
the resulting we-they distinctions make it easier to mobilise the different ‘other(s)’ for scapegoating’ Mguni
(2012) p 6. In this case study, employees focussed on getting structures built and the project
completed, and denied the emotional experience of the people living around the building site.
They acted similarly to the nurses described by Menzies (1970), ‘the core of the anxiety situation for
the nurse lies in her relation with the patient. The closer and more concentrated this relationship, the more the
nurse is likely to experience the impact of anxiety. The nursing service attempts to protect her from the anxiety
by splitting up her contact with patients…the task list system …inhibit the development of a full person-to-person
relationship between nurse and patient..the aim is ..elimination of individual distinctiveness in both nurse and
patient..’ pp. 11, 12.
The behaviour of the project team early in the development of this project indicated that
engaging with community stakeholders was anxiety provoking and painful. It was disturbing
to do to these people activities they would not like to experience themselves. Splitting off
their painful experience, the planners and project team effectively defended against intolerable
feelings of hopelessness and incompetence aroused by the seeming systemic impossibility of
being able to consider and respond meaningfully to individuals. This led to a ‘them and us’
dynamic, in which the community were experienced by the project team as ‘manipulative’ and
described as ‘feral’ while the project team were deemed by the community to be untrustworthy.
In an attempt to overcome this, the project team acted as if to engage, by holding community
meetings. Although the project team provided information, and believed they were doing
something for the greater good, and doing the right thing by the community, they were (in fact)
committed to decisions already made. The project team set out to engage with stakeholders
of the project, but were not prepared to engage in deep conversations, or experience painful
conflicting emotions. Nor did they have supportive structures within their team to contain
such personal traumatic experiences. It was as if B-WON was deluding itself it was engaging.
This had the effect of reinforcing views held by each party of the other, and ultimately these
perspectives became entombed. Engagement was experienced as superficial and tokenistic,
rather than genuine mutual decision-making, which compounded the anger and resentment felt
by all parties. Making decisions, then pretending you are engaging the community to deliberate
on the decision, is organisational denial.
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Can project teams truly engage with emotions aroused in the
affected community?
The emotional experience of individuals in this case study, whether they are individuals
living in houses exposed to the disturbance of the construction, or employees attempting to
take up their role, were too difficult to be discussed. The lack of a considered bespoke approach
acted as if to deny the existence of any personal loss or emotional upheaval for any of the
homeowners. The project personnel were public servants working in a system that did not
allow for shared, deep, thoughtful conversations about achieving an approach that resulted in
mutual outcomes. Their system neither encouraged different opinions, nor recognised the local
knowledge and wisdom of the residents, nor empowered them to be part of decision-making.
Although the need for the infrastructure was evident and the route for construction decided,
there was opportunity before construction was imminent, to at least, authentically encourage
local residents to participate in the creation of options to cope with the extended disruption to
their lifestyle. A democratic approach such as this, would require B-WON to have employees
capable of tolerating different perspectives, able to see the situation from the viewpoint of
the other; able to take a position of ‘negative capability’ as described by Keats (French, 2001),
‘the ability for a person ‘to remain in doubt and mystery without irritable reaching after fact or
reason’ p 481. Hoggett (2002) likens this to Bion’s notion of reverie, ‘freedom from memory
and desire, including the desire to make the patient better’ p 116. Thus the culture of an
organisation and project team utilising ‘negative capability,’ enables and encourages individual
workers to approach each situation with all their technical knowledge in mind, but also with
a mind that allows for disturbance, change, uncertainty, making mistakes, and, with capacity
for empathic tolerance of emotions and understanding of the impact of loss. Conceptualising
and implementing processes to allow emotions as part of the engagement, rather than acting
as if stakeholders need to be herded and managed much like feral animals, requires the project
team and B-WON to act as a container (Hoggett 2002). Containment of stakeholders, similar
to the notion of containment used in the psychoanalytic consultation requires creating places
for deliberation in which community members and project teams can fully engage. When
stakeholder engagement is enacted as a deliberative process, emphasising trust, empowerment
and equity, and when organisations develop their ‘presence’ (Hoggett 2002) by acting
consistently, with reliability, and by creating a nurturing, safe, containing space, an inspired
facilitative environment emerges.
It is not enough to have a community meeting where the language used is English and
technical, if the participants are from a non-English-speaking- background. The community
must be able to understand and engage in dialogue. If a decision has already been made,
and community members cannot influence any further decisions, this must be clearly
communicated. It is not appropriate to mislead the community to expect changed outcomes if
indeed outcomes cannot be changed. If the community are engaged to truly inform decision-
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making, consideration must be given to ensuring they have enough information, are given
opportunities to build trust through socialisation, and processes and ways of behaving establish
a sense of mutual respect (Reed 2008). There are many examples of such spaces, (for example
Hartz-Karp (2007) quotes Dialogue with the City (21st Century Dialogue), Reid Highway
Exit (Citizen’s Jury)). Success is dependent on skilled facilitators who have high emotional
intelligence, a deep capacity to contain difficult dynamics, and great ability to work with
unknown outcomes without becoming defensive. Organisations that consciously encourage
stakeholder engagement create a culture of containment in which employees are encouraged to
express their whole lived experience. Methods and processes are utilised to ensure stakeholders
feel heard and understood, even if wishes and desires cannot be fulfilled. An organisation
committed to authentic engagement deliberately employs and develops staff that are able to
create containing structures and enact processes that mitigate against splitting.

Conclusion
This case study has shown the psychodynamic challenges of stakeholder engagement.
Most people like to have their say and influence, especially when outcomes impact their own
homes. However, taking a participatory, democratic approach takes more time and involves
much negotiation, resulting in increased financial costs. When authority for decision-making
is shared, individuals become accountable to a wider group of people, which may take more
time. It is also challenging to work in this way where there is not a traditional hierarchy of
responsibility. There are some situations where democracy is not suitable, when a command
and control approach to stakeholder engagement is more appropriate, for example, emergency
situations with high-risk decisions.
Sincere collaboration stimulates primal defence mechanisms, as if there is something from
which to be protected. If uncontained, conflict and dysfunction override learning. This case
study is an exemplar of such dynamics. The tunnel is constructed, the report is written but
there is a gaping chasm in what could have been learned.
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Exploring the Phenomenon of Denial
of Personal Authority.*
GOURANGA P. CHATTOPADHYAY
Socioanalysis 16 (103-116)
Nearly two decades ago I wrote, jointly with Ashok Malhotra, an essay (Chattopadhyay & Malhotra:
1994) in which we questioned and discussed current ideas about hierarchy and delegation of authority.
We argued that the universal notion that in all organisations authority is delegated from the top to bottom like
water always flowing downwards is a myth. We asserted that this notion is based on the idea of naked
power, albeit suitably garbed as authority based on roles. Such an idea paves the way to stop exploring
the bases of roles and attacking the notion of wondering based on one’s actual experience.
I propose to summarise and extend upon one of the main hypotheses of that article giving examples
from my own experience in working with organisations. We had pointed out in that article that in
actuality, in almost all organisations, authority is first delegated upwards and then later re-delegated from
the top. Exceptions are family as an organisation and most institutions offering primary education.
Key Words: Personal Authority; delegation; abdication; denial.

The overlooked reality of delegation of authority
When people join any work organisation, they actually delegate upwards all kinds of personal
authority, like for example, how one uses time, task, and territory as per the organisation’s rules
and to some extent also what one is expected to wear at work, one’s personal grooming and
some other work-place related behaviour. All these authorities are expected to be related to the
tasks that they will engage with as an employee. These delegations also include the authority
over their placement, promotion, demotion and even getting sacked. These delegated authorities
accrue to the head of the organisation, who then re-delegates those downwards for effective
functioning of the organisational processes. Few ever remember what kinds of personal
authority they had delegated upwards upon joining the organisation. The absurdity of the
notion of all authority being delegated top downwards, as though authority somehow remains
embedded in roles, seldom seems to strike anyone.
For example, while working with a group of top echelon officers of Calcutta Police, all,
excepting one, answered my question about where authority starts in their organisation, by
pointing towards the Commissioner. Only one Joint Commissioner said it started from him.
His input was ignored by the rest. When I drew attention to what the Joint Commissioner
had said and suggested that the rest had ignored his input because it was painful for them to
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examine the nature of the authority they and everyone else in the force retained and in fact use,
some of them then elaborated their initial response that as an academic I lived in ivory tower of
imagination.
So I asked them when, for example, during some otherwise unmanageable violence in the
city, they ordered policemen armed with quarter staffs to break up the violent mob by using
their quarter staffs, do they also tell the stick wielding policemen how hard to hit a person,
where to hit and so on. I also mentioned my own experience as a student protester in which I
was beaten up after I had been arrested and was being bundled in to a waiting prison van! Only
then it began to dawn on my audience that a lot of action choices are actually left to a person
who may even be right at the bottom of the organisation structure in terms of authority and
defined position. Without quite realising it, they all use their personal authority to interpret
their action choices while engaging with tasks. The police officers further came to realise that
the nature of personal authority they invoke and use also depends on their emotional response
to the situation. A nervous or panic stricken group of policemen are likely to use much more
violence than is required to quell a violent mob.
It has, however, been pointed out to me that power and authority do not always travel
in linear pathways and are often not where we think they are. While this is a point worth
considering, what these statements do not address is how in any role, other than in nuclear
families, one authorises oneself to use one’s power to influence others and in no way
contradicts the reality of initial upward delegation of authority. The role one assumes in a work
organisation is largely determined by various structural norms. The agreement that one enters
into to follow the basic framework entails giving up much personal authority by delegating it. It
is the awareness of this process that I have emphasised. One can negotiate and delegate part of
one’s authority laterally within the framework of time, task and territory. However, the authority
to have access to this process of lateral delegation is also received from the structure, which
is monitored and managed by the topmost role holder unless that role holder delegates such
authority to other role holders. So if someone imagines that one can delegate authority laterally
by invoking one’s personal authority, one does so either from lack of understanding of the
process of delegation or to abdicate one’s authority or under some misapprehension of role and
task relationship.
An example may clarify this. In a 5-star hotel the chief of purchase department did not pay
adequate attention to the training of his subordinate role holders. This resulted in problems
between kitchen staff and the purchase department staff. Instead of working on the issue of
why the chief of the purchase department did not pay adequate attention to his subordinate
staff who liaised with the kitchen staff to ensure a smooth flow of raw materials for the
kitchen, the chief of HR took upon himself the task of training the purchase people. He thus
arrogated the legitimate authority of the purchase manager, who was happy to “delegate” the
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task laterally to the HR manager. This overburdened the HR manager as well as chipped away
the authority of the purchase manager. Thus a lateral delegation that usurps a laterally placed
manager’s authority without paying attention to the nature of authority one has in one’s role
and the purpose of the boundary on such authority leads to situations that create organisational
problems.  
In so far as the issue of authority being in unexpected places (or particular roles), it is
usually because of the inability in organisations to understand or assess individuals’ skills in
various roles. There is nothing magical about authority being lodged and executed where one
does not expect. It is a matter of not doing one’s homework properly or not having the ability
to understand unconscious organisational dynamics that give rise to unthought-of or unplanned
issues. Some examples come from armed services during engagements in battles when soldiers
take risks “above and beyond” their expected role related behaviour and get various awards.
These awards come only when those acts do not jeopardise the overall task related planned
activities. This example also shows that downwards delegation of authority is not always
articulated. That is more obvious in family dynamics, where some family’s children feel free to
make more demands on their parents than in other families.  

Hypothesis
This brings me to address the question of why people ignore the reality of upward
delegation and downward re-delegation. More importantly, most of the time the reality - that
despite upward delegation of personal authority and downward re-delegation a good amount
of personal authority is retained - is also denied. People make many of their action choices
based on retained personal authority, and yet deny the total process and talk about the myth of
downward delegation only.
Its opposite is also true. There are people who use their personal authority to learn how to
gather personal power and rise to the top rather than using personal authority to successfully
engage with the declared (normative) tasks of the system. However, no one barring a few
Australian academics who were also socioanalysts, appears to have paid any attention to the
idea; an abridged version of that essay has also appeared in print in Australia later (1994).
Further, a few years later an enlarged revised version was published in India (1999). The ideas
embedded in those articles appear to have become cries in the wilderness very likely because
they question long cherished ideas. The fact of retention of some amount of personal authority
also puts the onus of many action choices onto the individuals, raising questions on ethics,
morality and responsibility afresh.
I have hypothesised two interconnected reasons for the entrenched belief in authority in
organisations starting at the top. One is our universal experience from soon after birth that
remains partly in our conscious mind as memory and largely in the unconscious. It is the latter
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more than the former that leads to denying our use of personal authority. This is the experience
of not having any choice in selecting one’s parents! It involves the experience of interpreting
the culture of one’s family of birth based on one’s age at exposure to some aspects of it. One
gets pleasure from some aspects and displeasure and perhaps even dread from some other
aspects of that culture. One internalises all such experiences with associated feelings and stores
them partly in the conscious part of the mind as memory and partly in the unconscious. The
data stored in the unconscious is acted out whenever any current experience resonates with the
stored data. Therefore the earliest experience of authority is of something that flows from top
to bottom from role holders like parents and those who are generally accepted as important
elders. This experience underscores the assumption that authority flows from particular roles
irrespective of task, knowledge, wisdom or the skill of the role holder.
The manifestation of this phenomenon varies from culture to culture. To some extent
these ideas are reconfirmed in school, particularly in India where till very recent years there
was no recourse other than swallowing one’s experience of being physically punished, at
times mercilessly, by some teachers. The axiom was that, or perhaps still is, teachers are to be
respected, period; and may be the acceptance of a local version of the old English idea of “Spare
the rod and spoil the child”.
But there is always a boundary on choices and children learn to accept boundaries. Loosely
this is called disciplining and this leads to the foundation of conscience. Unless one knows
the presence of this psychoanalytic process, one may assume the demand for food or of
particular food and rejection of particular types of food as examples of behaviour springing
entirely from the child’s personal authority. There is no culture or society where people have no
personal authority. In some situations, such as under violent dictatorship, one gets habituated
in suppressing one’s personal authority for fear of punishment, but it emerges as soon as the
fear is removed. The resurgence of practicing Christianity in erstwhile USSR is an example
of this. Similarly even in cultures where children are encouraged from very early age to make
choices, thus giving rise to a culture where children find no problem of making demands of
their parents, there are families where parents cruelly suppress children’s wishes, at times
paving the way for them to become social misfits, or as people who lack initiative or those
who become anti-social. Thus due to unconscious prodding people tend to make a mess of
organisational processes and task performance based on our earliest experience of authority (see
Chattopadhyay: 1975 for details).
Moreover, when unconsciously based ideas are felt to be “attacked”, there is usually a strong
reaction resulting in quick denial rather than an exploration of the issue.
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Judeo-Christian concepts that clearly tell us that hierarchs cannot be questioned because their
knowledge and wisdom about the ultimate truth comes down to them via a series of hierarchs
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whose head had learnt the nature of the ultimate truth from the unquestionable authority of the
Supreme Being. Similar ideas of hierarchy are also reflected in the claim in India and elsewhere
that kings and queens received their unquestionable authority from the Supreme Being. Hence
the chief priest of the country usually put the seal of royalty on the monarch to signify the
ultimate unquestionable authority of the Supreme Being flowing down to the monarch. This
authority then flows down to the monarchs’ vassals. Hence the parents in Indian metaculture
(Chattopadhyay: 1975; 1981) are more often than not considered as equivalent to the Supreme
Being and some such notion is also associated with teachers, heads of erstwhile so-called Native
States, and even small time zaminders (landlords) who used to be referred to as “ma-baap” (i.e.
parents) by their less powerful “subjects”.   In response to Islamic militancy, which is partly a
phenomenon of attributing immense power to the militant groups in the name of the Supreme
Being, Hindu militancy and moral policing are also emerging in India. Both are largely based
on the correct assumption by the leaders of these groups that most ordinary people have not
gone into their religious texts with an analytical mind. The result is abdication of much personal
authority.
In this environment in many situations people keep on abdicating and denying their
personal authority, thereby not utilising their full potential of capabilities. I will note below a
few examples before closing the essay.

Unconscious acceptance of one’s inferiority or superiority in
collegial relationships
In numerous books on organisational literature super-ordinate role holders are described
as superiors. Also quite often super-ordinate role holders, in India at least, are referred to as
superiors. This adjective used as a noun immediately throws up a picture of someone who
knows everything better than the subordinate role holder, since the opposite of superior is
inferior. Then, as if to underscore that assumption, the super-ordinate role holder uses a language
while dealing with the subordinate role holders that indicates some form of “looking down”.
The subordinate role holders, in their turn, use a language that is reserved for people who are
in some sense superior. Other rituals also emphasise the relationship based on superiority and
inferiority. The word “colleague”, as a result of this sense of hierarchy carried in the mind,
unless it refers to people who belong to one’s actual equal level in terms organisational authority
and even age, is qualified by using the words “senior” or “junior”!
Another example of people considered as having authority above and beyond their
role comes from members of legislatures, cabinets, judges of certain categories etc who are
considered as very important persons (VIP) or even as very, very important persons (VVIP).
These (in India) are allowed to travel in cars fitted with red lights and it seems accepted that
while travelling they can use priority over all kinds of legitimate authority belonging to the
citizens of the Indian Republic, which is by definition democratic. These VIPs and VVIPs are
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also referred to as Honourable, as though even the elected representatives of people are in some
way more honourable than those who elect them and thereby posit many kinds of authority in
them via their roles! Unlike in Britain where even now a large number of members of the Upper
House get there by virtue of inheriting a title (while some other members are called Life Peers
whose privileges end with their death), in India they are elected by the members of the State
legislatures and Denial of acts of abdication of one’s personal authority takes many forms. One
of those is treating a negative choice as a non-choice.
While still at the IIMC I used to regularly offer Executive Development Programmes. At
times managers attending those would inform me that they   had come not out of their own
choice, but had been forced to attend by a super-ordinate role holder who has the authority to
sponsor someone to attend an executive development programme. When I pointed out that
actually they had chosen to attend since they could have also chosen not to attend, almost
invariably I would be angrily told that we academics lived in an ivory tower and did not face
the ground realities of practicing managers. My answer every time was that they were not
prepared to look at their assumption that making a negative choice is equivalent to non-choice.
By refusing to come they would have had to face some form of punitive reaction from their
sponsoring authority. Since they were not prepared to choose to face the probability of such a
consequence, they had actually chosen to attend. So they were considering a negative choice as
non-choice and thereby denying that they had chosen to come to avoid the responsibility that
goes with one’s choice. Thus by denying that they had chosen to flow with the current rather
than choosing to strike forth against it, they were also denying abdication of their personal
authority in making their action choice.
Another kind of telling example of denial of taking responsibility for making an action
choice that is quite rampant in Indian metaculture is facing the consequence of match-making
for one’s adult daughter, and often that of the adult son too. What remains unexplored is the
belief that one chooses to uphold one’s so-called responsibility based on authority to choose a
progeny’s spouse for the purpose of control and has no relationship with role based parental
authority once the children have reached adulthood. The opposite side of the picture is also
true. Grown up men and women abdicate their personal authority to choose one’s life’s
partner in the name of tradition and respect. In such a metaculture, the choice of entering into
relationships based on love between men and women is often looked at as dangerous.
This “danger” is actually about the threat felt from the adult action choices of those
who use their personal authority to challenge illegitimate use of societal authority based on
something called tradition. Most likely one’s own inability to acknowledge one’s feelings
and taking steps to positively enjoy life by choosing to use one’s personal authority results in
tremendous envy of those who do so.
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Unconscious act of Infantilisation of the “other”:
A comparatively recent bogey called “hurting minority sentiment” may also be considered
as denial of others’ authority. This “bogey” appears to assume that it is alright to hurt majority
sentiment. By extending its logic, minority communities are equated to non-adults at the
mercy of adults called majority community who have the power to hurt the feelings of helpless
minority communities. Actually, I believe, this thing about not hurting religious sentiment is
a denial that adults have the responsibility to manage their sentiments and feelings and not
express their feelings by indulging in unlawful activities and sabotage, which even lead at times
to the inability of the parliament to function.    
While in Australia in one of the GRCs based on the theme of Authority for Faith I was
consultant to a small study group which was composed of both men and women. One of the
men in the group was a well known Bishop. Several catholic women during the group work
got in touch with what they described as low position of catholic women in the church. They
pointed out from their personal experience how much more they contributed towards the work
in which their respective local churches were engaged and yet how lowly position they occupied
in terms of the behaviour that they received from both church officials and men belonging to
the congregation. The member who was a Bishop was known for working towards removing all
kinds of unjust practices going on in the Catholic Church in Australia. After sometime he broke
down and began to weep as he said that while he was aware of how much personal authority was
vested in the male members of the church, both in those who were church goes and those who
were ordained, he at times felt so helpless in doing something about those practices that in no
way could be justified in terms of Christian ethics and morality. Thus, it was a clear statement
of denial of personal authority of women and abuse of personal authority by men. There were
many other situations that reflected the position of the Australian women in general of one
whose personal authority was attacked culturally.
Racialism is another example of denial of personal authority of the “other” based on skin
colour. Since it is dinned into the mind of the white population almost the world over that
they are somehow superior to the non-white people, behaviourally many white people and
their institutions keep demonstrating their belief that in any situation they have more personal
authority than the non-white person. I have written about examples both from my own
experience as also from ongoing reality in several articles (See for example Chattopadhyay: 1999
and 2003.)
I find it difficult to write about any shifts in these first two decades of the twenty-first
century from the earlier values on so-called ancient Indian sanatan dharma based values that few
have carefully studied, embodied in old Sanskrit treatises as I have experienced those in the
twentieth century.
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Thanks to the technological advances spawning the proliferation of such cold media as
television, very quick distribution and dissemination of information through electronic mail by
which even live pictures of incidents happening recorded in video pictures are sent instantly and
information exchanged through the use of mobile telephone service have been made available
to people living all over the country. Many kinds of information that in the past lay buried in
filed papers for want of space in newspapers are now quickly available to people. Thus at present
we get to know more about people acting on their personal authority to marry, divorce, live
together out of marriage by choice, acceptance of gay marriages, making choices about their
jobs and changing jobs as against such pathetic black humour of the past about job applications
beginning with “Learning from the burning ghaat (place of cremation of the dead by a river) of
a vacancy in your esteemed organisation due to the death of the head clerk.” Today even acting
on information based on the legal right to ask for knowledge restricted by such authorities as
governments, commercial ventures and even engaging in actions to make available information
of political parties that are sought to be guarded as sacred cows is more and more becoming a
reality. At the same time we also get more information about murders in the name of ‘honour
killing’ of youth who made personal authority based choice of marriage across traditional caste
and religious boundaries, and even class boundaries.
In some Indian states, it is alleged, that the legal task-based authority of some very upright
and task-based bureaucrats and police officers are being attacked by politicians at the helm of
affairs. As a result the services are becoming less and less effective through demoralisation,
seemingly paving the way for ushering in undemocratic, feudal values. It is as though along with
many positive changes in the recent years, the value of authority based on task and task related
skill is giving way to an authority based on gerontocracy and naked power in 21st Century India.
I began to write this article in response to the Indian Society for Applied Behavioural
Science’s (ISABS) one of the latest moves, that of creating a more effective publishing
infrastructure. ISABS is married to the ideal of value change based behaviour through t-group
technology. That technology is supposed to be aimed at getting people to be in touch with their
feelings and understanding the impact of feelings on behaviour rather than remain caught in
the grip of such cultural ideas as what they should feel. At the same time in some forums of
ISABS the ideas in action such as “mandatory” attendance of sessions for “immersion” in group
work based on experiential learning for a given number of hours apparently based on hearsay
evidence is going on. I mention the words ‘apparently based on hearsay evidence’ because
several weeks ago I had asked through the “anchor” person in a recent t-group based work
as well as directly all the other ISABIANs who were engaged in that project recently for the
reference on any research based article that has established through evidence the appropriate
hours of “immersion” for t-group based learning to take place. I have not received any reply so
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far. So I have to accept that one needs to explore how much change agents dedicated to bringing
about value changes in society actually reflect that behaviourally; and how much through acting
out unconscious value on the power of the establishment unrelated to task is there in practice.

Examples of celebrating the powerful and ignoring the personal
authority-based achievements of the less powerful:I will end with two very recent examples of this anachronism. One is by the Hindustan
Times, a well known national daily, by publishing “researched data” during the week ending
on 10.8.13. The publication is based on their survey of “modern Indian youth” about their
aspirations, interests and choices. However, the definition of youth, not stated, appears to
be only the male youth. To quote just one example, the newspaper concludes that while
the youth prefer live-in arrangement over unsuccessful marriage resulting in divorce, their
“overwhelming” choice is for marrying virgins. I, at least, have not heard any Indian applying
the word virgin to males. It is reserved for women only. So what Hindustan Times’ survey
shows is that the age old male chauvinistic value system is still very much at work. One can go
through a live-in experience presumably with a virgin, then after deflowering her, they would
finally marry another virgin. So women remain sex objects and play things of the modern
male youth while the hapless deflowered women, after the live-in arrangement gets dissolved,
become rejects in the modern Indian society overtly valuing equal gender relationship and
modern outlook. Personal authority is still unconsciously believed to be vested in whoever has
more power in the society, which is denial of use of legitimate authority and misuse of personal
authority by dumping the responsibility component of personal authority of the socially less
powerful gender! This is also highlighted by the fact that not a single feminist organisation has
publicly challenged the Hindustan Times’ “research project”.
The second example is an advertisement that appeared in many newspapers on Mahatma
Gandhi’s birthday this year. It was published by one of government agencies. It carries, other
than a large portrait of Gandhiji, the photographs of several VVIPs at the top. Then the
advertisement goes on to mention about the new governmental effort at abolishing manual
scavenging (a practice whereby the cleaning of human waste is given to low caste people).
This idea of abolishing manual scavenging has been enshrined in the Indian Constitution.
Yet politicians seem to have suddenly woken up to it and pushed through a new law and
the credit, the photographs seem to indicate, goes to some VVIPs. This appears to me as a
shameful denial of the fact that mobilising his personal authority a person belonging to the
so-called untouchable community known as Dalits, the members of which undertake manual
scavenging, as the head of many thousand strong Safai Karmachari Association, has been leading
an almost jihad against continued use of manual scavenging in truly Gandhian way for decades.
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As far as I can recollect, he has even taken several state governments to court for using manual
scavenging and thus flouting the Constitution of India. But his name, Bezwada Wilson, not
to speak of his photograph, finds no place in the advertisement. This seems to me to be an
instance of how power is used in India to float myths about people using their political authority
in the service of people, ignoring and thus denying shining examples of citizens using their
personal authority to work for the upliftment of the down trodden.

Co-directorship in Group Relations Conferences
Recently I was invited to write about my experience in the role of co-director in an article
that is still under preparation. While going over in my mind my experience in that role as
also while reading what other contributors had written in the draft that was circulated, an
altogether new area opened for me to wonder about. That is the area of exploring how different
cultures treat the authority vested in the parents. They bring to the world progeny by their joint
engagement to the task of producing babies. But after that the cultural and societal authority
vested on the father and the mother is, in many cultures mostly unequal. The impact of this
unequal access to authority based on cultural dos and don’ts have their impact on the character
of the next generation. But very little thought is given to this very important area in any culture.
Moving out of the family scenario I was dredging from my memory of decades of
consulting experience in work organisations of many kinds – commercial enterprises, nongovernmental not for profit organisations (NGO), organisations like the police and the
municipality etc. In commercial organisations, more often in the public sector than in the
private sector, there are the roles of Joint General Managers, just as in the police there are Joint
Commissioners. In my experience the role that is designated as “Joint” is almost always one
step below the role without that prefix, i.e. the General Manager or the Commissioner. Just as
one of the role holders as part of the joint role of parents has less authority than the other, the
joint general manager and the joint commissioner too have lesser authority than the other role.
One wonders what kind of phantasy in the organisation gives rise to these” joint roles” and to
what extent that phantasy leaves behind non-task activities that are overlooked at the peril of the
organisation. Regarding the parent role in India, I have always raised the issue of second class
citizenship of the mother, and even a “refugee” identity of the women in general and its impact
on the child that is brought up in the tender years more by the mother than by the father.
I had once the opportunity of running a week long workshop for young parents in
Kolkata. The workshop was sponsored by the NGO Vivekananda Nidhi with its major focus
on value orientation in society. The workshop was initiated by the Managing Trustee of the
Vivekananda Nidhi, Swami Yuktananda, a celibate monk. We started with eight couples, the
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maximum number stipulated in the brochure. As the workshop proceeded the male participants
started dropping out in ones and twos so that I worked with only the young mothers during
the last three days of the week long workshop. What became rather obvious was that while
the husbands felt not only more authority in the role of the father, they experienced more
personal authority in that role to drop out without giving any information either to me or to
the sponsoring organisation. Swami Yuktananda, with whom I had long work association as an
honorary faculty of Vivekananda Nidhi, later confided in me that he was questioned by some
of the committee members of the organisation what made him think of a programme on child
rearing when he himself had never married, having taken the vow of celibacy! It was as though
he had no business using his personal authority to introduce a new programme that explored
one aspect of the value orientation in families since he had no family. Use of personal authority
for taking initiative seems to be experienced as threat in all kinds of organisations.

Use of Personal Authority & the concept of Surrender in Tantric
(including yoga) & Vedantik philosophies
This idea of surrender in some of the ancient Indian texts is related to the Guru-Sishya
(disciple, devotee) relationship. One is supposed to altogether surrender to the will of the guru.
To begin with I was in a quandary. I was a sceptic, brought up as I was by irreligious parents.
My father, who was my idol for many years, was a physicist to start with who later reinvented
himself as a social scientist. I think it is best to describe him as an Einsteinian logicist. I had
come across many Indians and their gurus in my youth. Later, after reading Wilfred Bion, I
used to experience many so-called “god-men” and gurus as people who actively encouraged
dependency and in some cases this also became basic assumption oneness, as described by
Pierre Turquet.
So I was quite taken aback when in 1987, while learning yoga at the Bihar School of Yoga in
Munger (India), I felt a tremendous urge to accept the head of the place, Paramahamsa (highest
order of a yogi) Niranjanananda Saraswati, as my guru. I had read earlier that if a person
deserves a guru, a time comes when one meets the potential guru. But I was very surprised at
the intensity of the urge. My wife, who was also there to learn yoga, was equally surprised at my
decision. Later, during 1993, I also was initiated by him as a Karma Sannyasin with the spiritual
name of Tattwaratna. During this period I had much internal conflict trying to resolve the issue
of surrendering my will versus choosing my action decisions.
During one of his public lectures Swami Niranjanananda said that he did not want his
disciples to look at him but to look in the direction that he was looking at. The insight that
I received while thinking about what he said helped me resolve this internal conflict. The
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insight was that surrender to the guru’s will meant interpreting and understanding what he was
offering and acting according to that. It was not a situation of blindly following his directives
but using my personal authority to internalise the general advices offered and in my own way act
according to those. This is what is meant by establishing the guru inside oneself. It leaves all the
responsibility of choosing one’s action decisions to oneself and be accountable also to oneself
for the results. So actually this kind of surrender results in exploring the meaning of one’s
various roles and situations, and then acting as a socially responsible person.
So this is a kind of surrendering to the guru’s will results in wondering, exploring and
taking responsibility for one’s actions and inactions. It has nothing to do with passivity and
dependency. It is somewhat like internalising and enacting the group relations methodology in
one’s life.

A concluding note:
In concluding this essay, I will put down my experience based belief that abdication of
personal authority leads to:
(a) individuals keeping in cold storage their potential capacity to give positive leadership and
influence the dynamics of groups positively instead of remaining passive followers of
whoever wields power and authority;
(b) t heir own personality remaining under-developed and stunted to the extent that they
keep abdicating their personal authority.
In using the word “groups” in the present context, I include from small groups like one’s
family or one’s neighbourhood, groups of friends to teams that play football and other
sports, one’s small working group to the entire enterprise, to one’s place of location like
a village or a town or a metropolis, through one’s country and even large portions of the
world’s population.
(c) T hrough abdication of personal authority one also passively allows values that one
considers as anti-people, or even anti-life like hunting as a sport, to flourish unhindered.
Other examples would be allowing motivated chaos to dominate over task related
authority; like political interventions through use of power to destroy the effectiveness of
societal infrastructure that have been put in place to create the atmosphere for people to
engage with tasks without anxiety that contribute to the totality rather than assist letting
self centred people to gain more and more power.
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A very striking example from history is of the German liberals keeping quiet when Hitler
started hounding communists in Germany. Instead of rallying to stop the growth of such
destructive power, the liberals chose to ignore Hitler’s abuse of power to get rid of what they
considered as a potentially non-liberal group to perish. The large non-Jewish liberal groups of
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Germans again kept quiet, barring a few individual non-Jews, when Hitler started his campaign
of annihilation of Jews. A combination of social anti Semitic sentiments through envy of the
hard working Jews becoming a rich community made them imagine that after getting rid of the
Jews Hitler will stop his destructive activities against liberal citizens. Eventually when it was the
liberals’ turn to get persecuted for opposing Nazism with its far reaching implications of antipeople and anti freedom of free thinking policy, it was already too late to try to stop Hitler from
becoming an increasingly cruel dictator with great naked power. Like Napoleon long ago, he
started dreaming of becoming the Great Dictator of Europe and even beyond.
I think if we look around carefully, we will be able to locate many small time replicas of
potential Hitlers and Napoleons in our own environment that we allow to grow in power since
they have not yet affected our lives directly. But they have the potential to eventually destroy
many of our cherished values. These people can go on abusing their personal authority because
many persons abdicate their personal authority to try to stop them.
So the positive use of personal authority can be for engaging with task related activities that
contribute to the flowering of individual and group potential and progress of society. Moving
away from task by abdicating one’s personal authority or abusing personal authority to gain
personal power for whatever reason contributes to motivated chaos. It is for each individual to
get in touch with one’s personal authority and choose how one uses it instead of abdicating it
through self indulgence to downright cowardice.
*Note: This is a revised and enlarged version of the article published in Kolkata Kindle, Jour. National HRD
Network, Kolkata Chapter, Vol. 3, Issue 1, December 2013, 27-33.
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Socioanalytic Methods, Edited by Susan
Long: A Review Essay
LARRY HIRSCHHORN
Socioanalytic methods, edited by Susan Long, is a comprehensive and lucid introduction to
the projective methods that group oriented psychodynamic thinkers and consultants use in
their everyday work. The methods encompass such practices, as social dreaming, the OPUS
listening posts, organizational observation, drawings as a tools for exploring the experience of
organizations, the social photo matrix and more. All of these methods are linked to what James
Krantz, in an early chapter, describes as the creation of “reflective spaces”. Krantz contrasts
the features of a reflective space, in which participants draw on their own experience to derive
insights about a shared group reality, with the expert mode of consulting, in which an expert
tells a group how it should understand its experience.
One presenting question is whether or not these methods work. Do they enable participants
in a group to understand with great clarity their own dynamics, the wider task environment they
face, and the relationship between these two? The book is largely silent on this issue and I want
to use this review essay to raise this question. The essay is divided into seven parts.
In the first, I introduce James Krantz’s concept of “reflective space.” In the second,
I explore social dreaming as just such a space, drawing on the chapter by Baglioni and Fubini.
I present a theory of dreaming, based on the work of the analyst Robert Langs (1988), which
helps us understand the limits of social dreaming. In the third, referencing Rose Mersky’s
chapter, I explore why projective methods are more likely to be effective with individuals
rather than groups. In the fourth, drawing on Burkard Sievers’ chapter, I explore the issues
of resistance to group knowing, and in the fifth, drawing again on Mersky, I explore the issue
of transference as a factor in a group’s acquisition of knowledge. In the sixth section, drawing
on Khaleelee and Stapley’s chapter, I propose a hypothesis about our overdependence on the
Group Relations Conference as the touchstone for socioanalytic methods. In the last part,
I summarize my argument, consider Longs and Harney’s essay, “the associative unconscious,”
and propose some next steps for further exploration.
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Reflective Space
In his chapter, “Work culture analysis and reflective space,” Krantz describes the reflective
space as providing a venue to entertain such issues as,
“What business are we in, what’s our business model, are we competing in our product or on some unique way of
adding value? What should our organization look like, what shape should it have, what boundaries, how vertical how
horizontal? What are the skills we need if we are competing on knowledge? How do we regard our clients as consumers
or something else?”

In a subsequent example, he describes how members of an executive team in a hospital
verbalized and shared their individual experiences in their roles at a regular team meeting. His
client, Mark, had canceled a planned executive retreat and both Krantz and Mark worried that
as a result, team members would lack a reflective space to share their experiences in role and
derive some collective meaning form them. Consequently, they decided to set aside time for
reflection at the regular staff meeting. The reflective space was surprisingly generative. Team
members described such experiences as feeling upset, marginalized, isolated, and resentful, etc.
Krantz goes on to note, “What was shocking was the pattern that emerged. Unconsciously, the
sequence was divided along age lines; the first four (who spoke-LH), were younger and the last
three older. The consistent theme of the first subgroup was marginalization, victimization and
devaluation. The second group expressed, thematically issues of failure and the experience of
incompetence. From a dynamic standpoint, the paranoid-schizoid dynamics were contained by
the first group, the depressive themes in the second.
There is little doubt that this shocking pattern could emerge because Krantz’s client Mark,
created a containing and safe setting for expressing personal experiences. The question is what
does this experience enable or allow in terms of the team’s capacity to explore what Krantz
earlier described as the reality oriented questions such as, “what business are we in” and “how
we regard out clients.”
One hypothesis is that the experience of self-revelation in a safe setting establishes a
climate of trust and forgiveness, thus clearing the way for exploring the more systemic issues
related to the organization and its work. An alternative hypothesis is that these feelings of
marginalization, upset and incompetence are actual clues to the question of how the group
should understand its client or what kind organization design will make it most effective.
Krantz neither poses nor answers the question of which hypothesis is right. But it is an issue
facing most of the contributors to this volume. Do the methods provide an insight into the
organization’s “real work,” or do they establish the trust required to do just this work by other
means, for example, by interviewing customers or studying the organizational structures of
peer organizations. If the latter, the socioanalytic methods, would take a back seat. They are
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preparatory steps to the real work, not the real work itself.
The question may be more serious than these alternatives suggest. What if the revelation of
personal experience is itself a social defense against these difficult reality-oriented questions?
Krantz, critiques organizational development technologies, writing that, “There is often a
defensive investment in the tool, techniques of organization development that then shields
people from authentic reflection or engagement.” But a common feature of organization
development (OD), and why line executives often discount it, is that OD practitioners often
elevate feelings over the work of discerning reality. This is why, even to this day, some
executives discount these methods as being too “touchy-feely.” In a sense, group members
can be gratified by a level of intimacy because it protects them from facing the differences in
interests they must confront if they are to develop the organization.

Social Dreaming
In their chapter on social dreaming, Lilia Baglioni and Franco Fubini suggest that this kind
of projective method can indeed provide a gateway to understanding. They write,
“SD (social dreaming- LH) capitalizes on the power of conscious and unconscious processes to work in concert, it was
thus a tentative solution to the problem of developing an instrument that could mobilize the group’s potential for accessing
the infinite. Unknown, collection wisdom, and use it to foster change” (Baglioni and Fubini, p. 110).

But it is important to ask how this actually works? What are causal mechanisms that lead
from the revelation of dreams to insight about a setting?
One should recall that Freud put his greatest store in the interpretation of dreams not the
dreams themselves. In his famous specimen dream of “Irma’s injection,” he interprets it by
constant reference to his own waking life, to what he called its “day residues” (Freud, p. 182).
For example, in taking up the dream in sections he describes one piece;
“I reproached Irma for not having accepted my solutions, I said “If you still get pains, its your fault.”

He then associates to the dream’s links to his waking experience. For example,
“I might have done so. It was my view at the time (though I have since recognized it as a
wrong one) that my task was fulfilled when I had informed a patient of the hidden meaning of
his symptoms.”
Or,
“Irma’s complaint: Pains in her throat and abdomen and stomach, it was choking her.”

Followed by the association to waking life,
“Pains in the stomach were among my patient’s symptoms but were not very prominent; she complained more of feelings
of nausea and disgust.”
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I follow the work of Robert Langs (Decoding your Dreams) who elevates the day residue to the
dream’s emotional trigger. The trigger is an event during waking life that evokes anxiety. But in
light of the tasks of daily living, the anxiety is suppressed and the trigger forgotten. The dream
continues the work of mentation aborted by daily living, by revivifying the trigger in dream
language and linking it to the wider networks of feelings and thoughts the trigger stimulates.
To prepare for my discussion of social dreaming, as seen through Langs’ framework, let me
share a dream of my own and my interpretation of it (as recorded in a dream journal some years
ago), which exemplifies this process.
“I dreamt that a person was with their grandchild, but the grandchild was deformed in a way that it looked like it was
dog. The deformation took the form of its walking on all fours, as if its legs and hands were the same kind of limbs. The
grandparent wants to enter a park with the grandchild, to join a birthday party but is forbidden to do so because dogs
are not allowed. It seems that the grandparent need only demonstrate that the “dog” can talk to get permission to enter.”
“My association to this dream took some time. There was real difficulty in finding the trigger, but after much mulling
it over it came to me in a flash. I had been worried that since my older son had not found a partner, it reflected on my
poor fathering or poor character. The dog stands for his dog Rocky, which, we have joked, is our grandchild, and he
certainly loves it as a child. Also, when he and his girlfriend were at our summer cottage he referred to her dog as “your
grandchild.” The park and party refers to my sitting in a neighborhood park and watching a group of young parents
gathered to celebrate a young girl’s birthday. I remember feeling a bit bereft insofar as I had no grandchildren, but of
course no longer could have a young child. Also there were several Israeli families in the group, which led me to feelings
of sadness that Israelis left Israel, and that this was connected somehow to the decline of Jews. Both of my children
could very well marry non-Jews, contributing to our decline. In this way I would surely be dishonoring my now deceased
parents.
The other peculiar feature of the dream is that the dog/child looks very much like a cartoon – a kind of “goofy”
character on all fours. This may be linked to my recent pre-occupations with my weight and dress, a signal of my aging.”

Like Freud, Langs believes that the dream is the gateway to a meaning that can only be
interpreted by reference to a personal reality anchored in daily living. This is one reason why no
one but the dreamer can interpret a dream. My dream and its interpretation connect thoughts
about aging and grandparenthood to my anxieties about Jewish continuity and my deceased
parents’ expectations. No third party can glean these meanings. There are no generic symbols
that can be applied to it. Indeed, in my experience it takes considerable work and patience, a
kind of negative capability, to identify the trigger. After all, it has been repressed in waking
life, and then only symbolized by the dream work. But when you do, it unleashes a torrent of
associations, an indication of the trigger’s many personal meanings.
Indeed, there is strong evidence that Freud was not entirely forthright about the trigger for
the “Irma injection” dream. On the basis of evidence from Freud’s letters, and comments by his
personal physician Max Schur, some analysts now believe that the “Irma dream” was actually
linked to a traumatic event in Freud’s life. His dearest colleague, Wilhelm Fliess, almost killed
one of Freud’s patients, Emma Eckstein, during an unnecessary surgical operation on her nose.
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In other words, the specimen dream was a response to a very powerful and anxiety-provoking
trigger, a trauma, and so much so, that he either suppressed or repressed the trigger. (Lane, p.
123)
If we accept this as one model of dreaming, does it provide us with a framework for
understanding how social dreaming may take place? I am afraid that it does not. Consider the
following two caveats.
First, Gordon Lawrence argued that when group members share a context, a container, for
their waking life, this context is the shared trigger for their individual dreams. This suggests
that by decoding the set of dreams we can gain insight into the meaning of the shared context.
As Baglioni and Fubini note, this happy insight was inspired by his discovery of a book, written
by Charoltte Beradt, that recorded the dreams people had in Nazi Germany from 1933-1939.
But there is a problem of using this book as a model for social dreaming. The dreamers’
shared a context that was so overwhelming, and omnipresent, so disruptive and terrifying, to
obviate any process of repression or any decoding of meaning, at least at the collective level. For
example, (Bulkeley, pp. 115-116),
“A German woman dreamed: “I was talking in my sleep and to be on the safe side I was speaking Russian (which I
don’t know, and anyway I never talk in my sleep) so I’d not even understand myself and so no one else could understand
me in case I said anything about the government, for that, of course, is not permitted and must be reported.”

Or,
A teenaged girl with dark hair and a dark complexion had the following dream.
“At a gathering made up exclusively of blond blue-eyed people, a two year old child who couldn’t talk, yet opened its
mouth and told me, “The likes of you don’t belong here at all.”

Gordon imagined that socially interpreted, dreams could be a foretelling and a decoding.
Or as Bion argued, and Krantz references, “Anxiety serves as the shadow of the future.”
(Krantz, 31) But there is nothing predictive about the above two dreams. They are neither
future-oriented nor coded, and as such provide no insight that is not already available to
conscious observation. Rather, they can be linked as a pair because their shared context, the
ascendance of the Nazi party, is so very present and traumatic, at least to dreamers who were
not themselves party members.
The dilemma is that in most social dreaming settings, for example at the annual meeting of
the ISPSO, or among a group of people in the same profession, the context lacks this apparent
unity of meaning. Its meaning is multidimensional, which means that no one is experiencing
the same trigger. To return to the example of my own dream, imagine that I had collected the
dreams of everyone else who had been sitting in the park and watching the birthday party. In
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light of my understanding of my own dream, could I reasonably expect this set of dreams to
display some inner coherence and unity?
Second, the integrity and coherence of a dream, is linked to what Freud called the “synthetic
function of the ego” (Freud, 1940). The birthday party in the park links my grandparenthood
wishes, my aging, my relationship to my parents, and my relationship to my Jewish identity
because the ego synthesizes these currents of feeling by reference to my singular experience
as a person. The associations, both in the dream and its interpretation, share a common a
network of meanings produced by my brain’s neurons, and the links between them. This shared
biological foundation established a unique network of memories thoughts and feelings that is
mine alone. We simply cannot make this assumption about a group. In a sense, social dreaming
presumes what has to be achieved. It takes considerable work before a group, exemplified by
each member’s distinctiveness, can create a shared meaning. But as Krantz indicates, this can
only take place when a group engages in the challenging work of clarifying the context that
gives the group its primary task, when it entertains such questions of “what business are we in,”
and “what do our clients want.” This work may draw on intuition, but it also requires, and can
only be substantiated, by the exercise of intense consciousness, exemplified in explicit causeeffect reasoning.

Individual versus Group
This is why the essays in the book that review role consulting methodologies, for example
John Newton’s, “Organizational role analysis,” Susan Long’s, “Role biography, role history and
the reflection group,” and selections of Rose Mersky’s chapter, “Social dream drawing: drawing
brings the inside out,” feel to me to be more persuasive, that is, they represent efficacious
methods for helping individuals, but not groups, do good work. For example, Mersky cites
a case presented by her colleague, Stephanie Segal. Segal describes a drawing session she
conducted with a group of public sector professionals.
“A Headteacher who was feeling very jaded drew a cruise line with herself at the helm of the wheel on the top deck
with lots of teachers peering out of all the cabin holes. There was not one child in sight. When the facilitator asked
the Headteacher what she saw in the picture, she was unable to see the absence of the children (the primary task of the
school) and only when others in the group pointed it out, did she realize how managerial and bureaucratic her post had
become, why she was disliking it so much, and how removed she felt from the children. It was so dramatic that she was
very choked. It really was an enormous point for her; she eventually resigned as Headteacher and moved to a position as
a locum where she had more contact with children, which was the part of the work she adored” (p. 164).
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This is a wonderful vignette of how a psychoanalytically informed method can help a
person understand her anxious and difficult feelings by “outing” them through a projective
task. The task creates a resulting product—drawing -- that expresses a denied but powerful
feeling. This is making the unconscious conscious in the most classical sense, but it is a case
of an individual’s unconscious, rather than a group sentiment, though thoughtful peers can
certainly be midwives to the process.
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Resistance
Segal’s vignette, as reported by Mersky, also raises some interesting questions about
resistance. It seems that participants in the workshop were strangers to each other in the sense
that the participating public sector professionals did not, I assume, work in the same setting. We
know from group-relations conferences, that such an “anonymized” group promotes a sense of
safety. Participants do not work together, nor are they in relationships of dependency, power or
authority. There is less risk that should a person “out” and discover a denied bit of experience,
it will affect her ongoing relationships with people she depends on, and who depend on her.
For example, had the headteacher been in a group with her subordinates, she could feel at great
risk should participants interpret her drawings as a signal that she hated her role. The repressed
unconscious by definition always surprises us. If we can’t trust the people in our group to
embrace our surprise without judgment, we will not trust the unconscious.
Burkard Sievers, in this essay, “Thinking organizations through photographs: the social
photo-matrix as a method for understanding organizations in depth,” confronts directly the
issue of safety and resistance. He describes a case in which he and his students joined a group
of juvenile prisoners in a detention center, to take photos of the prison and then sit together
and free associate to them. The prisoners found the task very difficult for a host of reasons-- for
example, their verbal fluency was limited and they felt anxious in the students’ presence—but
he concludes with the thought that “the invitation to freely associate to the photos, to express
freely and uncensored as much as possible the thoughts, fantasies, emotions, images that
come to one’s mind, is in the context of a largely totalitarian institution a paradox, and almost
impossible to accept.” (141).
The term “totalitarian” is an extreme one, but it does bring to mind the idea that people are
unlikely to free associate in group settings when they experience power dynamics or issues of
authority. Moreover, as we know from group-relations conferences, authority dynamics, even
when they are fantasized rather than real, can promote regression and a sense of danger, and
thus undermines the ability to free associate. Real authority relationships, as Sievers suggests,
compound this sense of danger.
More broadly, there is an underlying presumption in many of the articles that associative
thinking unfolds smoothly with little psychological resistance. This belief is based on a
somewhat mystical conception of unconscious apperception, a conception we can find in Bion.
In their chapter on social dreaming Baglioni and Fubini, write that,
“SD opens a way of thinking of the infinite by accessing the subliminal mental life and the connections that people have
in social systems.” Quoting Ehrenreich, they write, “Unconscious vision has proved to be capable of gathering
more information than a conscious scrutiny lasting a hundred times longer. The undifferentiated structure of unconscious
vision… displays scanning powers that are superior to conscious vision.” (111)
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As this sentence suggests, the writers’ conception of the unconscious differs from the
psychoanalytic idea of the dynamic unconscious. The latter is the result of the interplay between
desire and resistance that limits its scope. The former presumes that unconscious mentation is
an arena of freedom. The risk of this proposition is that it brings the concept of the unconscious
process uncomfortably close to the idea of brainstorming or other methods for stimulating
creativity. Indeed, Bion himself emphasized how groups resist new ideas. As David Armstrong
quotes him,
(Armstrong, online), “The individual is frightened of even permitting the existence of speculative imaginations of his
own; he is afraid of what would happen if anybody else noticed these imaginative speculations and tried to get rid of him
on the grounds of his being a disturbing influence.”

Authority and transference
The issue of authority points to another gap in the book. But for Eliat Aram’s and Mannie
Sher’s chapter, “Group relations conferences,” none of the essays consider how the issue of the
“transference” to authority affects the take-up and experience of socioanalytic methods. Mersky
describes a setting in which she presented a case about her client, Leslie, to her students in a
class. A few days later one student in the class, J., presents a dream in which (the imagined)
Leslie is trying to tell J something and is “close to tears.” J goes on to report that the Leslie in
her dream,
“Seems afraid that I could punish her or be angry with her but she wants to tell it no matter what. Then I can make out
what she is constantly saying, “I killed all the babies, hear me? I killed them.” J reports as well that she and Leslie are
standing in hip deep brown muddy water.

Later, J brings Mersky a drawing of the mud and dirt the imagined Leslie used to cover
the dead babies. Mersky links the drawing to her ongoing work with Leslie, whom she notes, is
concerned with the impression she makes and is fastidious with her appearance. “The idea of
being covered with mud for having done some unforgivable act (that must always be hidden)
was an important metaphor for my subsequent work with her.”
In this account Mersky is suggesting that the unconscious travels over distance and through
time, so that J’s response to Mersky’s case presentation stimulates a drawing, which helps
Mersky in her work with her client Leslie. The unconscious communication moves from Leslie,
to Mersky, to J, back to Mersky and then back to Leslie. Were this true it gives some hope to the
idea that we can in fact dream socially and think together with unconscious thoughts.
But Mersky does not consider an alternative hypothesis. What if J’s response is a coded
transferential response to the fact that Mersky presented the case of Leslie to a class? Perhaps
J. felt that in revealing Leslie’s anxieties and dilemmas, even if Leslie remains unknown to
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her, Mersky was killing the baby/insight that is produced when a student and teacher together
collaborate successfully. In other words, could J’s dream be a coded question to Mersky,
“Can I trust you to not reveal my confidences? And if I can’t, can we work together?” This is
speculation to be sure. But it is based on the sure ground that transference dynamics are readily
provoked, that issues of confidentiality are ever present in clinical teaching settings, and that the
struggle to reveal or conceal secrets, triggers strong feelings.

An hypothesis about Group Relations as a methodology
At the beginning of this review essay, I raised the question of whether or not socioanalytic
methods help people link the experience of their inner lives to the realistic challenges they and
their peers faces in the wider environment. Can we stimulate projections that clarify such basic
questions as “what business are we in,” and “who are our clients.”
The issues and dilemmas I have raised in this review essay, suggests the very uneasy answer
of, “no.” But they also provoke the following hypothesis. The socioanalytic community, and I count
myself as a member, is too emotionally attached, and perhaps even fixated on, the Group Relations conference as
its premier method.
I propose this hypothesis for the following reason. The Group Relations conference is
a powerful and beautiful social technology because it creates its own objective reality within
its confines. Its conveners attend to its boundaries, they propose the realistic task of learning
from experience, and they work the authority dynamics as they are enacted in the transference.
Through this design, inner and outer world are seamlessly linked, and the triggers for
unconscious processing are shared. As the consultants say to conference members’ queries,
“the information is in the room” and indeed in this unique case it all is.1 This is why, I believe,
that modifications to the design have for the most part failed. By the same token, this is why
socioanalytic technologies, which rely primarily on projection are limited. Their users cannot
rely on the ready link between inner and outer reality that Group Relations conference provides.
As a result, we are left with only half the equation, inner reality, without its reference to, and its
resonance with, outer reality.
Take for the example the OPUS listening posts, ably described in a two part article, “OPUS
listening Posts: researching society,” by Olya Khaleelee and Lionel Stapley. Listening Posts are
brave undertakings in which the conveners try to discern meanings about the widest trends in
society by drawing on peoples’ “here and now” and “there and then” experiences in their roles
as citizens. As Stapely writes, (p. 196-197)
. Increasingly, the convener’s ability to sustain the conference as a social island is undermined by social media.
Participants can access their email, and talk by cell whenever they wish, thus introducing many extraneous
disturbances into the life of the conference.
1
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“The concept of a Listening Post is based on the notion that a group of people meting together to study the behavior of
the society, as a society, allows the unconscious expression of some characteristics of the wider social system. Collectively,
they are invited to try to identify the underlying dynamics, both conscious and unconscious, that might be predominant
at any give time.” Stapley goes on to add, “The dynamics of the group might be such that even a small group may
nevertheless act as if it is a microcosm of the large group that is society, so that the themes that emerge through associative
dialogue may legitimately be analyzed for their societal context.”

This assumption, that associative dialogue reveals the unconscious correlates of experiences
in society in general, is based on the proposition that small group members have access to a
common context, and its emotional triggers, that characterize society in general. It is the same
assumption underlying social dreaming. This is why in theory, a Listening Post group can be
constructed without reference to the biases that a self selected group of people -- like minded
professionals with a psychological orientation-- might introduce. As citizens, they participate in
the same context that everyone else does.
There are several directions we can take to challenge this assumption, but one simple
question again is, does it yield results? Characterizing one major theme that emerged from a
2003 Listening Post exercise, Stapley writes, (p. 199)
“The world is currently experienced as highly complicated and complex; it seems clear that we are moving (have moved)
from a reasonably predictable environment to a situation where we just cannot begin to make sense of what is happening.
It really is experienced as a paradigm change. Of the factors that can be identified as contributing to the situation, it
seems that the tension between global and national economies and politics is highly significant. It is the view that the
global economy results in serious weakening of the national (known) system.”

In one sense this is a brave admission of “not knowing,” but on the other side it is a direct
acknowledgement that the group has failed to understand. The reasons for this failure are
abundantly clear. We can make little headway on understanding the post-industrial revolution
without drawing on the widest range of social science tools as well as economic, social and
psychological data, if we are to crack the puzzle about what is happening to us right now.
The risk of not doing this is this we will fall back on what we can comfortably verbalize.
For example, reporting on one hypothesis the Listening Post proposed, Stapley writes, “The
complicated and changing dynamics arising from the tension between global and national
economies and politics is such that members of society are left with an inability and inadequacy
of knowledge to meet the challenges presented. They react, on the one with rage (fight) and on
the other hand with helplessness (fight).”
We cannot be reassured if after an extensive effort to scan the signals from both outer
reality and inner experience, we arrive at the hypothesis that people are in a fight/flight mode of
consciousness. It simply feels too familiar and predictable. It is similar in the way to which we
too frequently invoke the “idea of splitting” to characterize all the conflicts in society which we
do not understand.
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In sum
Socioanalytic Methods is a book rich in the descriptions that our peers use in their consulting
and research work. It merits a close reading. But it suffers from the lack of attention to the
question of whether or not these methods actually help members of groups understanding their
common context. Many of the chapters share a conception of the unconscious as a magical
or mystical tool of observation. Certainly Bion and Lawrence have encouraged this frame
of reference. But one result is that these methods may paradoxically help people avoid doing
the conscious and difficult work of understanding. The methods become an imagined set of
shortcuts to knowing, where the only data required is our own experience. Socioanalysis may
suffer this shortcoming because the Group Relations method remains the touchstone and
lodestone of our inheritance. One next step may be to link these methods to rational methodsthose that use cause-effect reasoning - which help people explore and understand the nature of
their shared outer reality. The socioanalytic methods establish hypotheses and directions for
search, while the rational methods establish the best case possible for empirical certainty.
This conception of a next step is entirely consistent with Susan Long’s and Maurita Harney’s
excellent chapter, the first in the book, “The associative unconscious.” Drawing on the work of
the philosopher, Charles Sanders Peirce, they suggest that associative reasoning builds on what
Peirce called “abductive reasoning. ” Inductive reasoning takes us from cause to consequence,
“When I push the button on a door, the door bell rings.” This is an induction because even
though it may always be true in my experience, there may be times when the bell is broken. By
contrast abductive reasoning takes us from consequence to cause, “if the bell rang, probably
someone pushed the button.” Note the word, “probably.” Using abduction we try to look at
the most economic explanation for the consequence, without foreclosing the possibility that
perhaps the bell misfired without anyone pushing the button. In this sense abductive reasoning
helps us form hypotheses that we must later test. Associative thinking is fertile because, in
thinking through metaphor, analogy, word play, and feeling tone, much as we do in dreams,
we are more likely to create a set of hypotheses, some of which are quite surprising. Abduction
frees us from thinking only through those relationships of cause and consequence with which
we are already familiar. In this sense it is an ideal tool for discovery.
I think this argument is fundamentally right, but it is a partial one. We are still faced
with the problem of testing our hypotheses. Peirce writes, that, “Abduction merely suggests
that something may be. Its only justification is that from its suggestion deduction can draw
a prediction which can be tested by induction” (Minnameier, 2010). For example, to test our
abductive assumption that someone rang the bell, we could decide to not answer it and see if
the visitor then knocks on the door. As Pierce notes, we would then be making a prediction that
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a knock will follow the ring. This prediction is based on a deduction, of the form, “IF a visitor really
wants our attention AND we do not respond to the ring, THEN he will knock on the door.” Of course,
this is not always true in fact, (the visitor may feint away out of anxiety before he can knock),
but it is true for the causal model we are proposing. We can then test our prediction by going
to the door to see if someone is there. If no one is, we could then reason by abduction that the
bell most likely misfired. In addition, to test our causal model we could not answer the door
many times and assess if, statistically speaking, most of the time the ring is followed by a knock.
This would be inductive reasoning, and as this example suggests, is the basis for all manner
of scientific hypothesis testing. In essence, for the abduction to be complete as a method of
discovery, we must most follow the chain of reasoning,
	

“effect--->
(ring-->

cause--->
visitor rang the bell and we didn’t answer-->

effect.”
visitor will knock).

The first link in the chain is abductive, enriched through associative thinking, the second is
deductive stimulated by a causal model. We still need both blades of the scissor. Socioanalytic
methods invite us down the exciting path of finding ways to help groups move through
this entire chain of reasoning. But this means we need build or rely on thinking tools that
complement associative thinking.
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